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PREFACE 

Various students of Spain's Golden Age drama have 

remarked Tirso de Molina's keen insight into feminine 

character, 1 and some have mentioned his successful handling 

of women personages in his drama, but apparently none has 

studied the r6le of the dominant female. It is rarely, if 

ever, possible to prove a negative, but search of standard 

bibliographies2 has revealed no essay on the subject. The 

present paper is an attempt to fill, to some extent, the 

existing lacuna. 

iii 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the following pages my chief concern is to analyse 

the phenomenon of the dramatically dominant woman in the 

plays of Tirso de Molina. It is curious that this phenomenon 

should be so widespread throughout the work of a dramatist 

whose greatest fame is for the dominant man he created in his 

Burlador de Sevilla, Don Juan. Among the great Golden Age 

dramatists Tirso was very likely the best at creating com

pelling characters, yet when his work is taken as a whole it 

comes as a surprise to learn that his women characters 

habitually outstrip his men in sheer personal force. They 

have sharper wits, greater determination, and more initiative 

than the men pitted against them in the endless war of the 

sexes. The men are not cowards nor are they effeminate. 

They reveal the traditional qualities of courage and courtesy 

expected of the gentleman, yet they lack both the strength 

of will and intellect required to elude the elaborate nets 

of love set for them by the ladies. For the sake of sharper 

focus, a distinction must be drawn here between the sort of 
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women characters who are simply appealing, and those we shall 

choose, henceforth, to c a ll dominant. Virtually a ll of 

Tirso's women are appealing. Various reasons, including his 

experience as a confessor, have been assigned for his unique 

understanding of the motivations of women. Whatever the 

answer, it can hardly be disputed that his women, if less 

noble than Calderon's and less docile than Lope's, are more 

real, as women, than the female characters of either. Be-

cause they are like attractive women we know, we are free 

to believe in them, suffer with them, rebuke them, and love 

them. Munoz Pena has pointed out aptly the singularity of 

Tirso's women in a passage worthy of full quotation: 

Son las mujeres de Lope tiernas, apasionadas, y 
sujetas siempre a la voluntad de sus amantes; 
son, como el mismo Lope las llama, 'esclavas de 
su gal~n.' Calderbn las presenta altivas, herbicas, 
poc o tratables y celos!simas, no del objeto de su 
carino y de la persona de ru . mante, sino de su 
propia dignidad, de su misma honra personal, y de 
su orgullo de mujer despreciada; Tirso no sigue 
ninguno de estos dos caminos y, apart~ndose de la 
no siempre sumisa y apasionada ternura de las de 
Lope, las ofrece atrevidas, exigentes, muy apasion
adas pero siempre celosas: no tienen el altivo 
orgullo de las de Calderdn, pero son sinceras en 
sus afectos y confiadas en sus naturales encantos; 
no temen perder el amor de sus apasionados ~uando 
han sido correspondidas, mas si seven enganadas o 
preteridas son irritables y vengativas, cual cumple 
al que, amando con sinceridad, se encuentra burlado 
en su carino. Las mujeres de Tirso cuando sufren 
un desengano no llevan su venganza y sus celos 
porque se vean ofendidas en su dignidad personal, 
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sino por otro motivo m~s natural y humano que es, 
por verse olvidadas en la consideracicn de amantes 

3 

••. mientras las hero1nas de Lope sufren y se 
resignan, las de Calderbn olvidan u o~ian, las de 
Tirso luchan por el objeto de su carino, resultando 
por consecuencia de esta lucha atrevidas, osadas, 
incansables para tnventar artificios con que reducir 
a sus amantes ••• 3 

But this study will deal with a group narrower than that which 

includes all Tirso's appealing women. By dramatically domin

ant characters we shall mean those who are responsible for 

the action within each play, those who initiate it and give 

it direction. Naturally, some of the women we shall be dis-

cussing are more forceful, or dominant, than others. Some-

times this is due to the nature of the plot itself. For 

example, in Aver!glielo Vargas, a very strong-willed protagon-

ist is foiled in her efforts to win the young man who has 

captivated her. While this failure may be attributed on the 

surface to chance, at a deeper level it has always been im

possible for her to succeed. The dramatist has never visual-

ized the possibility of her success because he has already 

conceived of the two characters as being, unknown to them

selves, brother and sister. At other times the very dominance 

exercised by the woman over the action appears to stem from 

sources other than her own. In El Amor Medico we get the 

impression that Jer6nima's efforts are not so efficacious as 
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the position she holds. She is able successfully to imper-

sonate a doctor, and the results she obtains are more direct-

ly due to the customary respect shown doctors than to her 

forcefulness (though it is readily admitted that strong 

character is needed to undertake such a project). If a 

personal judgement is allowed, it seems to me a more advanced 

dramatic technique when Tirso makes the action derive 

direction primarily from the being of his women than from 

their accidental circumstances. Though it will be examined 

more fully at a later point, El Amor MJdico again serves as 

an illustration. 
, 

Jeronima's masquerade as a doctor is perfect 

for the situation into which she interjects herself, but there 

seems to be, at best, an imperfect and purely conventional 

motivation for her decision to begin chasing Don Gaspar. All 

that reaches us is the impression that she feels insulted 

because he has paid her no attention. In one way or another 

all the women we shall be dealing with exercise a decisive 

influence, making them rewarding for study individually and 

in comparison with each other. Eleven plays have been select

ed for consideration in depth: Mari-Hernandez la Gallega; 

Aver!glielo Vargas; El Amor Medico; La Mujer Por Fuerza; Don 

Gil de las Calzas Verdes; La Villana de Vallecas; La Celosa -- - - - - - --- ---- - - --- -
de Si Misma; Marta la Piadosa; Dona Beatriz de Silva; La 
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Ninfa del Cielo; and La Prudencia ~ la Mujer. No reason 

other than an arbitrary one can be given for the choice of 

some; others have been included as especially good examples 

of certain facets of Tirso's dramatic output. The object of 

all inclusions has been to foster a broad understanding of 

Tirso as a practicing writer and an appreciative love for 

the women he so enjoyed creating. Thematically these plays 

fall into four divisions and will be treated mostly in the 

context of these divisions. The first division is what we 

shall refer to as "light comedy" and includes the first six 

plays listed above. The second division is psychological 

comedy, or "comedy of character." Listed under this heading 

are La Celosa des! Misma and Marta la Piadosa. Thirdly, 

there are two plays on the lives of saints. These hagio

graphical dramas are Dona Beatriz de Silva and La Ninfa 

del Cielo. Finally we have what will be called, for lack of 

a better name, a historical drama, La Prudencia en la Mujer. 

Within each division it is to be understood that the play 

treated last in the sequence is regarded as the best speci-

men of the kind. 

A final word about Tirso, the conventions he followed, 

and his gift for making female characters live: many of the 

plots are quite similar, and situations recur from play to 
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pla y with only slight v a riations. Throughout his c a reer 

Tirso made use of the same dramatic conventions (the feigned 

slip, pretending to t a lk in one's sleep, the mistaken 

identity are three) , tested, audience-pleasing ones. Like 

all Golden Age dramatists, Tirso wa s primarily concerned with 

the popular reception of his plays, so that once he found a 

good thing he did not hesitate to use it two or more times. 

Sometimes it appears that, though his women dominate the 

action and appeal to the audience, they are not really 

individuals. The Dona Violante of one play and the Dona 

Juana of another are, according to this line of criticism, 

practically the same. The implication is that, in many of 

Tirso's works, there is nothing in the heroine to make her 

act differently from the heroine of another play, provided 

that she found herself in the totally new set of circumstances 

of the other play. There is some truth in this, namely that 

many of Tirso's l ad ies do share all the traits common to 

headstrong women and may be regarded as variations on a single 

ideal woman. But such criticism conceals a misunderstanding 

and is unfair. The critic whose complaint concerns Tirso's 

f a ilure to differentiate one woman from another often has in 

mind some fictional character from another genre (as the 

heroine of his favorite novel) with whom he is comparing 
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Tirso's ladies and finding them inadequate. I t ought not 

be necessary to point out the severe limitations imposed 

upon character development by the very nature of drama. At 

best, when compared with creations from a nove l, dramatic 

creations can only be types of people. Neither Tirso nor 

any other Golden Age playwright had any conscious intention 

of drawing well-developed characters. His job was to write 

action-filled comedies for a popular audience. The fact that 

many of his characters, and especially his women, refuse 

to be simple puppets attests to a creative gift and to an 

acute power of observation which could not be shackled. In 

essence, criticizing his women on this count misses the whole 

point~ which is that they are so appealing and so real in 

spite of their creator's spontaneity. More will be said con

cerning the problem of Tirso's ideal woman in our conclusion. 

Let it suffice for now to say that Tirso's dominant women 

are no slaves to a determined plot--they make the plays what 

they are. 
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II. LIGHT COMEDY 

What has been termed "light comedy" in the Introduction 

is widely known as the comedia de capa y espada, a most 

popular kind in the Golden Age. All the dramatists wrote 

them, and while Tirso's bear distinctive marks, they also 

share many of the conventions generally utilized. These 

plays have as their theme romantic love. It is treated 

lightly and all ends happily with a series of marriages. 

The lovers attempt to entrap one another, or they try to 

fool their elders, inevitably involving themselves in ela

borate plots, double-crosses initiated by frustrated rivals, 

cases of mistaken or feigned identity, and problems of honor. 

The frequent mistakes of identity were credible to an ex

tent because of the custom of wearing one's cloak around the 

face when outdoors. The rigid code of social honor was a 

favorite means of providing complications and excitement to 

otherwise ordinary love affairs. Violations of the honor 

code, if discovered by the la y' s relatives, might mean death 

for both lovers. Not only were the exaggerated action and 

8 
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conventional themes popular, it also appears likely that the 

complexity of the plot provided intellectual stimulation 

for those in the audience who desired it. A quick wit is 

required to anticipate what new deceptions a character is 

planning to foist off on the others. A retentive mind is 

needed to recall all the relationships of the characters and 

to appreciate the solution fully. This is true particularly 

of Tirso's light comedies, where the solution is attained 

by one or more of the dominant characters deluding the rest 

into a new structure of relationships. A favorite means of 

delusion employed by Tirso's people is what I would call the 

parallel plot. Examples of parallel plot will be noted duly 

as we proceed, but basically it involves the protagonist in 

an attempt to make up a story that will fit a body of facts 

accepted by all. The test of the story is that it must 

sound more plausible to the intended dupe than the inter

pretation he has hitherto placed upon the facts, and it must 

put its creator in a more desirable position vis-a-vis the 

dupe than does the interpretation it replaces. Often this 

convention reaches bewildering proportions (as, for example, 

when one story fails and another becomes necessary to explain 

both the facts and the motivation for telling the first story). 

Naturally, the most interesting thing about these light 
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comedies from the point of view of this study is the way 

the women dominate the action. The quotation from Munoz 

Pena captures their motivation well enough: they are real 

women, the sort who feel hurt and wronged when their lovers 

leave them, the sort who fight back to keep their men because 

they love them. In neglecting the honor theme, in allowing 

his women to act from the genuine motives which sometimes do 

cause women to run circles around men, Tirso takes a signi

ficant step beyond conventionality. Beginning with the 

innocent peasant girl, Mari-Hern~ndez,who tracked down and 

caught a Portuguese peer, we shall look at these wily women 

and their methods for ensnaring the prey. 

There is a good likelihood that Mari-Hern~ndez la 

Gallega is one of Tirso's earliest light comedies. Not only 

are there allusions in the play which tend to date it around 

1610, 4 but stylistically it fails to show the complexity of 

the later plays. Also, the heroine does not control the 

action nearly so tightly as some of his later creations. She 

tends to take advantage of situations already created. As 

Tirso develops his technique, the women more and more create 

the situations as well as use them. The play is unusual in 

that Mar!a is a Galician peasant (Violante in La Villana de 

Vallecas only pretends to be of peasant origin). Another 
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indication that the play is an early one is the relationship 

between-the two women, Mar!a and Dona Beatriz. All women in 

Tirso ' s comedies tend to be strong-headed, but it is extra

ordinary when two appear so evenly matched as they are here. 

The spectator genuinely wonders who will win out, especially 

, 
in view of Maria's peasant background. Both show themselves 

bold, both initiate steps to win the man. 

The setting is mainly the valley of Limia and the estate 

of the Count of Monterrey, but the action begins in Portugal 

at the villa of Dona Beatriz, close to the border of Galicia. 

Don Alvaro de Ataide, her lover, has come to see Beatriz by 

night on urgent business. From what he tells her the 

audience learns that the King of Portugal, Juan II , has come 

under the influence of his perfidious secretary, Don Egas, 

whose favorite pastime is extortion. Through forged docu

ments, Egas has convinced the King (who is excessively 

suspicious and unsure of himself) that there is a plot afoot 

among the nobility to take his throne by treason. Don Alvaro 

is one of those who have been implicated. Alvaro has come 

out of hiding to assure himself of Beatriz's loyalty, for 

rumor has it that the King has begun seeing her. She assures 

him of her constancy and appears much the more clear-minded 

of the two. She suggests that he flee to Galicia and adds 
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that she will follow as soon as she can. As they are saying 

goodbye, the King arrives. Alvaro is discovered and has to 

fight his way to freedom. The King is furious and,.has 

Beatriz imprisoned. She will be forgiven only if she marries 

Egas. 

Now the love conflict develops. It shows none of the 

finesse of his later comedies in this vein , but the nose-

to-nose encounter of the two women is very refreshing. 

Alvaro, on entering Galicia, disguises himself in serrano 

clothes , for Portugal is at war with Castile. Mar!a and her 

serving girl, Dominga, are out gathering things for a 

party her father is giving in her honor. Mar!a is alone when 

she finds Alvaro. She fears he is a J ew and picks up a stone 

to kill him. He begins flattering her. 

Pues si gust~is que yo muera, 
no os armJis de aquella suerte; 
en los ojos tenJis flechas, 
que los corazones pasan: , 
palabras decis que abrasan 
de amores y de sospechas. 

, I 

6Para que venis cargada 
de piedras, si me matb 
el veros ? (II, p. 77) 

In her innocence she does not understand. From this first 

encounter he has , in her mind , committed himself to her by 

this courtly talk. She assumes that he is of her own station 
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and takes him back to her father's farm with her, promising 

to get him a job. Her mistaken belief that he has committed 

himself is quite understandable: she asks him "2,QuerJis 

servir a mi padre?" and he replies "Y daros el alma a vos." 

(p. 78) By ordinary standards the language he uses can only 

mean that he wishes to marry her. It ought to be emphasized 

that Alvaro's infatuation with Mar!a is genuine. He is not 

simply looking for what he can get. He feels that Beatriz 

has let him down, and this flirtation with Marfa is a way 

to relieve his anxiety. 

Mar!a•s father, Garci-Hernandez, offers Alvaro a job. 

The Count of Monterrey arrives. He is Garcfa•s feudal lord 

and an old friend of Don Alvaro. Garc!a invites the Count 

to participate in the festivities. When Alvaro sees the 

Count, he decides to disappear for awhile, being uncertain 

of his friend's reaction. Mar!a begins to feel uneasy when 

Alvaro insists on going off by himself. A servant runs in 

with the news that some Portuguese soldiers are invading the 

valley in pursuit of a woman. The Portuguese are quickly 

sent packing and the Gal'c\.Vi-ans reach the woman to discover 

she is Beatriz. Both Beatriz and the Count are startled to 

meet each other here. Beatriz also had known the Count in 

earlier days. She explains why she was forced to escape from 
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Portugal. He offers her the hospitality of his own home and 

promises her she will soon be able to return pardoned. 

, 
Maria goes off into the woods with Dominga to brood. The 

appearance of Beatriz plus Alvaro's sudden desire to disappear 

have worried her. She feels the onslaught of jealousy, though 

she does not understand what it is she is experiencing. 

Dominga sees her crying and tries to comfort her. Mar!a 

tells her, "Amole por ser tan lindo,/tan sabio y tan hechicero; 

/y aborrJzcole, Dominga,/por ver el mal que me ha hecho,/ 

porque el alma me ha robado II (p. 87) 

Beatriz has influenced the action by suggesting that 

Alvaro flee to Galicia and by escaping from the King to come 

in search of him. Marfa has determined the action thus far 

only in bringing Alvaro back to her father's farm. Alvaro 

finds Mar:!a crying. He begins flattering her in the conven

tional way. Her grieved reply cuts him short. 

Esta.is en amar muy ducho, 
enganais y sabJis mucho; . . , . . 
quisieraos yo primerizo. 
DejarJis en vuesa tierra 
la memoria y volunta; 
traerJis las sobras ac~ 

I' para que a mi me hagan guerra. 
Pues tambiJn los de la sierra 
son per sonas., lisonjero. (p. 88) 

Alvaro admires her freshness and grace. Before Dona Beatriz 

discovers them he has reaffirmed to Mar!a that she is the 
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only one he will ever love, and is kissing her hand when 

Beatriz comes in. The trouble comes from his inability to 

assert himself and decide between the two women in their 

confrontation. The usual situation of two men fighting over 

a passive woman is reversed. Beatriz speaks first, her voice 

thick with irony: 11 Quien tan bien penas divierte, /y con 

tanta prevencion/a enfermedades de ausencia/tan presto 

ant!doto hallo,/no morir~ malogrado./iQuJ cortesano que 

sois ! 11 (p. 89). Don Alvaro tries to appease her and silence 

her, but neither woman will be quiet. Marfa speaks up and 

tells Beatriz "Aqueste garzon/ha de ser mi esposo." (Ibid). 

Beatriz's reply is quick coming'' iOh rJstica! Vive Dios,/ 

que mis celos y tu vida/han de acabar juntos hoy." (p. 90). 

Beatriz draws her dagger, 
, 

and Maria , snatching out her 

sling, picks up a stone. Alvaro tries to stay between them 

and reason with -them, but they are both angry at him and 

will have none of it. Marfa senses she has lost him, so, 

brokenhearted, she walks away. When they are left alone, 

Beatriz says she can now believe the stories about Alvaro 

being a traitor since he has so quickly betrayed her trust. 

"A vuestro competidor/dare, aunque muera, la mano~/pues 

la gracia del Rey gano;/y vos con igual mujer,/villano en 

el proceder,/ser~is del todo villano. 11 (p. 91). He begs 
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her pardon; she grants it with just the right amount of 

reluctance. The Count of Monterrey re-enters and Beatriz 

tells him that Alvaro will also be enjoying his hospitality. 

Maria returns; Alvaro tries to console her by giving her a 

ring and some kind words. She says she will not have it un

less he puts it on her finger and marries her. He explains 

that he cannot because he is a Portuguese Count already 

pledged to Beatriz. All leave, and Mar!a vows to take 

vengeance: 11 2,El casado y yo en tormento?/2,Ella alegre, yo 

llorando?/2, Los dos vivos, yo muriendo?/ •.• / Donde hay 

agravio hay venganza ••• " (p. 93) . 

The next setting is a field near Monterrey. Juan II 

and his soldiers are encamped waiting for the return of Don 

Egas, who has been sent out to pacify the local population in 

order that the King may safely besiege Monterrey and recapture 

his enemies. He is certain that Monterrey is protecting them 

and swears that he will level the estate to get them. Egas 

returnsj 
, 

chased by Maria, who is hitting him with a mallet. 

When she meets the King it is discovered that she has been 

chasing Egas because, since Alvaro dropped her, she hates 

all Portuguese (CL Ninfa in La Ninfa del Cielo). In this 

encounter Marfa really begins to make things happen. First, 

she exaggerates and tells the King that Alvaro had "enjoyed 11 
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her on the promise of marrying her. When Dominga later asks 

her why she lied about this, she answers, "La mujer/que de 

un hombre fue querida,/ya es gozada en el deseo,/y la afrenta 

si la olvida. 11 {p. 98). She decides to make a bargain with 

the King when she learns that he also has a grudge against 

Alvaro. She will see to it that the latter is lured outside 

Monterrey's castle so that he may be captured, providing the 

King promises to have him marry her and not to harm him. The 

agreement is made. 

Not only does Mar!a•s action here eventually lead to 

her success in marrying Don Alvaro, but it forces Don Egas, 

who fears a reconciliation between Alvaro and the King, to 

reveal his treason by trying to kill Al varo before the King 

can reach him. Before Egas takes action, Mar!a follows the 

next step of her plan. 
, 

Maria dresses up as a man (a techni-

que the dramatist was to use to greater effect in Don Gil 

de las Calzas Verdes) , and feigning a thick dialect, she 

pretends to be a distant relative of the Count. In this way 

she and Dominga gain entrance to Mon terrey's palacio. 

She reveals to Dominga that she is not sure how she is going 

to get Alvaro outside but that somehow she intends to do it. 

This illustrates both her determination and her simplicity. 

Other women created by Tirso have more fertile imaginations. 
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Monterrey is very suspicious of them but finds Mar!a amusing. 

He has to leave them alone, and while he is away they over

hear Alvaro reading a note from Beatriz aloud. This is just 

the fortunate opportunity Mar!a needed to carry out her plan! 

The note reveals Beatriz's continued jealousy of the serrana. 

She wants Alvaro to come under her window this evening so 

she can talk to him about it. Notice that Beatriz hereby 

affects the action; she is a forceful woman, but an unfor-

tunate one. The scene changes to a field outside the palacio. 

Don Egas and his henchmen are approaching. Meanwhile, Don 

Alvaro has gone to speak to Dona Beatriz beneath her window. 

Unknown to either of them, Mar!a, still dressed as a man, is 

observing them and listening. Maria is forced to hear Don 

Alvaro swear that he had and could have no love for her. 

She hears herself called a rustic. Alvaro avows that he has 

erased her from his soul. She can scarcely contain herself: 

"iQue esto escuche una mujer/y pueda tener paciencia/para no 

morir matando!/iAh celos! Soltad la rienda/a venganzas y 

suspiros. 11 {p. 103). Alvaro continues trying to make up with 

Beatriz. 11

6Como os puede a vos dar celos/una pastora grosera, 

ignorante en facultades/de amor, que estima agudezas?" {p. 104). 

Mar!a can stand no more--she leaps out and cries to Alvaro: 
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/ Ment{s, 
mal hablado; queen ausencia 
de mujeres que enganastes, 
no es bien hecho hablar mal dellas. 
Vos sf que el villano sois, 
pues que porno pagar deudas 
de quien de esposa os dio mano, 
poneis en SU honor la lengua. (p. 104). 

19 

Beatriz leaves the window, saying to Alvaro as she does, 

11 A sospechas,/ya en verdades convertidas,/a comprobadas 

ofensas,/no hay remedio, sino olvidos. 11 (p. 104). Alvaro 

, 
turns upon Maria in a fury, not recognizing her, and asks 

who she is. She claims to be Mar!a•s former lover whom she 

jilted in favor of Alvaro. She says she has come to kill 

him and tells him to draw his sword and defend himself. They 

begin fighting. Don Egas comes upon them and goes to Mar!a•s 

aid against Alvaro. When Alvaro is attacked by Don Egas, 

Mar!a changes sides and wounds Egas mortally. Don Alvaro 

thanks her for saving his life, still believing she is a man. 

She demands that they continue their interrupted fight. He 

refuses, saying he cannot fight the one who saved him. 

Before she disappears she tries to reveal her identity and 

reprimand him at once: "Si yo quisiera/d~rtela, a ser noble 

tJ,/te matara de verglienza,/solamente con decirte/mi nombre; 

mas considera/quien hay, si no es un celoso,/que ame a un 

tiempo y aborrezca. 11 (p. 106). Don Alvaro is confused by 
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this behavior, but on the basis of voice (which more than 

once gives rise to suspicion when Tirso's women dress as men; 

see Don Gil.de las Ca lzas Verdes), he suspects it may have been 

Mar!a. The alarm is sounded within the palacio. J uan II 

and his troops have arrived, demanding Beatriz and Alvaro. 

Monterrey appeases them and announces that Egas, who is 

dying, wishes to confess his treason to the King. All is 

forgiven, but Beatriz must marry another Count. The King 

keeps his end of the bargain and marries Mar!a to Alvaro, at 

the same time elevating her to the nobility. It ought not 

be necessary to point out the special appeal of Mar!a•s 

turning to aid her husband-to-be when he is threatened by 

Egas. This action is her final determining factor in the 

play's solution, since it wins Alvaro for her, and, by causing 

Egas to confess, redeems Alvaro in the eyes of the King. 

Though probably written a decade later, Aver!glielo 

Vargas has an important similarity to Mari-Hern~ndez la 

Gallega: the heroine's innocence and the comparatively small 

control she exercises over the action. The "dominant 

woman" in Averiglielo Vargas is a thirteen-year-old illegiti

mate daughter of the dead Portuguese King, Don Duarte. It 

will be noticed that the two plays also share the locale of 

Portugal, but this is of minor importance for our purpose. 
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A disguise of some sort is absolutely necessary in these 

light comedies, and the one a dopted by Sancha, the heroine 

of Aver!glielo Vargas , is unique. She becomes a dwarf in 

order to gain admission to the royal court. Her goal through

out the play is to gain the affections of Ramiro, a boy she 

has grown up with and for whom she thinks she feels a sexual 

attraction. What neither Ramiro nor Sancha learns until the 

end of the play is that they are brother and sister. Th is 

play involves more mistaken identity (in fact it hinges upon 

this convention) than Mari-Hern~ndez la Gallega. The plot 

has some hints of incipient complexity (e.g., the way each 

of the lovers tries to maneuver the others with protestations 

of love for someone else) , but these are left undeveloped. 

The action stems basically from chance, a technique which 

looks rather feeble in comparison to some of Tirso's better 

work where developments flow from the decisions of the 

characters. People decide things in Averfglielo Vargas, but 

no one ' s influence really predominates. In the end chance 

decides that Don Dion!s and Sancha come together. One marked 

difference which separates this play from Mari-Hern~ndez la 

Gallega (and from La Villana de Vallecas and Don Gil de las 

Ca lzas Verdes) , while joining it with La Mujer Por Fuerza 

and El Amor Medico, is that, whatever her inability to carry 
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through her designs on Ramiro, Sancha initiates the situation. 

She is not first wooed by Ramir o, and then ignored; she 

simply decides that she must have him. 

The action begins in Mornblanco at the guinta of Don 

Alfonso de Abrantes, an important cleric and a close friend 

of the former king. It is he who has been charged with the 

secret of the King ' s paternity of Sancha and Ramiro and with 

the responsibility for their upbringing. The Infante Don 

Pedro, brother of the dead King, comes to see Don Alfonso de 

Abrantes. Alfonso expresses his hope that Pedro will govern 

Portugal wisely for many years and be a beneficent teacher 

to the young child--King Don Alfonso V. Ramiro and Sancha 

observe this meeting. Sancha's jealousy is the very first 

thing we see of her. She is angry at Ramiro for "making 

eyes" at the attractive daughter of Don Pedro, the Infanta 

Dona Felipa. From the beginning we sense the sort of relation

ship that exists between Sancha and Ramiro. It is the kind 

of hero worship young girls often render to boys several 

years older that Sancha offers Ramiro. However, San cha, 

having no experience of such matters, misinterprets her 

feelings and believes her passion for Ramiro is sexual in 

nature. Sancha ' s jealousy is further inflamed by Ramiro ' s 

insistence on striking up a conversation with the pretty 
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Infanta. Sancha adds her own wisecracks to the chat, causing 

Ramiro to become embarrassed. He tells her to leave him 

alone. To Ramiro, Sancha is a little pest. In developing 

their relationship Tirso anticipates quite well the final 

revelation that they are brother and sister. When Felipa 

ask$ why Sancha is crying, Sancha displays wit in her answer 

by a clever play on words, using picar in three ways: she 

says she has been (1) slicing an onion; her eyes are watering 

because (2) it smarts; and her eyes will continue burning 

until (3) Felipa mounts her horse and leaves: "Y picar~/ 

hasta que de aqu! piquJis. 11 (II, p. 1032) Sancha is very 

forward; she does not feel in the least that she owes de

ference to the Infanta, who appears to be a bit older and more 

mature than either Ramiro or Sancha. Don Pedro (who also 

appears in a less historical role in El Vergonzoso en Palacio) 

informs us that a cortes has been called at Santaren. This 

has been done so that the young King's mother may formally 

refuse to rule during her son's minority. She prefers to 

leave the reins of government in Pedro's hands. Don Pedro 

tells Alfonso that, while dying, his brother mentioned the 

illegitimate children and instructed him to take charge of 

them. He requests that Ramiro, without being told of his 

royal birthj be given to his care as a young gentleman. Alfonso 
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points them out. Pedro is struck by their beauty and noble 

bearing. 

When they are alone Sancha reproaches Ramiro severely 

for the disdain he showed her in Felipa's presence. In 

probably the most forward , plain speaking way to be found in 

Tirsian drama she confesses her love for him. 

Nae! amandote villano, 
pues me han dicho mas de tres 
que antes que aprendiese a hablar 
aprend! a quererte bien. 
El ama que me dio leche 
me dijo, falso , una vez , 
que para acallar mi llanto~ 
las queen tu ausencia llore, 
el remedio era llevarme 
donde t e pudiese ver. 
jMal haya amor tan antiguo! , , , 

Mas 6que mas mal que on desden ? 
, . , h Creci un poco , y crecio un muc o , 

el fuego en que me abrase, 
que segDn lo que se enciende, 
de cancer debe de ser . 
Los juegos con que otros ninos 
se suelen entretener , 
eran en m! el adorarte. 
i AY cielos, que mal jugue! 
No hallaba sino an tus ojos 
pasati.empos mi ninez; _ 
mis munecas son tus ninas 
que me hechizan si me ven. 
Este es mi amor, cruel Ramiro, 
y ese tu injusto pago es: 
mas quien a tramposos f!a , 
que no cobre sera bien. (p. 1038 ) 

Ramiro ' s answer is the answer given by the whole movement of 

the play to Sancho's obstinate persistence: "Yo , Sancha, 

pues no lo sabes,/si hasta aqu! te quise bien,/fue quererte 
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como a nina/pero no como a mujer;/que para eso artn es tempra

no .•• " (Ibid). Ramiro also reveals that he has consuming 

ambitions in regard to courtly life despite his anonymous 

background. Sancha can only view Ramiro's interest in Felipa 

as treason to the loving devotion she has rendered him for 

thirteen years. When Ramiro sees he can do nothing else, 

he tries to appease Sancha by telling her he does love her 

and was only trying to arouse her jealousy by flirting with 

Felipa. Ramiro leaves; shortly thereafter the news comes 

to Sancha that Ramiro is being sent to the Infante Don Pedro. 

Sancha silently makes a decision which ultimately affects 

everyone and which causes great confusion: '' rRamiro va a 

ver la Infanta?/ ••• /Si a Santaren va Ramiro,/Sancha ha 

de ir a Santaren." (p. 1041) 

Before Ramiro leaves on his mission to Don Pedro, it is 

announced that a dwarf, who is being brought to the child

King to entertain him, has fallen sick during the trip and 

will be brought to Momblanco to recover. Sancha instantly 

senses that the coming of this dwarf can be utilized in her 

love-plot to capture Ramiro, but as yet she is uncertain how 

his arrival will serve her. Sancha parts with Ramiro, warning 

him not to pay attention to the Infanta. 

The scene changes to the palacio in Santaren. From his 
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first encounters with the courtiers it is plain that Alfonso V 

will become, with his uncle's guidance, a very prudent monarch. 

Ramiro enters and pays homage to Don Pedro. Felipa sees him. 

She hears her father tell him that he will remain at court, 

and is overjoyed at the news; 11 6A la corte? jOh venturosa/ 

yo, queen la corte y palacio/puede querelle despacio!/ 

Mas ino me falta otra cosa/que rendir mi pensamiento/a quien 

ayer fue villano!/Pero no es en nuestra mano este primer 

movimiento.n (p. 1049) Felipa also is making amorous plans, 

though she sees the irony in her yielding herself to a young 

man who was, only yesterday, a peasant. She is restricted 

in a way Sancha is not. owing to her rank she must be quite 

careful of the methods she employs in pursuing Ramiro. She 

certainly cannot dress as a dwarf! Ramiro greets Felipa, and 

Don Dion!s, who also has designs on her, does not fail to 

notice their familiarity. All the courtiers quickly note 

that, whatever his origins, Ramiro enjoys the special favor 

of the Infante. While talking to Don Dion!s, another courtier 

mentions his theory that the Inf_ante' s favor falls upon 

Ramiro because he is his son. Don Dion!s hopes with all his 

heart that this is true, because if so it will eliminate 

Ramiro as a competitor for Felipa. The young King also takes 

to Ramiro and showers all sorts of favors on him. Ramiro 
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intercedes on behalf of Dion!s with the King so that Dion!s 

can obtain the position of comendador mayor of Ants. Ramiro 

himself is made a Count and Master of Santiago. Now that he 

has been elevated in rank, Felipa sees the way clear to 

articulate her affection for him. Ramiro is thinking of the 

advantage he has gained by this promotion: he may now approach 

Felipa. Dion!s already suspects the motivation behind Ramiro's 

intercession for him: 11 
••• porque dJl no me ofenda,/hizo 

darme una Encomienda,/para quitarme una Infanta." (p. 1054) 

Sancha arrives, disguised as a dwarf. Unknown to the 

people at Court, the dwarf died at Momblanco and Sancha, 

having taken his clothes, set out for SantarJn. Only Ramiro 

recognizes her in her masquerade, for none of the others 

have seen her more than briefly. Sancha goes straight to 

Don Pedro and greets him. After looking at her, Don Pedro 

thinks he has seen her somewhere before, but he cannot recall 

where. Ramiro has trouble believing that little Sancha could 

be so bold as to do this! Don Dion!s approaches Ramiro a 

bit later and tells him that only one thing is lacking if 

Ramiro wishes to gain his friendship; he wants to know whether 

Ramiro loves the Infanta. He is caught off balance by the 

question, but denies feeling anything but the love of a 

loyal servant for her. Dion!s confesses that he himself is 
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madly in love with Felipa, and asks Ramiro to be a go-between 

for him with her. Ramiro promises to do this. This further 

convinces Dion!s that Ramiro is Felipa's brother. When alone, 

Ramiro decides to continue to try to court Felipa in spite 

of Sancha and Dion!s. 

Sancha now adds a totally new dimension to the plot and 

shows her imaginative forcefulness. She asks Ramiro how he 

likes her masquerade and assures him she is not intending to 

interfere in his love-game since she has found out they are 

brother and sister. (Often in Tirso's plays all that is 

required for something to become true is for one of the 

characters to conceive of it as fiction. The irony in Sancha's 

use of this trick is almost too great to bear.) Ramiro is 

duped by her explanation. Still worse for Ramiro, he wants 

to believe that Don Alfonso de Abrantes is his father. Sancha 

manages to fish this out of him in the most obvious manner, 

and then she tells him what he wants to hear. Paralleling 

Ramiro's function as go-between for Dion!s, Sancha promises 

to act in her dwarf disguise as a go-between for her brother. 

This naturally occurs to her as the best way to impede his 

progress. 

The setting moves to the part of the palacio inhabited 

by Don Pedro and his daughter. Ramiro goes to see Felipa 
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there. When they meet, both are wondering how to communicate 

their love. Ramiro begins by telling her he is in love. She 

asks who it is he loves. He loses his confidence and cannot 

tell her that she is the lady he loves. After fumbling around, 

he finally comes up with a trick analogous to the one Sancha 

is playing on him. He pretends not to be interested in 

Felipa, but asks her if she will help him make his true love 

jealous by feigning that she favors him. This trick is also 

similar to the one employed by Finea against Florela in 

La Mujer Por Fuerza. It allows them to continue with their 

courtship, and both have the satisfaction of not having to 

make an embarrassing confession of love. Felipa readily 

agrees to the scheme , and she is even taken in bj it: "Celosa 

estoy; pero es justo/cumplir lo que me ha pedido~/porque 

aunque sea fingido,/quiero gozar deste gusto." (p. 1061) 

Ramiro hopes Felipa has understood his true meaning. He 

decides the only way he can make certain of it is by cont inu

ing to play this game until she realizes it is no game but 

his true sentiment. I n this vein he asks her, " 6Quereisme 

ya?" and she answers 11 Hasta la muer t e." (Ibid) Note that 

the man initiat es the fiction here, another indication that 

a strongly dominant woman is lacking in this play. 

Sancha comes to Felipa after Ramiro has left and brings 
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her a note from him in which he swears his love for her. 

Sancha knows nothing of what Ramiro has just told Felipa, and 

Felipa thinks this is part of the game to make Ramiro's real 

love, one of her ladies-in-waiting, jealous. Felipa reveals 

to Sancha that Ramiro really does not love her. This dis

covery angers Sancha. She realizes that Ramiro has gotten 

her out of his way again by duping her into being an inter

mediary with someone he does not love. Felipa now tells 

Sancha that in spite of what Ramiro has said, she thinks he 

loves her; she asks Sanchato verify this suspicion. As 

Sancha leaves, she is approached by Don Dion!s who also re

cruits her services as a tercera with Felipa. 

By now it is obvious to the reader what was meant in 

describing this comedy as one in which chance rules. No 

dominant character maneuvers the others into a satisfactory 

solution. All are scheming rather ineptly, and they appear 

to fall into the final resolution. 

Ramiro and Felipa meet again, and this time Ramiro plays 

the game with more determination. Felipa takes the hint and 

decides to play her own game. She tells Ramiro that since 

he has confided in her, she will confide in him. She loves 

Don Dion!s. She asks him to be her tercera with Dion!s. 

Ramiro understands what Felipa is doing and goes along with 
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it. By pretending that he is her tercera, Felipa is able to 

convey to Ramiro information ostensibly directed to Dion!s. 

A Don Dion{s le dirJis 
que, aunque nose ha declarado, 
le quiero bien 

, 
y decilde que le reugo que sea mas atrevido, , 
pues yo a decirselo llego7 
y aquesta noche le pido 
que , a pesar de su sosiego, , 
me vea por el balcon 
sin reja que al jard!n mira 
del parque, que hay occasion, 
y si della se retira, 
que culpe su dilacibn 
••• Decid que vaya con vos, 
Ramiro, y que vaya solo. (p. 1065) 

The key to this speech is found in the last two lines. The 

meaning is, of course, that Felipa wants Ramiro to come alone, 

but he must pretend to be Don Dion{s. Sancha comes to Ramiro 

and accuses him of being in love with Felipa's lady-in-waiting. 

From this it is plain that Sancha is just as vulnerable to 

the tricks of others as they are to hers. He reveals to 

Sancha his plan to go to Felipa that evening and gain entrance 

to her room by identifying himself as Don Dion!s. When Sancha 

is alone she makes plans to spoil Ramiro's efforts: 

6En nombre de Don Dion!s 
vais a gozar la ocasibn, 
Ramiro? Si vos fing!s 

, # 
ser ladron, yo soy ladron 
del amor que no adquir!s. 
Adelantarme he si puedo 
con las alas de mi miedo 
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al jard{n, por estorbar 
que no la lleguJis a hablar; , 
que amor no es masque en enredo. (p. 1066) 

Now it is night, and Felipa is waiting at her balcony 

window. Ramiro is approaching. Both lovers are wondering 

if the other has understood the clues and hints. Felipa sees 

. , 
him and asks if he is Dionis. He says he is. As they begin 

talking, the real Don Dion!s happens by. He observes what 

is happening and draws the wrong conclusion. Nothing is more 

natural than that he should assume Felipa loves him and 

that Ramiro is using his name to dupe her. Sancha appears , 

and when she sees that Ramiro has already met Felipa, she 

determines to break it up by giving a false alarm, so she 

cries out that there is a fire in the palace. Everyone flees 

in different directions. Again Sancha has taken decisive 

action, but like everything else she does, this works against 

her. After the disturbance has died away, Don Dion!s returns 

beneath Felipa's window and calls to her. She answers and 

promises him that tomorrow night he will have her :"Manana 

en la noche quiero/que entrJis conmigo en palacio./No digo 

m~s; que no espero/beber la purga despacio/cuando de verglienza 

muero.'' (p. 1072) She gives him a ribbon. He is overjoyed. 

When he sees Ramiro, he has lost all suspicions and imprudent-

ly tells him that he plans to "enjoy" the Infanta that 
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evening. Ramiro deduces that this is some sort of mistake 

and so decides "La bendicibn le he de h t 11 ur ar .•• (p. 1073) 

In another encounter Felipa, who trusts Sancha in her dwarf 

disguise, tells Sancha that under the name of Dion!s she is 

going to admit Ramiro to her room. Sancha feels fortune 

going against her and becomes very upset. She reaffirms her 

determination: "Mas huye, cruel Ramiro; que aunque h:uyas/ 

adonde sobra amor, vence la industria." (p. 1077) Now Doria 

Felipa is in the park outside the palacio at night waiting 

for Ramiro. When Ramiro meets her he confesses his identity. 

"Si ya os gozo, no es raz~n/usar la equivocacibn/del nombre 

de Dion!s. 11 (p. 1078) The two leave to consummate their 

love. Both Sancha and Dion!s enter now, each with the object 

of impersonating one of the lovers and gaining the other. 

They go off together and neither finds out the truth until 

it is too late. Don Alfonso de Abrantes arrives, searching 

for Sancha and, finding her servant, forces him to confess 

that she is impersonating the dwarf. Sancha enters and tells 

everyone with great pride that her plan has succeeded; she has 

managed to seduce Ramiro and make him her husband. When she 

is told by the horrified adults that he is her brother she 

says, "iAY cielos!/Engafiome la ignorancia. Mano me ha dado 

de esposo ••• " (p. 1083) Don Dion!s enters and the situation 
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is unraveled. The problem of incest is solved. Then Ramiro 

and Felipa make their entrance and all ends in happy 

confusio • 

El Amor Medico and La Mujer por Fuerza have many similar-

ities and to some extent may be treated here together. Both 

involve the pursuit of a man by a determined women who 

dominates the subsequent action. In both the men are innocent 

of any provocation and are , indeed, unaware that they are 

being pursued until the trap has been sprung. The heroines 

of these two plays do not dominate the action so thoroughly 

as those of Don Gil de las Ca lzas Verdes and La Villana de 

Vallecas; yet their motivation for pursuing the men indicates 

they are possessed of natures more proud and haughty than the 

principal women of the aforementioned plays. Jer6nima and 

Finea each conceives an unexplainable passion for a visitor 

in her brother's home. As proud women, they are determined 

to have their way and catch the man. In both plays this 

means following the visitor when he leaves. 
, . 

Dona Jeronima, 

a girl well versed in the academic side of medicine, adopts 

the disguise of a doctor to achieve her end Q (We have point-

ed out earlier the aptness and inherent authority of this 

disguise.) Finea manages to get a job as a page with the 

very man she is pursuing. Here the plays branch apart; 
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Finea becomes involved in a complex situation when her 

brother decides that she has been kidnapped by the visitor. 

J eronima's brother, on the other hand, plays a very minor 

role and ends by going off to fight a campaign. Thus she 

is freed to go and come as she pleases. 

In El Amor Medico the action begins in Sevilla and ends 

in Coimbra. The scene opens at the house of Don Gonzalo, 

Jeronima's brother. Gonzalo's visitor is Don Gaspar. As 

is the case in La Muj.er Por Fuerza, Gonzalo is keeping his 

sister out of sight. He is angry at her for refusing to 

assent to his plans for her marriage. She begins complain

ing to her maid that the visitor is ignoring her. 

, d , , 
6Hay huespe mas descortes? 
iun mes en casa al regalo 
y mesa de Don Gonzalo, 
y sin saber en un mes 
quJ mujer en ella habita, 
o silo sabe, que es llano, 
blasonar de cortesano 
y no hacerme una visi ta! (II, p. 970) 

Her maid defends Gaspar, saying that he cannot pay attention 

to her since he does not even know she exists. Jeronima 

simply refuses to believe this possible. She explains that 

one evening when she caught a glimpse of him she purposely 

cried out, "'Aguilar, 6donde dejais a mi hermano?'" (p. 971) 

His response was hardly enthusiastic. Jeronima, after using 
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her intuition, has come up with an answer which both explains 

Gaspar's neglect and increases her own determination to have 

him: 11 

6Sabes qut sospecho?/Que le trae tan desvelado/la 

dama queen Madrid deja,/que no le dan pensamientos/lugar 

para complimientos. 11 (p. 973) She relates that last night 

she observed him through the keyhole and watched him read 

through some papers several times, laughing , and at moments 

sighing. These can only be love notes. She decides to take 

matters into her own hands, and she begins by reading the 

letters. "En accidentes de amor,/no cura bien el dotor/que 

no cura para s!. 11 (p. 974) Gaspar explains to Gonzalo the 

reason for his coming to Sevilla from his native city of 

Toledo. He had been involved in a love plot and was forced 

to flee for his life after having killed a man. He still 

loves the girl, but she will have nothing to do with him, 

mistakenly believing him responsible for the death of her 

mother. Gaspar plans to go to Portugal to embark on a ship 

bound for the Orient. Later, when Gaspar is in the town, he 

is approached by J erbnima and her maid, who have their mantles 

down over their faces to avoid being recognized. The maid 

tells Gaspar to go to the Alcazar if he wishes news from 

Toledo. Jerbnima herself promises to tell him many things about 

his lady if he goes. Gaspar becomes very excited when 
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Jer~nima mentions the lady's name (which she has found in the 

letters) and insinuates that she has letters for Gaspar from 

his lady. While they are waiting for Gaspar to arrive at 

the I ~ • cazar, Jeronima tries to explain to her servant why 

she has acted as she has • 

. , 
6Quien creyera 
que hicieran descortes!as 
en m! lo que no finezas? 

hombre que no menosprecia, 
tJngase por bien querido; 
ffnjase quien nos desea, 
desdenoso, descuidado; 
no nos mire, nod~ quejas, 
causar~las en su dama • • • (p. 980) 

When Gaspar puts in his appearance, Jer~nima begins by 

accusing him of behaving discourteously toward a certain 

lady. He asks who this lady may be. Her answer is very 

reminiscent of Dona Magdalena in La Celosa des! Misma: nuna 

dama que se queja/de vos con justas razones,/muy mi amiga, a.in-

que no vuestra. 11 (p. 982) This resemblance to La Celosa de 

s{ Misma is further enlarged so that, in his complete lack of 

perceptiveness, Gaspar is much like Don Melchor. Part of 

their conversation parallels a rebuke Magdalena delivers to 

Melchor. Gaspar asks her identity. She refuses to tell him, 

but does hint at the reason: "Porque asistencias/de un mes de 

huJsped, ni obligan,/ni cortesfas despiertan.n He says he 
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does not understand, and her reply is dripping with irony: 

"Es mal antiguo/en vos no entender." (Ibid) She finishes the 

interview by telling Gaspar that his lady wants him back. 

He can scarcely contain himself on hearing this. When he 

arrives at Gonzalo's home, Gonzalo tells him the newsthat 

he must leave for the war with France. He also tells Gaspar 

to forget about his lady for now and flee, because his 

enemies have arrived in Sevilla and are searching him out. 

Jer~nima overhears and determines to follow Gaspar to Portu-

gal. 11 iA Lisboa se me parte,/donde amor en sus bellezas,/ 

extranjero con las damas,/perpet~e su asistencia!/ 6QuJ inten-

locuras m!as?" (p. 984) Her servant suggests she put 

her knowledge of medicine to advantage. 

To this point Jer~nima has taken the initiative several 

times, but has influenced the action as a whole very little. 

So far she has not begun influencing the key decisions of 

others. She has succeeded only once, at the 
, 

lcaz ar, in 

meeting the object of her affection. However, we perceive 

a qualitative difference between Jer~nima and the other two 

heroines of the light comedies we have considered. She is 

more mature and more determined than Mar!a or Sancha. She 

is the first full-blown dominant woman we have met in Tirso's 

work. 
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The scene changes to Coimbra in Portugal, to the house 

of Don Inigo, Gaspar's uncle. Don Rodrigo, an old friend of 

Gaspar, arrives from Toledo. Gaspar explains to Rodrigo 

that his uncle is arranging for him (Gaspar) to marry his 

cousin , . Dona Estefania. All they are waiting for is the 

dispensation from Rome. Because of his good fortune with 

Estefan!a,Gaspar is not overly depressed to hear from Rod-

rigo that his old sweetheart in Toledo is now happily engaged. 

To himself, nevertheless, he still cannot help wondering 

who the lady was in the Alc~zar. He introduces Rodrigo 

to Don Inigo and Dona Estefania. We learn that Estefania is 

suffering from melancholy, but as yet we have no idea of its 

source. She seems impatient with Gaspar. Rodrigo falls in 

love with her at first sight. He interprets her sudden per-

turbation with Gaspar as a sign that she has also conceived 

a tenderness for him. When Estefan!a is alone we are made 

privy to her secret: 

'd. #. I iA un me ico amais. Callad; 
que el publicarlo es locura. , 
6Para que se llama cura, 
si es la misma enfermedad? 

iNunca en casa le admitiera 
mi padre! iNunca llevara 
salaries con que matara 
a la visita primera! 
iNunca yo el pulso le diera! 
Pues para mi perdicibn 
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I de tan efimera loca, 

apenas la arteria toca, 
cuando abrasa el coraz~n. 

40 

(p. 988) 

So a crush on the doctor is the cause of Estefam!a' s fit of 

melancholy. It requires little imagination to guess who the 

doctor will be. The doctor arrives, and it is Jer~nima. 

Her decision to masquerade as a doctor, thus gaining the con

fidence of Estefan!a•s family, allows her to thwart the pro

posed marriage. She is more active than Maria or Sancha, 

and the rein she holds over the course of events is tighter. 

Estefan!a senses an immediate improvement in her con

dition when Jeronima enters. Don Gaspar observes the con-

versation between doctor and patient as the latter's pulse 

is being taken. After the consultation is over Estefan!a 

gives the doctor two diamonds. Gaspar remarks to himself, 

"Por Dios, que soy si se nombra/medicina, y no amor esto,/ 

en uno y en otro id iota. n (p. 993) (It is encouraging to see 

him show some signs of perspicacity. Later, he even begins 

to demonstrate some initiative.) Dona Jerbnima promises to 

return to see Estefan!a in the evening. She asks why the 

doctor must leave, I and Jeronima's reply is used to set up 

another part of her plot. She tells them she must go to meet 

her sister who is arriving from Lisboa. Thus she gives the 
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doctor a sister, and in this role she will try to attract 

Don Gaspar. A more direct effort at thwarting the marriage 

is made just as Jer~nima is leaving the house. She takes 

Don Inigo aside and tells him confidentially, 

Vuexcelencia no la trate 
en este tiempo de bodas; 
que aunque a Don Gaspar se inclina, 
cual quier acci~n imper iosa, 
en tiempo que es tan enfermo 

1 . ' 1 '1· yen comp exion me anco ica, 
cansa la imaginativa, 
yes fuerza que descomponga 
la sangre, y dane el cerebra. 
Alma quieta y vida ociosa 
piden tiempos apestados. (p. 994) 

When Jer6nima is gone, the three men discuss her; Gaspar's 

dislike for the doctor is plain. Don Inigo relates to Gaspar 

the doctor's recommendation that the marriage be postponed 

while Estefan!a is in this enfeebled condition. When the 

others have left, Gaspar reveals that his suspicions have 

been confirmed by the doctor's insistence on impeding the 

marriage. 

Celos, ya empieza a temer 
mi amor al dotor Barbosa. 
Cuando no le ve, est~ triste, 
yen viJndole toda es gozo 

Dos veces le dio las manos, 
ya tocarlas le importuna; 
envidie amor su fortuna, 
y llorad, desdicha, vos. 
jEl manos de do s en dos! 
iYo con celos, y ni aun una ! (p. 996) 
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He decides to go visit the doctor and warn him. 

Meanwhile Dona Jer6nima has disguised herself as the 

doctor's sister. Her servant cautions her, "aunque a todos 

satisfaces,/nunca aca bas de mirar/que en alguno te has de 

errar,/si tantos papeles haces." (p. 997) She does make 

mistakes, but she manages to cover them with her quick think

ing and sure sense for perceiving what other people want to 

hear. # She intends to pay a visit to Estefania, but on the 

way she meets Don Gaspar, who was going to visit her "brother." 

Her face is covered. She shows him her hand, and his reaction 

is to fall into a sort of frenzy, again reminiscent of Don 

Melchor in La Celosa des! Misma. He flatters her, and she 

feigns being in a hurry to leave him. In the course of con

versation she allows him to find out that her brother is the 

doctor. When she departs, Gaspar tells his servant she has 

, 
stolen his heart--no longer does he care for Estefania. He 

returns to Inigo's house and finds the doctor there. He 

marks the great similarity in appearance between the doctor 

and his sister. The doctor repeats his warning not to see 

, 
Estefania for now, or Gaspar will upset her. Gaspar tries 

to explain that he is now interested in the doctor's sister. 

Jer~nima pretends not to understand. There are parallels to 

this attitude in other dominant women; Once they have the 
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man where they want him, they prolong his agony out of sheer 

f e minine spite. Rodrigo approac he s Jerdnima for her aid in 

, 
getting Estefania to respond to his love for her. She pro-

mises that she will put herself to work on the task. This, 

while not originating with Jer~nima, is easily adapted by 

her to her plan for trapping Gaspar. By helping Rodrigo, she 

will be helping her own cause. Gaspar goes to visit "doctor" 

Jer~nima at her house to broach the subject of his interest 

in her sister. She greets him very charily, expressing concern 

for the family honor. She plays the role of the protective 

brother well. Gaspar proceeds to explain that he has ob

served that the source of Estefanfa•s illness is her love for 

the doctor. Jer~nima pretends to offended by this. Gaspar 

emphasizes that he meant no offense but only wished to become 

the doctor's friend. The bargain he offers is that he will 

no longer stand between the doctor and Estefan!a if the doc

tor will allow him to court his sister. Clearly, Jer~nima 

is not initiating all the action, although hers is the ulti

mate responsibility. Gaspar is neither so passive nor stupid 

as some of Tirso's men, and consequently, his ability to 

respond correctly lightens the load upon her. The objection 

which Jer6nima, in the person of the doctor, raises to 

Gaspar's proposal is very interesting as a small example of 
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what has been referred to as parallelism. That is, Jeronima 

tells the truth about her earlier relationship with Gaspar 

in Sevilla, but speaks as though she were removed from what 

she relates, as though it happened to someone else. She 

says she is currently treating a woman in whose house he 

stayed while in Sevilla and who, seduced by love for him, has 

followed him to Portugal. She blames him for this lady's 

suffering and for causing Estefania's melancol!a. 
, 

"Segun 

esta informaci6n,/6fiaros mi hermana puedo?/ ••• /Dejaos 

de burlar bellezas,/y cumplid como cristiano/caballero y 

castellano/palabras •.• " (p. 1009) A similarity to Mari-

, , . 
Herna~dez may be noted here: in accusing Don Gaspar, Jeronima 

does not hesitate to exaggerate. She claims that Gaspar 

pledged himself to the sevillana. Gaspar's innocent bewilder-

ment reminds us of several of Tirso's "heroes," most of all 

of Federico in La Mujer Por Fuerza. Now he receives a note 

from the sister informing him that she has observed everything 

from concealment. She avows her love for him. Next, Jeronima 

disguises herself as the sevillana who has chased him and 

goes to speak to Gaspar. She demands that he comply with his 

promises to her. Strictly speaking, this is not necessary 

to her goal, but Jeronima is applying the conventional tech

nique of torturing the captive once he has been ensnared. 
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Jer~nima goes to visit Estefan!a. She is well received 

owing to her resemblance to the doctor. This convention is 

universal in Tirso's light comedies where disguise plays an 

important part. The idea of the heroine gaining favor with 

her rival because of her resemblance to a male disguise in 

which she has already seduced the rival lady recurs constantly~ 

witness Don Gil de las Calzas Verdes and La Villana de -- -- - -- ---- ----

Vallecas. She tells Estefan!a that her brother would like 

her to serve as his tercera in gaining the love of another 

lady. The reaction is one of ordinary jealousy. Despite 

the sameness of the conventions he uses, this is a good example 

of how Tirso manages them in different ways. Telling Este

fan!a she is needed as a tercera is in another, slightly more 

complex dimension, the same thing done in Aver!glielo Vargas. 

The real intent here is to delude the dupe twice over, while 

the real intent in Aver!glielo Vargas was solef¥ to uncover 

Felipa's love for Ramiro. As Estefan!a is indulging her 

jealousy, Rodrigo enters bearing the news of the arrival of 

the papal dispensation. He tells her that he loves her and 

that, according to the doctorj she shows signs of loving him 

also. Naturally, she is quite shocked to hear that she 

loves Rodrigo. And this is hardly the time for a joke ~ She 

tells him openly that the doctor was wrong. He refuses to 
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believe her. He would appear to be the arch-dupe (or perhaps 

she is, since he gets her in the end). 

Jer~nima comes in, dressed as the doctor. Estefan!a 

reproaches her both for the business about acting as a tercera 

and for misleading Rodrigo. Jer~nima is guiding things 

almost flawlessly. She understands to perfection what moti

vates the others. The two disturbances she causes here are 

both initiated with the objective of disengaging Estefan!a 

from her infatuation for the doctor. Estefan!a commands the 

doctor to leave the house and never return. She threatens 

to scream, and Jer~nima must think fast to prevent her. 

Like Dona Juana in Don Gil de las Calzas Verdes, she has over

indu lged her desire to see her rival suffer and must now act 

to regain control of events. Her solution is identical to 

the one adopted by Dona Juana. She pretends that she is the 

doctor's sister again; in a typical parallelism, she explains 

that not enough time has elapsed since her departure for her 

brother to arrive, that she simply changed costume, and that 

it was all done to discover if Estefan!a loved her brother. 

True to form, Estefan!a is taken in by the story. The only 

thing that Jeronima, now playing the role of the sister, can

not explain is why her brother has duped Don Rodrigo. She 

sidesteps this neatly. At this point, Tirso begins demonstrat

ing his power to weave together a wealth of detail into a 
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complex pattern, an ever-changing kaleidoscope. Jerbnima 

has said that the request to act as a tercera was a fiction, 

but now she tells Estefan!a that she had better hurry if she 

wants to marry the doctor, since he is already making plans 

with the other lady. 
, 

Estefania loses her temper; no longer 

does she have any idea what to believe. While she is in 

this state of confusion, Jercnima decides to switch identi

ties again in order to calm her; she tells her she has been, 

all along, the doctor. She proposes to Estefan!a and the 

latter accepts, offering her hand. Rodrigo and Gaspar 

enter. Gaspar announces his desire to marry the doctor's 

sister. Jerbnima answers him, "Yo por su esposo os admito;/ 

mas ha de ser hoy la boda. 11 (p. 1019) Jerbnima then takes 

. Gaspar aside, identifies herself as the doctor's sister, and 

asks him if 'he wishes to marry her. He suspects a trick, but 

takes her hand sign of consent; Rodrigo and 
, 

as a Estefania 

serve as witnesses. The shock comes when Jerbnima tells 

Rodrigo, "Agora vos,/cavalleiro, agradecido;/dai a maon a 

vossa o.ama. 11 (Ibid) Estefan!a asks what this means, but she 

gives her hand to Rodrigo saying "Por el dotor os la entrego. 11 

(p. 1020) The plays ends happily; and Estefan!a marries 

Rodrigo, when Jerbnima confesses: "Prodigios/de amor disculpen 

finezas,/Don Gonzalo, hermano m!o,/murib por su Rey y patria:/ 
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a Don Gaspar he querido/desde que fue hu4sped nuestro; J1 

solo mJdico me hizo,/y ~l, en fin, es hoy mi esposo." (Ibid) 

Finea, the heroine of La Mujer Por Fuerza, is much like 

Jeronima, as has been mentioned before. However, I believe 

she is less sympathetic than her counterpart to a modern 

reader. Perhaps this is due primarily to the different value 

which the modern audience places upon romantic love. The 

audience for which Tirso was wri~ing took the view that all 

is fair in love; but an equally strong, though probably un

conscious, attitude in the audience was that which allowed 

Golden Age dramatists to marry off the losers virtually 

without their consent at the end of the play. The key is 

that the love-game was viewed as a game and was taken less 

seriously than it sometimes is nowadays. With this viewpoint 

in mind, we can more readily understand Tirso's allowing 
\ 

Finea to break up the perfectly satisfactory love affair 

between Florela and Federico. There is no Estefan!a in La 

Mujer Por Fuerza. The fact that Florela and Federico do 

seem to love each other makes a solution more difficult to 

arrive at; but in addition to the previously cited attitude 
) 

of the age, we shall try to show that Florela harbors a 

growing mistrust of Federico that justifies her losing him. 

When we arrive at that point in the play, it will be 
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advantageous to remember Beatriz and her mistrust of Don 

Alvaro in Mari-Hernandez la Gallega as an analogy. 

Insofar as her effect upon the action is concerned, 

Finea is a Titaness. Both strong will and the wits required 

for execution are hers. If Jer~nima had the prestige of her 

position working for her, Finea has only her own guile, 

determination and winsomeness. Certainly no one will deny 

that she gains her man by overcoming one of the most danger

ous and entangled situations Tirso ever put together. Both 

her brother and the man she loves would like to kill her. 

Sh e shows the omnipresence which was to become a trademark 

of Dona Violante in La Villana de Vallecas and ultimately 

of Tirso's great woman, Dona Marfa de Molina in La Prudencia 

en la Mujer. 

The action begins in Hungary at the house of Alberto and 

his sister Finea, where Count Federico is staying as a guest. 

However, most of the play takes place in Naples, Federico's 

home, to which he returns following his diplomatic mission 

to the King of Hungary. Federico is young and quite handsome. 

It is never brought out explicitly, but all along Alberto 

seems to feel he has good reason for isolating his sister 

from their guest. She is, despite her capacity to dominate 

the action, even more vulnerable to temptations endangering 
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the family honor than most women. Somehow Finea manages to 

catch a glimpse of Federico, and she falls madly in love with 

him. She decides not to sit passively and watch him walk 

out of her life; she will do something. 

Sueno y sustent · perdf, 
y al fin me determinJ 
a seguirle ••• 

yo pienso mudar el traje, 
sin que me obligue y reporte 
la afrenta de mi linaje; 
ver de Napoles la corte, 
yen ella servir de paje. (I, p. 505) 

When he is making ready to depart from Hungary, Federico, 

who loves a woman in Naples, offers to marry Alberto's sister 

whom he has heard about but never seen. This is intended , 

and politely refused by Alberto, as nothing more than an 

excessive compliment. Within the world of the play, this 

bit of imprudence on Federico's part brings him harsh conse-

quences. It is this proposal which leads Alberto to suspect 

the good Count when Finea disappears. On his way out of 

Hungary, Federico and his party meet Finea on the road. 

She is disguised as a page. She explains that she is from 

Hungary (she calls herself Celio) and is going to Naples to 

better her fortune. Federico takes an immediate liking to 

her and gives her a job as his page. He suspects the "young 

man" is a person of some quality on account of her humility 
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and prudence. This technique is unique among Tirso's light 

comedies; that is, just as direct, unmasked confrontations 

be.tween conflicting characters are unusual in Tirso's plays, 

so it is extraordinary for a girl to trap her man by gaining 

a position in his retinue. It is not opposed to the spirit 

of Tirso's light comedies, but it seems impossible to incor

porate into most of them since so many of his women are after 

men who have loved and left them, and who thus would recognize 

them. 

Federico arrives back in Naples and goes to tell the 

King of his diplomatic success. The King is very pleased 

and desires to reward him. Federico conducts himself modest

ly and leaves to go visit the girl he loves, Florela . Finea 

overhears Federico and his old servant Clar!n arguing about 

Florela's merits. Federico is defending her, and Clar!n 

maintains she is unworthy of his master, who should take 

advantage of his favor with the King to marry into the royal 

family. It is in this conversation that Finea discovers 

Federico has a woman here in Naples whom he loves. So far, 

all Finea has done to influence the action is run away from 

home and join herself to Federico's party. Eventually her 

leaving home brings her brother to Naples, but as we have 

explained, that is as much Federico's fault as it is Finea's. 
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Finea's first reaction to hearing about Florela is one of 

despair: 

/ 

6Que aguardo con lo que he visto? , 
6Por que no me vuelvo? jAY Cielos! 
Pues no p~edo conseguir 
lo que intento, yes morir 
muy bajo, morir de celos 

, 
Pero 6por que celos llamo 
lo que no lo pudo ser? 
Este quiere una mujer 
sin saber que yo le amo 
ni tenerme obligaci~n; 
6quJ agravio ni celos puedo 
tener ni pedir al miedo 
de mi justa perdici~n? 

" ' Loca fui, loca he venido 
de mi tierra tras un hombre 
que apenas sabe mi nombre: 

6mi nombre? Ni aun si he nacido. (p. 514) 

Finea falls into this lament, but she recovers from her 

momentary depression as determined as ever to have her way. 

Federico takes her with him when he goes to see Florela in 

order to get 11 Celio's 11 opinion of the woman he loved. On 

the whole, the Count and Florela have a nice reunion. Right 

away Florela reveals her tendency to mistrust Federico, the 

tendency which spoils their love in the end. She appears to 

love Federico, but she is very possessive and immature. 

Despite her qualities of honor and intelligence, she is neither 

clever nor forceful. Even more than Federico, Florela is 

the poor dupe of the play. She asks Federico to tell her 
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all about the women he met and not to hide anything. He 

explains that he could hardly communicate with them because 

of the language barrier. She is not convinced. 11

6Dieron 

os algun favor?/Por vida m!a, mostradme/banda, flor, papel . 

o cinta;/que aunque en palacio excusase/la novedad estas cosas,/ 

no pudieron excusarse/en casa de vuestro hu~sped. 11 (p. 516) 

Unknown to either character, this reference to the home of 

Federico's host has struck the nail on the head. His denial 

is ironic not only because of his ignorance of the situation 

but because it is the first of many such denials he will be 

forced to make: "Florela, un rayo me abrase/si vi la hermana 

de Alberto./Y aqu! llegan mis dos pajes,/de qui~n podrJis 

informaros." {p. · 517) He is asking Finea to swear that he 

has never seen her! Florela's response is reminiscent of 

that made by the Duchess in La Ninfa del Cielo to her husband 

Carlos when he says his lackey will vouch for him. Florela 

~ does not trust Clarin any more than she trusts Federico. 

Florela does allow Finea to testify to the Count's good 

behavior. Finea does this not out of any desire to help the 

Count, but solely to throw Florela off guard. In this 

breach of love by jealousy, Finea sees an opening into which 

she hopes to drive a wedge. 

The King of Naples receives a letter from the King of 

Hungary notifying him that Federico is suspected of kidnapping 
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Finea. Along with it comes a letter addressed to Federico 

from Alberto. The King has Federico brought before him and 

shows him the letters. He tells Federico he cannot believe 

a man of Federico's nobility would do such a thing. Federico 

is completely puzzled and appears innocent. He laughs at the 

letters from the King of Hungary: "Cuando seguro quedo,/ 

no me turba, senor , el ser culpado." (p. 519) At first 

the King believes his reaction means that he has already 

married or intends to marry, Finea. Federico explains he 

never even saw her. This explanation gets very monotonous 

and unbelievable to the other characters as the action 

develops. Federico suspects that her real boyfriend took 

advantage of the si~uation to elope with her and thereby 

cast suspicion on a foreigner. The King accepts this ex

planation and advises Federico to write and explain to Alberto 

that he does not know anything about his sister's disappear

ance. Federico is reluctant to open the letter from Alberto 

for fear that it may contain a challenge to a duel. Finally 

opening it he reads Alberto's promise to kill him. Alberto ' s 

attitude is that, since he no longer has any honor, he is 

not obligated to kill Federico honorably by means of a duel. 

Meanwhile, Finea has been playing up to Florela. As 

Celia, she pretends to be in love with Florela. This is 
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simply a way of capitalizing on Florela's jealousy. Florela 

is flattered by Finea's amatory confession, and she is amused 

to think someone from such a different station could love 

her. Bu t she resists, telling Finea to keep it to herself 

and forget about it. Finea senses immediately that part of 

Florela's resistance is based on their social differences, 

so she sets about inventing a story to remove that objection. 

This talk ought b y now to be familiar to us. Getting one's 

adversary to fall in love with one while disguised as a man 

is one of the most successful tricks Tirso's dominant women 

use. Dona Juana in Don Gil de las Calzas Verdes and Dona 

Jer~nima of El Amor MJdico are only two of many who try it. 

The essence of Finea's tale is that she is really Don Alonro, 

, 
son of King Fernando of Aragon. When she finishes she tries 

to force ·p lore la' s hand. 

Ya lo dije y ya me parto, 
que el decirlo fuJ partirme; 
mas juramento te hago 
a la cruz de aquesta espada , 
como aragones honrado 

. . . . . . . . . . . . 
que si me guardas secreto 
y me veo en el estado 
que pienso, y el Conde falta 
a vuestro concierto y trato, 
de casarme y de enviar 
por ti al MarquJs don Bernardo ,, 
desde Aragon, porque estoy 
por tu be·lleza expirando. 
Ten l~stima de mi muerte, 
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queen tenerla de mi vida 
no h a ces al Conde agravio. (p. 523) 
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Finea starts to leave. F lorela tells her to wait; but we 

are not allowed to see if she will f a ll because Federico 

enters and interrupts them. He tells F l orela about the 

letters from Hungary that have gotten him in trouble. He 

explains what he is accused of, and she remarks, unjustly, 

11 

6 Y ser verdad no pod{a ? ll (p. 524) Since even Flore la sus-

pects him, Federico loses all patience. 11 Hareisme desesperar, 11 

he tells her. (Ibid) Federico gives Finea the mission of 
~ 

carrying back to Hungary the letter~has written to Alberto. 

For the moment, though unknown to Federico, this puts Finea 

in a difficult position: she can hardly deliver the letter 

to her own brother. Fortunately for her, Federico soon dis

covers, in a most unpleasant way, that Alberto is in Naples. 

Hence there is no longer a need for delivering the letter. 

While Federico is issuing this order Florela still thinks 

of the accusation. She completely oversteps the bounds of 

propriety in love : II l Donde la tiene s ? ••• / .•• / '/ Por que no la 

traes aqu! ? 11 (Ibid) Federico has had enough of her jealous 

suspicions and leaves. Finea sees her opportunity to widen 

the breach, and takes it: she tells F l orela that the story 

about Federico's kidnapping Finea is true. Like many other 
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Tirso heroines she is exaggerating, but in her own case at 

least part of what she says is true, though unknown to the 

Count. Florela capitulates. She indicates both her readi

ness to believe in the kidnapping and her willingness to 

accept Celia's proposal. II jAY Celia! Si tu me ensenas/ 

esta mujer, ten por cierto/que te adore." (p. 525) Finea's 

work with Florela is almost finished, and its importance must 

not be underestimated in terms of its effect on the play's 

outcome. The central obstacle to winning Federico is that he 

loves another woman. Alberto gets in the way, but he is only 

a secondary problem. 

Alberto has arrived in Naples quietly and intends to 

kill Federico, preferably by ambush. He finds out where 

Florela lives and conceals himself nearby. When Federico and 

his lackeys pass, he takes a shot at the Count. It mi ~·ires, : 

and Alberto flees. From this scare Federico is able to figure 

out that Alberto is nearby. Meanwhile, Finea has been paying 

court to a girl named Fenisa to whom Clar!n introduced her. 

As Celia, Finea promises to marry Fenisa if she will help 

Count Federico put over a joke on Florela by pretending to 

be Finea. Supposedly, the Count wants to make Florela jealous. 

The King has received another letter from the King of 

Hungary. He is now convinced of Federico's guilt and decides 
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to imprison him. At this moment Alberto enters. The King 

believes that indisput able proof will be forthcoming. He 

h a s Federico sent for, and Alberto assures him that , when 

confronted with an angry brother , Federico will admit his 

guilt. Alberto claims that Federico must have seen his sister 

at least, or he would not have asked to marry her. Federico 

appears , a nd Al berto relates his story. He tells Alberto 

that he is sorry, but innocent, and that Alberto should re

turn home. He walks out . The King reminds Alberto that he 

must prove his accusation. Alberto leaves , saying, "iMaldiga 

el Cielo, Finea,/tu liviandad, pues padezco/tanto disgusto 

por ella!" (p. 531) He knows his sister! 

Finea has persuaded Fenisa to cooperate in the joke 

on Florela. They go to Florela's house. Florela is very 

upset when Fenisa admits everything that had been rumored 

about Federico. Her reaction is perfectly realistic; even 

the most jealous and mistrustful women feel crushed when their 

haunting fears prove true. When faced by such a claim, she 

wishes to flee from it: 11 2, Es posible que dijese/amores a 

otra mujer ? 11 (p. 534) Florela decides it would be best, 

under these circumstances, for the Count to marry "Finea. 11 

Yet she also wishes that Celia had never brought her. 11 Por

que me inform~ de todo/me estoy muriendo , y quisiera/ no 
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escucharla si pudiera ./Mostra dme, celos, un modo/con que no 

pueda s aber/esto que saber deseo." (I b id) Sh e commands that 

Fenisa be taken away. As they leave , the Count comes in by 

a no t her door. He rela tes to Florela what has happened with 

Alberto, thmnotices her silence a nd a nger. 

6QuJ es esto ? , 6estas enojada? 

6Cosa que a lgo de esto creas ? , 
que si matarme deseas , 
no busques mejor espada. 
6Pues no respondes, airada ? 
Vuelve ese rostro, senora; 
ibueno sera que tJ ahora 
sus desatinos ayudes 
y que el sernblante me mudes , 
que el alma por verlo adora! 
jAh Florela! Mas 6que d igo , 
si me ma tas t~ tamb!en ? 
Mira mi bien, que soy quien 
estoy hablando contigo. 

6De quJ sirve dar castigo 
a un hombre que esta inocente ••• ? (pp. 535-536) 

Poor Florela begins crying and insists that he is lying. 

As jealous as s he was she can scarcely be blamed. Her 

sobbing does not fit the general mood of the play, but taken 

separately it is one of the most attractice scenes. She 

revea ls that she has seen Finea today. Federico nearly goes 

mad: " 6La que yo no hablJ ni vi,/ha s vista tJ? 6QuJ es 

aquesto ?/AlgJn demonio se ha puesto/en figura contra m:L" 

(p. 536) 

I n Don Gil de las Calzas Verdes, Don Mart!n begins to 

believe he is being pursued by the sort of omn ipresent demon 
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Federico envisions here. The Count is confused, hurt, and 

determined to avenge himself on whoever is responsible for 

this nightmare. As he turns to leave, he swears that he 

will seize this woman by force, whoever she may be, and 

prove his innocence. 

The King is still unsure whom t~ believe. Both Federico 

and Alberto appear to be tel'ling the truth; indeed, insofar 

as they know, both are. Now Firiea comes before the King. 

She does not hesitate to 9eceive him: 

Finea soy, la hermana soy de_ Alberto, 
a quien de Hungr!a, con engano, el Conde 
Federico sac~, dando primero 
palabra como nobla caballero. 
Desde entonces, senor casi oprirnida, 
si bien arnor fuJ causa de mi dano, 
me tiene disfrazada y escondida, _ 
para encubrir con todos este engano. 
Ni~game la palabra prometida 

que se quiere casar con otra. dama 

Suplico a Vuestra Alteza no permita, 
ya que yo fu! mujer, cuya fla =ueza 
no es la primera vez que se ve escrita: 
(As{ nos fabric6 naturaleza) 

que nose case, pues mi honor me quita 
y el de mi casa • • • (p. 538) 

To prove her identtty they call in her brother, who was near

by. This was something for which Finea's plan took no account. 

He goes into a blind rage and tries to stab her to death. 

She flees and escapes his e:fEorts to kill her. Federico 
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returns, and the King is so furious h e will not speak to him. 

He has another noble relate to the Count what has happened. 

The story of Finea's appearance at court merely adds to 

Federico's growing consternation. After the people at 

court have seen her, the only things they will believe about 

the Count any longer are that he is lying or mad. Federico 

ex~laims to the King, "Senor, digo que lo creo,/pues Vuestra 

Alteza lo dice,/y que es verdad que la tengo./Yo la debo de 

tener,/aunque, jVive Dios eterno!/que no sJ cbmo ni dbnde,/ 

porque yo jamas la veo. 11 (p. 539) Then, turning to Alberto: 

Alberto, yo estuve ciego, 
yo sin sentidos, pues todos 
ven aquello que no veo. 
Ello es sin duda verdad; , 
pero ensef1ame, te ruego, 
esa senora, y si dice , 
no digo yo que la tengo,. 
sino sblo que la he visto, 
yo digo que desde luego 
soy su marido. 11 (p. 540) 

Again, through no fault of his own, yet because of his care

less words, Federico has justified Finea's claim to him; for 

as his page, she certainly has been seen by the Count. Alberto 

says he will go look for his sister. Federico is afraid he 

may have seen the girl and forgotten about it. He also 

fears that they are all in collusion, playing a monstrous 

joke on him. Now Florela enters and asks a favor of the King: 
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~ she wants him to marry her to Don Alonso of Aragon, wh~ she 

explains, is presently disguised as Celia. Alberto returns 

and accuses Federico of killing his sister in order to avoid 

marrying her. He begs the King to put it to the test of 

single combat since he no longer wishes to live. Finally, 

Finea explains the whole plot to the King, and he makes them 

all take an oath of silence. Finea gets Federico as a re

ward for her efforts, and Florela receives Alberto as her 

husband. All ends on an ambiguous but hopeful note. 

Tirso's greatest accomplishments in the vein of light 

comedy were achieved in two plays which are very similar in 

many respects. These two, Don Gil de las Calzas Verdes and 

La Villana de Vallecas. deserve to be ranked among the great 

plays of the period. They are built upon many of the same 

techniques we have seen in his other plays, but now these 

techniques are handled with the greatest possible facility. 

An interesting aspect of the plays is that they typify Tirso ' s 

tendency to avoid dramatic confrontations between competing 

characters. Whenever such characters meet, they do so only 

within the medium of a fiction designed to hide their dif-

ferences. The two plays follow the same plot pattern: in 

each a man seduces a woman with a promise of marriage and 

abandons her for another match, a match in which he will 
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receive a richer dowry. The girl he has wronged disguises 

herself, in one case as a man, in the other as a woman, and 

goes out to thwart his efforts to marry another. 

Neither Dona Juana nor Dona Violante conceives of her 

plan in terms more detailed than a general strategy. How

ever, both are intelligent, quick-thinking women who are 

able to take advantage of events and guide them. Both women 

have the omnipresent quality we first noticed in Finea. Both 

are strong-willed, but unlike Dona Jer6nima, they are not 

typified by proud determination. Rather, their most noticeable 

feature is their energy. They are aiways doing something, 

always weaving another enredo with which to trap their man. 

The men they are chasing are of a different breed from the 

Don Melchor-Don Gaspar type: they are perceptive, they know 

the lengths to which a woman will go to ensnare them. Don 

Mart:!n and Don Gabriel are not so much fooled as they are 

brought down by the accumulated weight of these love-nets. 

In the end, they surrender simply from exhaustion. 

The opening scene in Don Gil de l a s Calzas Verdes takes -- -- -- ---- ----
place at the entrance to the egovia bridge outside Madrid. 

Dona Juana, the heroine, is explaining to her servant Quintana 

why it is she has disguised herself as a man, and has brought 

him on this sudden trip from Valladolid, leaving home without 
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even asking her father's permission. She narrates how on a 

special feast day some months earlier in Valladolid she met 

and fell in love with a young man named Don Mart!n de Gu zm~n. 

They made each other's acquaintance when she tripped (a com

mon device women use in Golden Age drama to flirt) and he 

helped her up. Don Mart{n soon succeeded in overcoming 

her resistance and bringing his courtship to fruition. He 

promised to marry her. When his father learned that Don 

Mart!n was planning to marry a girl of the poor nobility, he 

became very upset. According to Dona Juana's description, the 

only thing that touches the old man's heart is gold. (Avarice 

is often depicted as the besetting vice of old people in 

Tirso's plays. A notable comparison to the old father of this 

one is Marta's father in Marta la Piadosa.) Martin's father 

has received an offer from an old, and very rich, friend in 

Madrid, proposing to marry his daughter rnJs to Don Mart!n. 

In order to free his son from the obligation to Do~a Juana, 

the old man has had him leave for Madrid secretly under the 

name of Don Gil, so that he would be safe from the authorities 

if Juana should make trouble. Also, Don Mart . .:fn carried with 

him a letter from his father to the friend, explaining that 

this young Don Gil was being sent as a replacement for his 

son who was already engaged. As may have been noticed, the 
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letter is another example of parallelism. The truth is not 

changed by the old father; it is added to by other consider

ations. Juana ends her explanation to Quintana by telling 

him she found out all this through a bribe. She has come to 

Madrid to spoil Mart{n's plans, "el ~ cpmo, dJjolo a m:L 11 

(I, 175) She instructs Quintana to go to Vallecas and wait 

there for word from her. 

Somehow Juana has managed to discover the whereabouts 

, 
of the residence of Ines' father, Don Pedro Mendoza; so that 

problem is removed. While crossing the bridge into the city 

she meets a peasant named Caramanchel who is out of work, and 

she hires him on as her lackey. Meanwhile, Don Mart!n has 

arrived at Don Pedro's house and has shown him the letter of 

introduction from his old friend Guzm~n. When Pedro has 

read the letter and comprehended the situation, he welcomes 

Don "Gil" arrl assures him that his daughter will be satisfied 

with the new arrangement. 
., 

Like Martin's father, Don Pedro 

shows definite signs of greed. Don Pedro wishes to be prudent; 

he does not want to surprise his daughter all at once with 

the news that she is to marry this stranger from Valladolid, 

so he asks Don Mart!n to try to make her acquaintance on his 

own at a garden party she is to attend this same afternoon. 

Dona rnJs enters the house with her suitor Don Juan just 
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as the conversation between her father and husband-to-be has 

ended. Don Pedro overhears their conversation. From the 

first we recognize Don Juan as being cast in the Don Melchor 

mold; he is the sort who is overly possessive, throws himself 

at the feet of his love, and so completely misunderstands 

feminine psychology that he allows himself to be used con

stantly. Juan has a premonition that Ines will meet someone 

in the garden this afternoon. She invites him to escort her 

and prove her faithfulness. She promises, "Tu solamente has 

de ser/mi esposo 11 (p. 1721) Don Juan leaves , and Don 

Pedro enters to rebuke his daughter. She replies to him with 

considerable force, directly alluding to his avarice: "No 

te a l teres, que no es justo,/que yo la palabra le di/pre

suponiendo tu gusto;/y no pierdes, siendo ans!,/nada en que 

Don Juan pretenda/ser tu yerno, si el valor/sabes que ilustra 

su hacienda. 11 (Ibid) He reveals to her that he has picked 

out a better husband for her, a well-born, rich gentleman 

from Valladolid named Don Gil. At the name "Gil, II Ines bursts 

out laughing. She cannot believe a noble could have a name 

so typical of the peasantry. She hardly shows the sort of 

resignation one expects of a Spanish daughter before her father. 

(Indeed, an unusual amount of disrespect toward elders may 

be found in Tirso's plays generally.) Nevertheless, her 
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father confidently predicts that she will be falling in love 

with Don Gil by this evening. As she leaves for the party 

with her cousin Dona Clara, her father tells her that Gil is 

to be at the party. Dona J uana soon learns all that has trans

pired by means of an informer whom she has planted in the 

house. She determines to meet Dona Ines at the party, and 

pretend to be the Don Gil to whom her father has promised her. 

Thus far, Juana has taken the initiative by disguising her-

, 
self, following Don Martin, and planting spies. With her 

flirtation with Ines she begins to dominate and control the 

other characters·. 

At the scene of the garden party, Juana goes right up 

to Dona Ines and introduces herself. She begins a courtly 

conversation with the two ladies (Ines and Clara), much to 

the displeasure of poor Don Juan. He is further disturbed 

when Ines forces him to make room for the beardless gentleman 

to sit down. 
, 

Throughout the play, Ines seems to be something 

of a preciemse. One of her main reasons for liking 11 Gilito 11 

is that Juana naturally appears effdminate; likewise, she is 

repulsed by Don Mart!n chiefly because he is so hairy. Ines 

asks the young gentleman, since she has found out he is from 

Valladolid, if he knows a certain Don Gil. Juana makes it 

known that her own name is Gil. Ines is certain this must be 
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the young man her father has chosen for her, and she is 

smitten with him in spite of herself. 
, 

Unknown to Ines, her 

cousin Clara has also fallen for this Don Gil. While dancing 

, 
with Juana, Ines confides her love. 

Don Gil de dos mil donaires, 
a cada vuelta y mudanza 
que habJis dado, dib mil vueltas 
en vuestro favor eL alma. , , 
Ya se que a ser dueno mio 
ven!s; perdonad si, ingrata, 
antes de veros rehuse 
el bien que mi amor aguarda. 
iMuy enamorada estoy! (p. 1725) 

Juana tells her she must leave but that she will come to her 

window tonight. 

, 
When she arrives back home, Ines goes running to her 

father, telling him she has seen Don Gil and fallen for him. 

Mart!n is present, and Pedro asks him when this happened, 

thinking he was the Don Gil his daU:Jhter had seen. Mart{n 

understands no more than the old man, but he does understand 

what Ines's words mean: he starts to embrace her. She is 

shocked and disgusted. She explains that the Don Gil she met 

was another man. 11 2,Don Gil tan lleno de barbas?/Es el Don 

Gil que yo adoro/un Gilito de esmeraldas. 11 (p. 1726) When 

her father asks his full name, she dubs him according to the 

way he was dressed, "Don Gil de las calzas verdes." She 

runs off, leaving the two men perplexed. 
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Meanwhile Dona Juana has taken up residence in a house 

close by under the name of Elvira. She has sent for Quin-

tana in order to inform him of her success. He arrives, and 

she explains to him that in her Don Gi l disguise she has stolen 

the heart of InJs. The results are that Don Mart!n is out 

searching for his impostor; the old father is losing patience 

because his daughter steadfastly refuses to marry the Don 

Gi l he has destined for her. Since Juana has not revisited 

her as Don Gil, InJs has been brooding and has had all her 

servants join the search. Also, Don Juan, InJs•s jealous 

suitor, is looking for this beardless Don Gil to kill him. 

Because of her resemblance to Don Gil, Juana has, in her new 

role as Elvira, already managed to strike up a fast friend

ship with her neighbor InJs. We have remarked on the number 

of times Tirso uses this device (cf. El Amor Medico). By 

being close to InJs, she will be able to learn what is being 

planned in regard to the marriage with Don Mart!n. J uana gives 

Quintana a packet of letters for Don Mart{n; she wants him to 

pretend he has just arrived from Valladolid. She does this 

because she knows that Mart!n has begun to suspect she was 

the other Don Gil. To disarm these suspicions, Quintana 

will deliver the letters and tell Mart{n that Juana is in a 

convent~ probably pregnant, and afraid that if her father 
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finds out he will die of shame. If this does not convince 

Mart!n to give up his efforts to marry In~s, it should at 

least deceive him concerning Juana's whereabouts. As Quin-

tana leaves, Juana prepares for a visit she is expecting from 

InJs. 

, 
Don Juan and Dona Ines enter, arguing as usual. He has 

escorted her to Dona Elvira's home, and when he turns to go 

he again threatens "Gilito." InJs tells him that she does 

not think that Don Gil likes her since he has not returned, 

and that the real trouble is the Don Gil (Don Mart!n) her 

father is forcing her to marry. Like the dupe he is, Juan 

leaves thinking he will regain his lady ' s favor by killing 

Don Mart!n. In~s has already confided in Elvira concerning 

her hopeless love for Gil, so now she is anxious to hear 

Elvira's own tale of woe. Juana guides her into this per-

fectly. The story Juana tells her is an excellent example of 

parallelism: From earliest childhood she has loved one Don 

Miguel, who was always unresponsive. Finally, he seduced her 

under promise of marriage and then left her and went to Valla

dolid. As she was without parents, she took it upon herself 

to follow him. In Valladolid Miguel's cousin Gil gave him 

hospitality. Gil was a friend of Mart!n. She relates how 

it was that Mart!n, not being able to accept InJs because of 
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prior commitment, gave the bid to his friend Gil. Gil bragged 

about it and wakened the envy and lust of Miguel. So Don Miguel 

robbed his friend of his name and letters of introduction and 

set out for Madrid to marry the lady himself. Elvira followed 

him. When Don Gil discovered the robbery he hastened to Madrid. 

Elvira met him on the road. They traveled together, and be-

cause of her facial resemblance to him, Don Gil fell in love 

wih Elvira. When Ines understands that the impostor her father 

wishes her to marry is Elvira'sfi.ance Miguel, she is filled 

with loathing for him. Also she is sad to learn that Don Gil 

loves Elvira. Juana promises her that if she will disdain 

Miguel, in turn she will write a letter to Don Gil telling him 

to forget her. Ines is grateful and leaves overjoyed . 

It is h p3d tha t by t : is po i nt t- 1. - ~ a(,_h_.c is beginning to 

sense the sort of intellectual stimulation contained in Tirso's 

more complex comedies. Juana's parallelism has had to take 

several things into account. It manages to show the character 

relationships in their true light without ever challeitging any 

of the fiction told by Don Mart!n. J uana's story simply 

assimilates it. Also, at the end of her tale Juana tosses in 

the love of Gil for Elvira to give her bargaining power with 

Ines over Don Mart{n. 

,, 
Now Quintana approaches Don Martin with the letters. 
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Mart!n is hard to convince, but Quintana does a good job of 

making him believe Juana is pregnant in a convent. 
, 

Martin 

is genuinely shaken by the news. He is almost willing to 

give up. He explains to Quintana that he came to Madrid on 

secret business 

pero pues llego a saber 
que corre riesgo su vida, 
y que mi amor coge el fruto 
que su hermosura me ofrece, 
cualquier tardanza parece 
pronbstico de mi luto. 
PartirJme esta semana 
sin falta, concluya o no 
a lo que vine. (p. 1733) 

Mart!n promises to give Quintana some letters for her when he 

makes his return trip tomorrow. When he is left alone, we dis

cover that there is more to what Don Mart!n has said than 

acting, 

Basta, que ya padre soy; , 
bas.ta, que esta Dona Juana 
prenada. Afici~n liviana, 
villano pago le doy. 
Con un hijo, es , torpe modo 
el que aqu{ pretender quiero, 
indigno de un caballero. 
Pongamos remedio en todo, 
dando la vuelta a mi tierra. (p. 1734) 

Don Mart!n is ready to face up to his responsibility, but Don 

, 
Juan bumbles in now, and something he says changes Martin's 

mind. Juan challenges Mart!n to a duel. Martin tries to 

reason with him. Then Juan reveals (how foolish!) that InJs 
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has told him she soon must cease resisting her father and 

marry Mart!n unless he quits courting her or Juan kills him. 

Now Mart!n is even more determined not to fight. Why take a 

chance, he says, on losing a sure thing? Juan calls him a 

coward and threatens to get him sometime. 

Mart!n•s servant arrives with letters for him from his 

father. One of the letters is to a merchant, a demand for 

payment of a debt to the bearer. The demand on the merchant 

is entrusted tothe servant. Mart!n has been informed by In~s's 

father that he intends to marry them today. He needs to get 

the demand cashed in order to buy his bride some jewelry. 

The letters are accidentally dropped in the street. Juana 

appears on the scene after Martfn has left. She is with her 

lackey, Caramanchel. They find the letters, causing Juana to 

become ecstatic. One of the letters is a plea addressed to 

Don Pedro, In~s's father, to hasten the wedding. Juana will 

be able to use this in approaching Don Pedro as the true Don 

Gil. At last Juana believes a successful end to her plans 

is in sight. She goes to find Quintana. 

The next scene takes place in Don Pedro's house: his 

daughter is trying to convince him that Elvira was telling the 

truth, that his Don Gil is an impostor. The old man is skepti

cal, however. After all, Mart!n did have a letter of introduction 
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from his old friend. Don Pedro says he would like to see this 

Don Gil "de las calzas verdes. 11 At this moment Juana appears 

dressed as Don Gil. She apologizes for being late. "Harne 

tenido ocupado/estos d!as el cuidado/en que me puso un traidor,/ 

que, por lograr vuestro amor,/hasta el nombre me ha usurpado •.• 11 

(p. 1739) She shows the old man the letters from Don Martfn's 

father as proof of her identity. He reads them and satisfies 

himself that Juana is the genuine Don Gil. Meanwhile, InJs 

complains to Don Gil that she has heard he loves Elvira. 

Juana assures her it was nothing serious. Don Pedro tells 

Juana she is to marry In~s today. 

Quintana enters and tells Juana privately that he has 

gotten pure gold from the merchant in exchange for the letter. 

Juana promises to return this evening for the marriage and both 

of them leave. Mart!n and his servant return at a most un-

fortunate time for them. They are wondering where the letters 

could have been lost. Don Pedro is very angry about being 

tricked this way. 
, 

He greets Martin with what he thinks is his 

real name, Don Miguel. He tells him 11 Sabed, senor Don Miguel,/ 

que el verdadero Don Gil/se va agora de aqu!, y dJl tengo 

la satisfacci~n/que vuestro crJdito pierde. 11 (p. 1742) Mart!n 

tries to tell them they are being-tricked, but they leave him. 

Mart!n begins to fear that he is being pursued by a demon . Li ke 
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Federico, everyone but him has seen his pursuer. To add to his 

bewilderment, his servant returns with the news that someone 

has already cashed the letter to the merchant, and from the 

description it was Don Gil "de las calzas verdes." 

Juana's next step in wearing down the prey is to send 

Quintana to Mart!n with the story of her death. He relates 

how her father discovered her dishonor and how the shock of 

confronting the old man had caused her to have a miscarriage and 

die. Mart!n seems penitent~ and admits he must bear the blame 

for her death. He decides that the Don Gil who thwarts his 

every move can only be Juana's spirit, avenging her jealousy. 

He can give no other explanation for this demon's omnipresence. 

Quintana, seeing how Mart!n•s fear can be used against him, 

fortifies Mart!n•s conclusions by telling him that Juana's 

ghost has· been seen in Valladolid. In fact , she has appeared 

to her own father, dressed in green, and told him she was going 

to avenge herself on Martfn for his masquerade as Don Gil 

in Madrid. Mart!n admits the truth, but says he might a s 

, 
well mar~y Ines now, since Juana is dead. In a sense, Juana's 

trick has backfired. 
, 

Martin no longer fears her interference, 

but also no longer sees any reason why he should not marry 

Ines. More enredos will be required to subdue him, but Mart!n 

has already lost the battle in his conscienceo 
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Juana meets Quintana, and on their way to rnJs • s house Quin

tana relates the results of his encounter with Don Martin. 

Juana has set a new plot in motion during the interim. She 

expects to have Don Mart!n backed into a corner soon, so she 

has sent word to her father saying that Mar t!n has beaten her 

mortally and abandoned her. She has also revealed that he is 

presently in Madrid under the name of Don Gil, and implored her 

father to take vengeance. The object of this story is to get 

her father to Madrid to enforce what she herself has managed 

to set up. When they arrive at the house, Dona Clara is there. 

She begins flirting with 11 Gil 11 before rnJs appears. Juana 

wishes to keep everyone pleased, so she reciprocates. Here 

Juana is beginning to lose control over things by going too far 

in duping everyone. She convinces Dona Clara that the only 

reason she ever courted rnJs was in the hope of seeing her again. 

Sh e kisses Clara's lmd. Dona rnJs hears what is being said 

and watches from concealment. Slowly she becomes furious as 

she hears Juana propose marriage to Clara; she hears herself 

termed fr!a and fea! 

When Clara leaves, In~s assails "Gil 11 virgorously: 

"Enredador , embustero,/pluma al viento, corcho al mar,/6no 

basta que a Dona Elvira/enganes, que no repara/en honras que 

el cuerdo mira,/sino que am! y Dona Clara/embeleque tu 
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mentira?" (p. 1749) She says Gil is worse than Don Miguel. 

As well as witnessing the scene with Clara, Ines has 

intercepted a love note (which Juana intended her to do) from 

Gil to Elvira. As has been emphasized, none of these tricks 

on Ines is necessary. 
, 

In fact, through Ines's anger, Juana's 

whole plot is almost spoiled. The motivation is strictly one 

of revenge. Juana wants Ines to suffer. In an aside Juana 

admits "y heme holgado,/porque experimente en s!/congojas que 

me ha causado." (Ibid) At first Juana tries to make up to Ines 

by saying that she knew Ines was watching the scene with 

Clara, that it was all a joke, Even Ines is not taken in by 

this. Her anger increases, and when she threatens to marry Don 

Miguel, Juana realizes things are getting out of control and 

something must be done. Ines begins screaming for Don Miguel 

to come avenge her on Don Gil. Naturally the last person Juana 

wishes to meet at this time is Martin. Her quick mind ·sees a 

way out of the predicament: she confesses she is Elvira mas

querading as Gil to learn whether Ines loves Miguel. Ines 

reacts with her usual credulity: "iExtraf1as industrias!" (p.1750) 

So Juana has extricated herself from another difficulty. 

Juana tells Ines that she knows Don Gil is planning to come 

round beneath her window this evening. The two of them wait in 

her room, Juana planning to have herself called home so she 
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can change and put in an appearance as Gil. In the meantime 

Don Juan, who is still planning to kill both Don Gils, has 

decided to go to InJs•s house and watch her window to see if 

the beardless one will appear. When he comes by the house, 

InJs calls down to him. Juan quickly makes up his mind and 

answers her, pretending to be Don Gil. At the same time, un

known to the others, Mart!n is approaching the house to speak 

to Don Pedro about the marriage again. He also is dressed in 

green. When Mart!n sees the man beneath the window he is 

seized by terror, thinking it is Juana's spirit. Juan has 

heard his approach and goes to challenge him. Mart!n sees no 

future in fighting a ghost. Confused by his fright and guilt, 

he begins confessing to Juan as though it were Juana. This 

greatly delights Juana, who hears it all from the window. 

Martfn literally runs away, leaving Juan very surprised indee'1. 

Juana now leaves InJs alone. Of all people, Clara comes in 

next. As no one can be expected to appear undisguised, Clara 

too has dressed as a man because she wishes to watch for Don 

Gil beneath her cousin's window. She suspects he was deceiving 

her this afternoon. When she sees InJs in the window, she 

calls to her, pretending to be Don Gil. Both Juan and InJs 

are convinced she is Don Gil because, being a woman, her 

\Dice resembles Juana' s. Don Juan challenges Clara. He 
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identifies himself as Don Miguel, thus hoping to kill two birds 

with one stone. Now Juana and Quintana appear. Juan challenges 

her, too. In the ensuing fight Quintana wounds Don Juan. 

The action returns to Don Martfn. He is alone, meditating 

on his misfortune and wondering what it is that is pursuing 

him so doggedly. Don Diego, Juana's father, appears with a 

constable. Diego commands the constable to arrest Mart!n for 

killing his daughter. Mart!n denies it, but he is a broken 

man. Next, some friends of Clara appear and, mistaking him for 

the other Don Gil, demand that he marry her or go to jail. 

They are disappointed to learn he is already bound for jail. 

Finally, Juana and all of Ines's family meet them. Juana greets 

~ her father and explains her plot to thwart Don Martin. She 

has already told Ines the truth. She gives her hand to Don 

Mart!n. He says, 11 Confuso,/te la besa, prenda cara,/y agra

decido de ver/que cesaron por tu causa/todas mis persecuciones." 

(p. 1761) 

La Villana de Vallecas represents, in my opinion, the apex 

of Tirso's light comedy. We leave Don Gil de las Calzas Verdes 

with mixed emotions. We feel drained, exhausted. The play 

seems needlessly complex and overdone, a tour de force. La 

Villana de Vallecas incorporates all the themes and techniques 

of the other plays we have discussed, but does so more smoothly 
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than was the case in Don Gil de las Calzas Verdes. Again 

the heroine is characterized by boundless energy and omni

presence, but she is more believable. Her imitation of a 

peasant girl comes off with singular success, even by today's 

standards. One thing that characterizes her enredos is that they 

are more controlled. Juana, in Don Gil, casts one net after 

another, with no central plan to relate them to each other, in 

the hopes of eventually trapping Don Mart!n. Violante is much 

more careful and deliberate in her planning. There is scarcely 

a wasted effort in all she does. The result is that everything 

comes together with resounding force at Vallecas, and Violante 

appears to inform everyone the play is finished. We get the 

impression from Don Gil de las Calzas Verdes, as from many 

of Tirso's light comedies, that the action might just as well 

end at several earlier points; that Tirso has purposely 

extended the play beyond the length the plot will bear. This 

impression is conspicuously absent from La Villana de Vallecas. 

One may maintain that Don Gil de las Calzas Verdes is a more 

imaginative or dynamic work, but it can hardly be disputed 

that La Villana de Vallecas is more carefully written. The 

construction of the play is almost flawless. Often Tirso draws 

the criticism that his plots exist for the sake of the enredos; 

this criticism certainly cannot be leveled against La Villana 
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de Vallecas, where the two are closely woven into interdepen

dence. 

The similarities in plot between La Villana de Vallecas 

and Don Gil de las Calzas Verdes are almost too numerous to 

describe. One very interesting quality about the two plays 

which will be illustrated as we proceed is that what appears 

in one as fiction is often truth in the other. This works both 

ways, but the most obvious exampie of this is that Don Gabriel's 

stealing Don Pedro's letters parallels the fiction which 

Juana invents about Don Miguel's making off with the letter 

of introduction for Don Gil. Both plays involve a forceful 

woman in an attempt to thwart her neglectful lover in his 

efforts at marrying another woman. Both women use disguises. 

Both try to throw their adversary (in one case the lover 

himself, ·in the other an angry brother) off their track by a 

story to the effect that they have secluded themselves in a 

convent. Nevertheless, there exist some notable differences 

as well, especially in the character relationships: for 

example, there is an active, angry brother to be dealt with in 

this play. Also, Serafina takes a liking to Don Gabriel, so 

that Violante decides the most promising approach is through 

her brother, Don Juan. Instead of seducing the lady, as 

Juana, Jeronima, and Finea have tried doing, Violante seduces 

the brother. 
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The story begins in Valencia early one morning when Don 

Vicente, Violante's brother (the ir parents are dead), is re

turning home from a night of gambling. When he reaches home he 

finds that his sister has left. A note she has written him in-

forms him that because of his lack of care for his home and 

her own carelessness with her honor, she has lost her virginity: 

.•• mientras tJ jugabas dineros, perd{ yo lo que 
nose adquiere con ellos. Un Don Pedro de 
Mendoza, forastero en Valencia, page en palabras 
de casamiento obras de voluntad. Huyendo se va, 
y dice quien le encontro, que camino de Castilla; 
y yo de un monasterio, que no quiero que sepas, 
hasta que o hall~ndole me vengues, o no pareciendo, 
sea el silencio de mi vida remedio de mi afrenta. 
Dentro de este papel va la cedula que me diode 
esposo: haz lo que de ella gustares; y si culpas 
mi liviandad, reprehende tu descuido. (II, p. 792) 

After making up suitable excuses both for his own absence and 

his sister's, Vicente sets out in search of her and this Don 

Pedro de Mendoza who has tricked her. 

The scene changes to an inn in Arganda, on the road between 

Madrid and Valencia. The real Don Pedro de Mendoza, a young 

man from Mexico who is on his way to Madrid to marry the 

daughter of an old friend of his father, has decided to stay 

overnight at the inn. He has just had his servant stow his 

baggage upstairs, baggage which includes his identification, 

bills of exchange, and jewelry for the bride-to-be. Outside 

of Sevilla he knows no one in Spain, and he has never seen 
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his fianc~e or her family. He is lonesome for company and 

tells his servant to see if he can find some travelling noble

man with whom they can converse over supper. Now Don Gabriel 

de Herrera, fleeing from Valencia a nd his seduction of Violante 

under the name of Don Pedro de Mendoza, arrives at the imand 

meets the genuine Don Pedro. Like the audience, Don Gabriel 

is astonished at this coincidence. He has his baggage put 

away and joins Don Pedro for supper. He sees possibilities in 

this young man, who, coming to Spain to marry, mrat be wealthy. 

Gabriel purposely lies to Pedro, explaining that he is on his 

way to Valencia from Madrid when the opposite is true. Also 

Gabriel tells his own servant that he intends to reassume the 

name under which he seduced Violante. 

Now the action turns to Vallecas, another town on the same 

road, and closer to Madrid. Here we meet Dona Violante for the 

first time. She is dressed as a peasant woman and escorted by 

her lackey Aguado, who pretends to be her fiancJ, a man of 

higher birth than she. Violante suspects her seducer has come 

to the Court, and since her brother is also following him, she 

has to avoid both. She affirms that she loves the man she 

believes to be Don Pedro de Mendoza. She expresses the hope 

that all may yet end happily. We learn that Aguado has been 

speaking to a local man about putting up Violante for awhile 
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as a servant, so that he can hide her from his family, who do 

not want him to marry a peasant. 

Don Pedro de Mendoza and his servant arrive in Vallecas 

while en route to Madrid. Violante and Aguado encounter them 

when they have just discovered that the stranger they dined 

with in the inn has switched baggage with them, taking all Don 

Pedro's belongings and identification. Pedro is worried sick, 

wondering how he will be able to prove his identity to the 

family of Serafina, the girl he is to marry. Violante asks 

for an explanation and hears his story. She is surprised to 

learn his name, since the man who duped her went under it. 

Now one of the riders Pedro has sent in search of the stranger 

returns with the news that he was seen heading towards Alcala. 

They decide to open Gabriel's baggage and examine it in order 

to discover his identity. As a result of this examination, 

Violante learns the true name of the man she is searching 

for. One of the items found among the baggage is a portrait 

of Violante. This identifies the stranger for her purposes. 

Also there are letters which reveal that Don Gabriel de He rera 

was an army captain in Flanders who has been forced to flee to 

the protection of the Court after having killed a: man in a 

duel. Finally, there is a poem entitled "Soneto a Don.a Vio-

lante, 
, 

la noche que la goce. 11 After learning that he 
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enjoyed her favors under an assumed name, Violante reaffirms 

her determination to capture Don Gabriel: "Silos nombres 

truecas,/traidor, vengar~ constante/quejas de Dona Violante/ 

la Villana de Vallecas. 11 Pedro makes up his mind to search 

out the impostor in Madrid. When they are left alone both Vio

lante and Aguado agree that they have been forturate to dis

cover Gabriel's identity in this way. They go to see the pea

sant Blas Serrano who has offered Violante a job in his house. 

As Violante parts with Aguado, Blas tells them that his son is 

already attracted to Violante. This is of some importance 

later. Violante convinces Blas to let her take his homemade 

bread into Madrid to sell each day. Thus she will be able to 

make contact with Gabriel. 

So far she has done very little to determine the course 

of the action, and her erstwhile lover, Gabriel, has done at 

least two important things, seduced her and robbed Don Pedro. 

From this point her control of events grows steadily, through 

her control of Serafina•s brother primarily. However , she 

never dominates the others · so completely as Dona Juana does in 

Don Gil de las Calzas Verdes. Even so, the play appears to 

gain some balance which the aforementioned one lacks. In some 

light comedies (e.g., Aver!gtielo Varzas) action emanates 

from several sources, yet the characters work at cross purposes 
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and the ultimate solution is no one's chosen goal. In others 

(El Amor Medico and Don Gil de las Calzas Verdes) the domin

ant woman seems to be almost alone in initiating purposeful 

action. La Villana de Vallecas shows a situation in which, 

among several genuine sources of initiative, one, Dona Violante, 

gradually becomes dominant. 

The scene changes to Madrid, to the street outside the 

house of Don Gomez, who is Serafina's father. Don Gabriel has 

just arrived. Gabriel can scarcely believe that in this one 

exchange he has found more good fortune than in all the time 

he was in Flanders. Gabriel is afraid to try to cash the bills 

of exchange, because someone who knows Don Pedro may give him 

away. He is reminded by his servant that Pedro probably does 

not know a soul in Madrid. The servant also suggests that 

since Don Pedro has Gabriel's papers, they can accuse him and 

have him imprisoned for Gabriel's crime if he should attempt 

to interfere. Gabriel has already nanaged to catch a glimpse 

of Serafina, and seeing her beauty, he has decided he will 

try to steal her from Pedro. 

As Don Gabriel is walking up to them, Dona Serafina, her 

brother Don Juan, and their father Don Gomez are all wondering 

when Pedro will arrive, since he is late already. Gabriel 

greets them as Pedro, and they all have a joyful meeting. 
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They take his baggage into the house. However, Don Gabriel is 

not the only one who has been active, as we learn from a very 

private consultation Don Juan has with the family maid, Polonia. 

He asks Polonia if she noticed the bread girl who came around 

yesterday. She says she did, and he orders her to keep an 

eye out for the girl, since he has fallen madly in love with 

her. He reveals that she is called "la Villana de Vallecas. 11 

Now they hear Violante outside, calling out her bread. Juan 

tells Polonia to leave so he may talk to her. They begin 

conversing, and Violante, in flirting with Juan, plays the 

coy peasant girl to perfection. Somehow Violante has found 

out where Serafina's house is; and she has decided that the 

brother, Don Juan, is to be her link to the house. Juan is 

very open in his flirting with her; the freedom with which 

they talk to each other probably owes something to the wide 

class difference. Firalfy, Juan states bluntly, "Bien sab~is 

vos que os adoro. 11 (p. 815) She answers with surprising 

sagacity, "Mejor sJ yo que se burla;/que no busca en charcos 

ranas/quien tien en la corte truchas. 11 (Ibid) He tries to 

grasp her hand, but she takes it awayv telling him her hand 

has a master. She informs him that, although she is not enthus

iastic about it, she is engaged to a peasant. He says he will 

die if she marries anyone else; and promises to marry her 
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himself. Before she leaves to make the return trip to 

Vallecas, Juan has given her a diamond, a chain, a purse, and 

has finally succeeded in holding her hand. Violante encourages 

him to just the right degree. Meanwhile, Don Gomez asks his 

daughter privately what she thinks of the young man. Sheaf

firms her satisfaction with him by saying "Ya le elijo por 

dueno. 11 {p. 821) Then they notice Violante with Don Juan, 

and Gomez asks his son who this peasant girl may be. When he 

learns she is the bread girl, he tells her to come every day 

because he enjoyed the bread. 

Now Don Pedro arrives at the house of Don Gomez. If he 

were to perform as a character after Tirso's own heart, he would 

invent a story which would accept and at the same time under

mine Don Gabriel's story. But Pedro chooses the honest, 

straightforward method (nevertheless, the moral laws of 

Tirso's universe are still operative: he is scorned by Sera-

fina's family and ultimately thrown into prison for refusing 

to go along with the game); he steps up and identifies himself. 

Gomez and his children are skeptical. Pedro tries to embrace 

both Serafina and Juan. Serafina is repulsed: 
, 

11 Tengase, 

senor. iay Dios!/iQue grosero! 11 (p. 822) Juan informs him 

that he is too late, that the true Don Pedro has already 

arrived--with identification. Pedro explains how the man in 
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their house is an impostor who robbed him of his baggage in 

Arganda. He tells them the man's real name and that he is 

pledged to marry Violante in Valencia, pointing out that if 

they let him, Gabriel will dishonor Serafina also. Violante, 

who is watching all this, comments to herself: 11 iBueno anda, 

cielos, mi honor!/jY buena anda tambien, cielos,/la confusion 

de mis celos/y el credito de mi amor ! " (p . 823)She had not 

intended to have her dishonor published abroad. Gomez and 

his children retreat inside the house, leaving Pedro and Vio-

lante in the street. Violante identifies herself (though not 

as Violante) to him and suggests that he write to Sevilla to 

get someone to come swear to his being Don Pedro. She offers 

further aid. 

.•• tengo ya mucha amistad 
con la Serafina bella, 
y suelo parlar con ella 
con gusto y con igualdad. 
En lo que OS podre servir 
es que, entre tanto que hallais 
los testigos que buscais, 
me obligue yo a persuadir 
que vuestra dama dilate 
sus bodas ••• (p. 825) 

When she is alone, Violante reveals both her sensitivity at 

having been abandoned and her cold calculating determination to 

regain her man. 
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Basta, que aqu! est~ el ingrate 
ocasi6n de mis querellas, 
y queen enganar doncellas 
ha puesto caudal y trato. 
Ya yo supe desde ayer 
que era esta la Serafina 
que al indiano desatina 
y mi esposo vino aver. 
A Don Juan traigo perdido, 
y tengole de enlazar 
por lo que me ha de importar 
el tenelle entretenido. 
Amor, pues tanto embelecas, 
dame algJn discrete ardid 
con que celebre Madrid 
la Villana de Vallecas. (p. 825) 

90 

The scene changes to the street outside an inn near Don 

Gomez's house. To his great misfortune, Aguado runs into his 

old master, Vicente, Violante's brother. Vicente is extremely 

angry. He wants to know where she is and who it was that dis

honored her. Aguado thinks quickly and comes up with a plan 

which not only saves him from Don Vicente's wrath but which 

influences the course of action by causing Don Pedro to be 

imprisoned. Aguado knows that Don Pedro is staying at this 

inn, so he tells Vicente that he has found the culprit, whose 

real name is Don Gabriel de Herrera. Before going to get the 

proof (the poem to Violante and her picture) from Don Pedro's 

room, Aguado adds that Violante is in a convent. (It is obvious 

that he performs much the same role as Quintana in covering 

his mistress's tracks.) Vicente begins to cheer up because he 
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thinks there is a good chance of restoring the family honor 

now. Vicente goes to get a constable, and when he finds 

Don Pedro, it is in front of Don Gomez's house, where he has 

returned to argue his case. By this time, Gabriel has come 

outside and puts on a good show of righteous indignation. 

Violante is also present. She is frightened by her brother's 

sudden appearance, and upset by the act Don Gabriel is trying 

to foist off: " 6QuJ es lo que intenta el ingrate/de mi amante, 

que encadena/tanto eslabbn de mentiras/en su dano yen mi 

ofensa?" (p. 828) Don Pedro's answer to Gabriel's pretensions 

is very stinging, and calculated to get under Gabriel's skin. 

A atrevimiento tan grande, 
porno decir desverglienza, 
mejor sera que OS responda 
la espada, que no la lengua. 
No solo afirmo eso mismo; 
pero conforme a las muestras 
de vuestro villano trato 
y rliin correspondencia, 
digo que tampoco sois 
Don Gabriel, aunque desmienta 
los papeles que os abonan, 
quiza falseando letras. 
Porque sujeto tan vil, 

6como es posible que tenga 
sangre generosa y noble, 
cuando se honra con la ajena? 
Que el hurtar en las posadas 
honras que vendJis por vuestras, 
no sera en v.os cosa nueva. (p. 828) 

Just when it looks as though a fight is inevitable, Vicente 

points out Pedro to the constable and has him arrested. When 
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he hears the charges , Pedro knows they are in reality against 

Gabriel. He turns to Violante and Aguado, hoping they will 

vouch for his identity. They deny ever having seen him in 

order to protect Don Gabriel. Pedro is led away, and Gabriel 

is pleasantly surprised. 

Even at this point in the action, Violante has not begun 

taking the lead and forcing the other characters to.vard a 

solution. She has attracted a dupe in Don Juan and she has 

kept Don Gabriel out of jail by quick thinking. But for the 

most part, she has used her newly won esteem with Serafina's 

family in order to observe the others quietly. In the final 

a ct she puts her plan in motion. 

The scene is a room where Violante stays when she is in 

Madrid. She is dressed as herself; she is in the course of 

conducting an interview with Don Luis, Don Gabriel's cousin, 

who has just arrived from Granada with the news that Gabriel's 

elder brother is dead and has left him an ample inheritance. 

Violante tells Don Luis frankly how it was that Gabriel dis

honored her. The only deception in her story is that she leads 

him to believe (Luis ha s never seen his cousin) that it was 

Gabriel who was arrested while trying to imitate Pedro. Luis 

is enchanted by Violante and sees no reason to doubt her word. 

Luis agrees to make his cousin go through with the marriage, 
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not only for Violante, but also for the sake of Gabriel's 

honor as a gentlema n and a soldier. Apparently Violante 

already has it in her mind to bring everyone together for 

the unravelling at Vallecas, for she tells Luis to bring 

"Gabriel" to Vallecas tomorrow morning, where she is to serve 

as madrina at a peasant woman's wedding. The irony here 

is delightful, since the audience can guess who the peasant 

woman will be. Luis will be able to secure his cousin's 

release through some powerful friends. 

When Luis departs, Aguado is curious to know what his 

mistress is planning. She tells him "DespuJs/que vieres su 

conclusion,/dir~s que la mujer es,/Aguado, toda invenci~n." 

(p. 833) She explains that the reason she is allowing Don 

Pedro to be released now is both pity for him and the desire 

to see him prove his identity and thus thwart Don Gabriel. 

Seemingly, Violante did not feel it safe to reveal everything 

earlier, in the presence of her furious brother. Besides, 

she wants to capture Gabriel on her own, without the aid of 

any compulsion from officers of the law. That is simply 

against the rules by which the game of love is played. She 

sends Aguado to Don Juan with the message that a Mexican 

woman is waiting here to see him. She is ready to begin 

the part of her plan that corresponds to the "Dona Elvira" 
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disguise in Don Gil de las Calzas Verdes. She wants to use 

her dupe to deliver Serafina's family the true story about 

Don Gabriel and how he abandoned her. However, as usual she 

cannot tell the literal truth, but must use a parallelism 

adapted to what Don Juan already believes. When Juan enters, 

he is struck immediately by this lady's resemblance to his 

bread-girl. As has happened to countless other characters 

in these comedies, Juan tends to like her and lend credence 

to her story on the basis of her resemblance to the peasant 

girl. He vaguely suspects that she may be the same girl, 

but cannot understand how this could be possible. The story 

Violante tells is that she was engaged to Don Pedro back in 

Mexico and h a s followed him to Spain after he left her for 

this marriage his father arranged. She shows him a picture 

of her "Pedro" to prove her story; also his signed promise 

to marry her. Juan becomes angry and vows to punish Don 

Pedro. She says he must be prudent and not reveal what he 

has been told while she attempts to solve the dilemna. It 

is very clever of Violante to give Don Juan this story. By 

doing this, she has a built-in safeguard against the marriage 

taking place before her plan has run its course. When Juan 

leaves, she disguises herself as the peasant girl in order 

to visit his house again. 
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The scene changes back to the street in front of Don 

Gomez's house, where Gabriel is talking with his servant. 

He says he wishes to steal Pedro's fianc~e but not his estate. 

That would be ungentlemanly. The wedding is to take place 

tomorrow night. In the meantime, Gabriel wants his servant 

to find a man who will pretend to be from Gabriel's brother 

in Granada. This man will go to Don Pedro in prison and 

deliver to him "the money Gabriel had requested." That is, 

Gabriel wants Don Pedro to think the money has been delivered 

to him by mistake. In reality~ it will be money obtained 

from the sale of the jewelry they stole from Pedro. 

Gabriel's action here is one of many illustrations of a 

quality already mentioned: this play has more than one character 

initiating significant action throughout its course. Compare 

Gabriel to other Tirso heroes. Even the ones who abandon 

their ladies scarcely do anything successfully afterwards, 

but Gabriel is a worthy foe for Violante. 

Violante arrives, and when Juan asks her why she was so 

late, she reveals that she had a fight with the old peasant 

this morning. Blas Serrano wants her to marry his son, who 

is in love with her. She tells Juan she finally gave in to 

the old man's wishes. The wedding is to be tomorrow morning. 

When Juan objects, she suggests that he come tomorrow on the 
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pretext of being her padrino. When the moment comes in the 

ceremony, she will tell the priest she wants Juan for her 

husband and he will answer, taking her as his wife in front 

of the astonished peasants. He promises to go through with 

her plan. It only remains for her to get Serafina and 

Gabriel to the wedding, which she attempts to do next by 

approaching Serafina. For a while Gabriel stays with Sera-

fina, and Violante conducts an irony-charged conversation 

with him. Her disguise must be good, but even so he almost 

recognizes her. He asks her if she has met him before. Sh e 

denies it. Gabriel departs, and Violante spreads her poison 

to Serafina. 

Pues solas mos han dejado, 
decilla un secreto tengo. , 
Ella pensara que vengo 
soldemente con cuidado 
de vender y de her dinero➔ 
pues silo piensa &e engana: 
el decilla una marana, 
por lo mucho que la quiero, 
me ha tra:fdo ••. 
Sabrt, pues, que yo he sabido 
que aunque ~ste casarse tiene 

II con ella, de alla do viene, 
una mujer ha tra!do 

con quien diz que vive mal~ 
y porque agora la tal 
las bodas no estorbe en que anda, 
hoy a Vallecas la lleva • • • (p. 844) 

Serafina believes her and declares she will not marry this 
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man who has fooled her. Ostensibly to prove to Serafina 

that she is telling the truth, but actaully for the reason 

named above, Violante says, "Mire: manana/me caso yo, con 

perd~n:/vaya su merced all~,/y en Vallecas la ver~." (p . 845 ) 

She also points out that Don Juan is going to be her padrino 

tomorrow and that she would like Serafina to serve as madrina; 

that way both will have an excuse for coming. Serafina agrees 

and says she will bring "Don Pedro" along. 

The action returns to poor Don Pedro, who is still in 

jail. A man arrives and asks if Pedro is Don Gabriel. On 

his servant's advice, Pedro says that he is. He even asks 

how his "brother" is when the man delivers the letter. He 

is startled at the sum of money that is corning into his hands 

in this extraordinary fashipn, and notices that his luck has 

changed now that he has started playing a r6le. Don Luis 

enters and identifies himself. He reveals that he knows all 

about Violante, and upbraids his "cousin 11 for his behavior. 

This is all very confusing to Pedro, but he decides he will 

play along if it will win him his release. 

Meanwhile, back in Vallecas arrangements are being made 

with the peasants for Violante's marriage to the son of Blas 

Serrano. Aguado brings to Violante the news that her own 

brother will also be in attendance, thanks to Don Luis, who 
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has reconciled Vicente with 11 Gabriel." At this moment two 

coaches arrive containing all the principal characters. 

Whe n they all see each other they become very confused; 

Gabriel becomes very worried to see Pedro free and so pleased 

with himself. Gabriel asks Serafina why she brought him here. 

She says she wants him to see a lady of whom she is jealous. 

She is of course unaware of the irony in her own words. 

Violante makes her triumphant entry, telling them that 

before the peasants of Vallecas come to see the ends of there 

plots, they are best unravelled. 

Don Gabriel, vos sois mi esposo, 
y yo, puesto que injuriada, 
Dona Violante, que trueca 
en amores sus venganzas 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Vos, Don Pedro de Mendoza, , 
por masque truecos de Arganda 
usurpar hayan querido 
vuestro nombre y vuestra dama, , 
gozad vuestra serafin 

Perdonad, Don Juan, mis burlas; 
quasi tuviera dos almas, 
dueno la una os hiciera 

Don Lliis, de mi remedio 
os doy las debidas gracias, 
los brazos a Don Vicente 
ya mi esposo la constancia 
del coraz~n que la adore. (p. 851) 

Gabriel, knowing that the game is up, replies "Loque en 

mis discu]pas falta,/suplir~ desde hoy mi amor,/venturoso,si 
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es que alcanza/de Don Vicente y Don Pedro/perd~n y amistad. 11 

(p. 852) Don Pedro's comment at this juncture may well serve 

as Tirso's apology for all his light comedies: "No agravian/ 

burlas de arnor, cuando tienen/tan buen fin." 
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III. COMEDIES OF CHARACTER 

The two plays I have classified in the introduction as 

comedies of character are light comedies: they involve 

the game of love, disguises, and happy endings. They have no 

goal beyond that of giving the audience the max imum enjoyment. 

Yet they are something more than light comedies. Neither 

La Celosa de S1 Misma nor Marta l a Piadosa has a woman chasing 

a man in the way the light comedies have them. At firs: it 

might be objected that La Celosa de sf Misma does; but upon 

closer examination it becomes evident that Dona Angela plays 

a very minor role, and that, in fact, the play is a character 

study of Dona Magdalena and Don Melchor. Insofar as these 

.two are related, it is not huntress to hunted, but rather as 

puppeteer to puppet. The only drama that genuinely takes 

place is in the minds of the characters, since the mystery 

lady is a figment of chance, Melchor 1 s imagination, and 

Magdalena ' s jealousy. 

In both plays the dominant women control the action 

from the beginning. There is never any question as to whether 

they will get the men: they already have them. The interest 

100 
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lies in the penetrating analysis of character. In La Celosa 

des{ Misma this analysis not only focuses upon Magdalena's 

jealousy of herself and her efforts to get Melchor to love 

her for herself; but also upon Melcher's reaction to her, 

both as she is, and as he conceives of her in his imagination. 

On the other hand, Marta la Piad osa i nterests us primarily 

for Marta ' s pseudo-hypocrisy, the pious act she puts on for 

her father's benefit in order to avoid being forced into a 

marriage with an old man. As a study of hypocrisy, the 

ironic content is particularly high,with Marta being sincere 

at heart and the old men she is trying to get around the 

hypocrites. Again, these is no doubt that she will marry the 

man she loves; the play delights us for the ways the dif

ferent characters react to Marta's religiosity. 

La Celosa des{ Misma is a play containing a number of 

motivational flaws. Often the motivation attributed to char

acters in Golden Age plays appears unlikely, but in this play 

there are several instances where no attempt is made even to 

cover up a motivational vacuum. These faults seem traceable 

to Tirso's tendency to drag out a plot beyond what it can 

bear. This causes him to interject not only action that is 

tenuously related to the central movement of the play, but 

also action without sufficient cause. The latter is, in my 
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opinion, the more serious infraction. It will be asked how 

this can be a successful comedy of character if Tirso some

times fails to give convincing motives. Perhaps the answer 

to this question will be more apparent when we have finished 

examining the play, but a tentative answer may be suggested 

now. Tirso is quite credible when he is tracing the relation

ship and emotions of the two main characters. It is when he 

begins varying the theme to hold audience interest that he 

falls down, as when he uses his minor characters in plots 

like the one involving Quinones with Dona Angela. However, 

Angela's efforts to gain Don Melchor, as well as the other 

sub-plots, are of minor interest comp:1red to Magdalena's 

masquerade: this is the action, and Magdalena controls it 

almost unchallenged. 

The · scene is Madrid. The action begins with Don Melchor 

and his lackey Ventura. 
, 

They have just arrived from Leon. 

As in so many other plots, Don Melchor has come to Madrid to 

marry the daughter of a rich, old friend of his father. 

Melchor is of the poor Leonese nobility. He has never been 

away from home before and is rustic as well as naive. He 

shows great admiration for the big city. His servant is 

practical and skeptical. He fears Melchor will be an easy 

dupe for all the clever city people. He cannot understand 
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, 
";_,Cuando 

has visto t~ oro feo? 11 (II., p. 1442) Two of Ventura's state-

ments prove especially prophetic for Melchor: "Como se vive 

de prisa,/no te has de espantar si vieres/metamorfosear 

mujeres,/casas y ropas." (p. 1441) 11 ;_,QuJ va que antes que 

a tu suegro/ ••• veas, tienes de caer/en la red de un manto 

negro?" (p. 1442) The scene ends with Melchor swearing that 

he is not as naive as Ventura suspects, as naive as the rest 

of the play shows him to be. They go to hear Mass at the 

church of la Victoria. 

After they are gone, the brother of Melcher's bride-to 

., . , 
be, Don Jeronimo, enters and meets his neighbor Don Sebastian. 

Neither knows the other well, but both are waiting for their 

sisters outside the church, so they begin conversing. From 

Sebasti~n's description of his own sister she would appear 

to be afflicted with that common female disease, preciosity. 

He tells Jer~nimo, "No quiere venir de Adcfn,/porque dice que 

no pudo/progenitor suyo ser/quien delante su mujer/se atrev!a 

a andar desnudo. 11 (p. 1444) Her name is Angela, and she dis-

dains all men. 

When Melchor comes out of the church he is in a daze. 

He has been struck dumb by the beauty of a lady he saw. He 

admits that she was veiled and that he only saw her hand, but 
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that is enough for him. In the face of Ventura's practical 

objections Melchor waxes philosophical and insists that nature 

could not have attached such a hand to a face less beautiful. 

Moreover, he has an excuse for meeting the lady. While in 

the church he prevented the theft of her purse silently and 

unknown to her. He has it in his possession and is waiting 

for her so he may return it and introduce himself. Indeed, 

it is never clear whether he prevented a theft or stole her 

purse himself. There are indications that the latter may be 

true, despite Melcher's continuous lack of initiative later. 

In the meantime, Dona Magdalena and her servant girl Quinones 

have come out of the church. Melchor approaches her and 

makes her a very courtly speech. It does not take long 

for Melcher's surface polish to show through and reveal 

his naiv.etl and rusticity. However, in this first interview 

his performance is , by courtly standards, letter-perfect. 

Magdalena politely rebuffs his flattery. She is a very tact

ful young lady: 11 Si a ganar habJis venido/nombre de bien 

entendido,/ya, hidalgo, le habefis ganado./Preciaos de con

siderado,/como de discrete, ago:ia,/y advertid que el sitio y 

hora/no es acomodado. Adi~s." (p. 1448) Magdalena warns him 

not to follow her. He says he wishes to return her purse, 

explaining how he came by it. When he hands her the purse, 
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he hands her his own, purposely. She notices that her 

purse is missing, but also notices that this one does not 

belong to her. He makes her promise to keep it and to meet 

him in the same spot t omorrow evening. Meanwhile , he says 

he will search for the rightful owner so t:rat she may return 

it to him then. Of course this is simply an excuse, but it 

allows them to arrange a new rendezvous without compromising 

Magdalena. She accepts the charge of the purse with what 

, 
Ventura terms "escrupuloso desden!" Turning to Melchor, she 

remarks, "Importunidad cansada"es la vuestra, porque os vais/ 

y el paso no me impidais,/he de hacer lo que OS agrada./ 

Dadsele a aquesa criada ••• 11 (p. 1449) Sh e shows him her hand 

again so he will able to recognize her when they meet. After 

she has gone, master and lackey examine her purse and its 

contents. Melchor tells Ventura, "Si aver aquel angel 

vuelvo/no sJ como he de poder/ casarme. 11 (p. 1452) Th e roman-

tic attachment which he forms for this veiled lady is the 

cause of all the trouble, since , unknown to him, his fianc~e 

and the mystery lady are one and the same. 

Me lchor now encounters his cousin Don Luis and Magdalena's 

brother, Don Jeronimo. Don Luis has been instrumental in 

arranging his cousin's marriage to Magdalena , although he 

himself is in love wi th her. 
, . 

Jeronimo greets Melchor and 
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then excuses himself so that he may return home and inform 

his father and sister of Melcher's arrival. Melchor attempts 

to reveal to Luis his mixed emotions about the planned mar

riage. He is obviously referring to his own situation, 

though he is unconscious of the irony hidden in his words, 

when he says, 11 
••• no st yo por quJ al amor/le llaman y 

pintan ciego,/pues lo que no ve no estima. 11 Don Luis reveals 

that he loves Magdalena, and this gives Melchor an excuse to 

appear very generous: "Si querJis y sois querido,/proseguid, 

que yo os prometo/que su oro no sea bastante/a dorar de amor 

los hierros." (p. 1454) This may be interpreted as idealism, 

but in Melchor it is rather the result of an effort to cover 

insecurity with the platitudes of the courtly lover. Luis 

decides that it is time to let his cousin see Magdalena and 

be convinced of her beauty. Luis does not yet recognize the 

nature of his cousin's self-imposed affliction. 

The scene changes, and we have Magdalena in the act of 

changing clothes. She is chatting with Quinones about the 

handsome stranger she met. Many of the same thoughts enter

tained by Melchor about her (the Magdalena he has yet to meet) 

are also passing through her head in relation to him. 

. r 
jAY Quinones, y que susto 

me causa aquesta venida! 
Ten!a yo divertida 
el alma, y no sJ si el gusto, 
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con la memoria apacible 
" del forastero galan, 

iY antes de verle me dan 
esposo! 1Caso terrible! 
iQue tenga tanto poder 
la obediencia y el . honor! (p. 1455) 
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Now that Magdalena is alone, we discover that she is more 

than a r6le, more than the courtly lady. Also she shows 

herself less rigid and more mature than Melchor. 

1AY, quiJn pudiera compralle, 
ya que mis penas escuchas, 
una de las partes muchas 
que tiene: la gracia, el talle, 
con que hacer a Don Melchor 
como J1 ... ! Si no tan perfecta, 
tan amante o tan discrete. 

iTanta liberalidad 
y saz~n tan apacible ••• ! 
No era digna della yo. (p. 1455) 

Magdalena is called down to meet her fiancJ and the 

neighbors, Angela and Sebastian. Sebastian introduces the 

two women to each other, and Angela asks if she may be a 

bridesmaid for Magdalena. Jealousy is detectable in Sebastian's 

speech, particularly in the light of his later action. He 

tells Magdalena, 11 El honor nose enamora,/que solas las 

leyes guarda/de la opini~n n (p. 1456) He appears to 

be telling her she is under no obligation to love her husband. 

Now Magdalena notices Melchor (they are never genuinely 

introduced) , and she asks Quinones if he is not the young 
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stranger she met earlier. Magdalena is not predisposed to 

dislike him merely because he will be someone different--

the result is that she, and not Melchor, is able to recognize 

that they are the same two who met before. Certainly it is 

true that she was veiled at their first encounter, but the 

fact is that Melchor is wholly unreasonable. He is determined 

that she should be ugly, and he tosses out of court Ventura's 

sworn belief that the lady is the same. Ventura has recog

nized the very hand his master was so stunned by earlier. 

After he finally speaks to her, she tells him something which 

is a key to her patience with him throughout the play: 

"Est~is tan acreditado/conrnigo ya, que si fuera/posible 

queen vos cupiera/esa ley de desposado,/juzgara por dis-

creci~n/cualquier desacierto vuestro." {p. 1457) Luis takes 

Melchor aside and asks his opinion of Magdalena. Melchor 

remains ardently devoted to the veiled lady and sure that 

Magdalena's beauty cannot match hers. Magdalena is a per

ceptive girl and is already becoming "celosa des!. rnisma." 

She realizes that Melchor, when he approache~her previously, 

did not know her identity and still does not recognize her. 

Later, Magdalena is discussing the cause of her unhappi

ness with Quinones. She has grasped what Melchor's previous 

behavior implies about his character, however flattering it 
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may have been at the time. She is the force behind Melchor•s 

attitude towards her, and she suffers from her own dramatic 

dominance as another person. 
. , . 

She thinks "Mas 2, con que seguri-

dad/rendirJ mi voluntad/a quien, con tal f~cil fe,/la primer 

mujer que ve/tr±unfa de su voluntad? 11 (p. 1459) Out of this 

doubt comes her decision to keep her appointment with him 

as the veiled lady in order to test him. Mdst of the rest 

of the play is the result of her decision here. Magdalena 

is the puppeteer pulling the strings, but her performance 

succeeds too well. 

We return to Ventura and Melchor. Ventura is upbraiding 

his master for not taking his opportunity to marry Magdalena. 

When asked what is wrong with her, Melchor can only say 

"Es ••• fr!a." (p. 1461) As the two are arguing, Don ·Luis 

comes up, escorting what looks to be the mystery lady herself. 

Don Luis had been asked by the lady (he did not recognize 

Magdalena) to get Don Melcher's attention. Luis, ironically, 

is more than happy to do so, for he suspects this is the lady 

who is breaking up Melcher's engagement to Magdalena. He 

helps dig the hole he is to be buried in. Magdalena shows 

Melchor her hand as identification. He becomes ecstatic. He 

asks to see her face. He tells her he has lost his soul to 

her. Naturally these words both please her and hurt her. 
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She reveals that she knows all about Dona Magdalena and his 

planned marriage to her. The mystery lady adds, much to 

Melchor's chagrin, that now that she kno.vs about him, she 

is glad she kept her identity secret so he could not 

trick her. The most painful things are yet for Magdalena 

to hear. He admits the truth, and truth can be cruel in 

mouths as simple as his: 

A vuestra competidora 
vi ayer (vuestro amor permita , 
que aqueste nombre la de, 
y si no el de mi enemiga), 
y pudo tanto el cristal 
de aquesa mano divina, 
que elevado en su memoria, 
me parecio ••• No es bien diga 
de mujer, y m~s ausente, 

I faltas que la cortesia 
de que siempre me he preciado, 
con razon desautorizan. 
Pareciome, en fin, ni hermosa, 
ni digna de que compita . . , 
con vos, ni mi amor querra 
que la libertad la rinda. , 
Esta es vuestra, yes razon 
que conozca la cautiva 
la cara de su senora. (p. 1464) 

In Magdalena's reply we sense motives that stem from a deeper 

level of life than he seems to experience. What she tells 

him is strictly true, but also loaded with irony: "Casi ' 

estaba persuadida/a agradaros ••• Pero no,/que vuestro deseo 

me pinta/m~s bella de lo que soy,/y temo perder la estima/ 

en que estoy, imaginada,/cuando no la iguale , vista." (p. 1464) 
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Though hurt by his words, Magdalena does not lose her poise 

nor her sense of humor. She assures Melchor that by common 

agreement she is as beautiful, rich, and noble as Magdalena. 

She tells him that if he wishes to prove his love for her 

(as the veiled lady ) , he must leave Magdalena's house and 

break their engagement. The poor dupe can scarcely contain 

his joy. Meanwhile, Ventura has struck up a conversation 

with the lady's lackey to see if he can find out who she is. 

The lackey has only been serving her for the last few hours 

and does not know himself, but when Ventura bribes him he is 

willing to make up a name for her. He tells Ventura confi

dentially that she is the Countess of Chirinola from the King

dom of Naples. Melchor has succeeded in getting the lady to 

show him both her eyes, one at a time. She says she is 

letting him see them because she desires to know if he thinks 

her more pretty than Magdalena. This is one of many examples 

of how she tortures herself from jealousy. Ventura relates 

to his master what the other lackey has told him. When he 

asks her if it is true about her being the Countess of Chir

inola, she answers "Creed/ ••• /lo que os estt bien en eso. 11 

(p. 1467) 

The action changes, and we are back with Don Sebasti~n 

and Dona Angela. Sebasti~n has fallen for Magdalena, and, 
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despite her preciosity, Angela is in love with Melchor. 

They are discussing wags to prevent the marriage. After this 

session Angela goes to Ventura to bribe him for some infor-

rnation. Ventura tells her just what she wants to hear, that 

she is prettier than Magdalena. Angela wants to know how 

Melchor regards Magdalena. Ventura tells the truth: "No 

se casar a. con ella, /aunque le hagan gran Sof!." Angela 

discovers that Melchor has a secret love, a Neapolitan 

countess. Ventura also tells her the location of their cus-

ternary meeting place. It is unlike Tirso to have lackeys 

betraying their masters, but Ventw:a even goes so far as to 

suggest that Angela can imitate the mystery lady since Mel

chor has only seen her eyes and hand. 

Still later, while talking over the problem with Quinones, 

Magdalena justifies her jealousy of herself: 

Solo en la irnaginaci~n 
vive arnor; y siendo en ella 
dos, u:na fea, otra bella, , 
tengo celos con razon, 
en cuanto doy ocasi~n 
a que se case conrnigo. 
Si soy dos, ya desobligo 
a la que desprecia y deja, 
y si no, ya forrna queja 
la que es de su arnor testigo. (p. 1471) 

Next, there is a scene with Magdalena's whole family present. 

Dona Angela has informed them about Melcher's mystery lady. 

Sebasti~n obligingly chips in to the effect that he also heard 
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rumors about such a lady. Everyone is very shocked. When 

Magdalena is told, she says she already knew, since the lady 

is a good friend of hers. Seeing his opportunity, Sebasti~n 

steps in and offers to marry Magdalena and give Angela to 

Jer~nimo in marriage. Magdalena's father and brother think 

this a marvelous idea. Melchor enters with an excuse about 

having to leave town. One by one the principal characters 

walk out on him. Magdalena is lastto leave. She tells Mel

chor she knows how he feels about her. Also she says she 

has some bad news for him; the Countess has been forced to 

return to Naples suddenly because her inheritance was in 

danger, should she not accept the suit of some gentleman 

there. Melchor is discouraged and confused. He decides to 

return to Le~n. 

The ·final act begins with Ventura attempting to convince 

Melchor to go back, apologize, and marry Magdalena. Melchor 

remains adamant. If he cannot have the Countess, then he 

will just go back home. As these words are passing between 

them, the Countess's lackey appears, bringing Melchor a 

note from her. The note informs him trot she just pretended 

to leave town in order to see if Melchor would marry Magdalena. 

The fact is that Magdalena never has any ideas about giving 

up on Melchor. Her whole problem is getting him to lave her 
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as she is. He is told to go to their usual rendezvous, where 

she will meet him. In the meantime Dona Angela is getting 

information from Quinones. What fails to make sense is that 

Quinones herself volunteers it. When Ventura aided Angela 

his motivation appeared questionable, but conceivably he 

would have aided anyone to get Melchor away from the veiled 

lady. He never liked her. Quinones' motivation is more 

difficult (I think impossible) to explain. The only excuse 

she offers is that she likes Sebasti~n a great deal and owes 

him a favor. She wants him to marry her mistress, so she 

intends to help his sister marry Melchor. All this without 

any forewarning seems an insufficient motive. Another flaw 

comes to light when we examine the information she gives 

Dona Angela. All through this scene where she is giving 

Angela valuable information, Quinones, who knows the Countess 

is just a disguise, leads Angela to believe the Countess is 

a real woman. Perhaps she fears it would reflect poorly on 

her mistress's dignity if her plot were known, but I remain 

unconvinced. With Quinones' advice, Angela dre s s e s up like 

the Countess and determines to beat her to her rendezvous with 

Melchor. One would think Angela would at least be curious 

as to how Quinones was able to tell her the time of the 

rendezvous and give her Melchor's purse (the one he had 
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earlier given Magda lena) as proof of her identity. When 

Angela is gone, Quinones determines to delay Magdalena in 

order to give Angela time to follow through on her plan. 

The moment is drawing near when Melcher's foolish 

passion for a lady he cannot even recognize will be repaid 

fully. When both ladies are present he has no idea which 

is the mystery lady. He has not been in love with the lady, 

but with the mystery. Angela enters. He mistakes her for 

the Countess. She lets him see her eye, but she is afraid 

he would notice the difference in hands. Ventura goes un

heeded when he points out that this lady's eye is of a color 

different from that of the other lady's eye. Melchor is 

perfectly pigheaded. He tells Angela, llNo hagais caso deste 

necio7/que yo doy crJdito al alma,/que con pinceles mas vivos/ 

en mi memoria os retrata./Yo sJ que es ese el que adoro,/ 

, 
Mas 6que es esto? jOtra enlutada! 11 (p. 1481) As may be sur-

mised from what Melchor says, Dona Magdalena has just ar-

rived in her disguise. Magdalena, seeing Don Melchor with 

this other woman, properly rebukes him and turns to leave. 

He panics, and reverts to the confused, innocent boy he is. 

"Senora, senora m!a,/no desdeneis enojada/la confusi~n de un 

amor,/que ni os conoce ni agravia./6Sois vos mi hermosa 

condesa ? " Melchor has finally admitted that he is helpless 
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to identify the veiled lady. Angela tries to fight back 

using the same tactic. As she turns to go, however , she 

gives him the purse to prove her identity. Magdalena is 

caught by surprise. She had not realized the other lady was 

impersonating her. To answer Angela's threat, Magdalena 

shows him her eye, and he nearly swoons. He decides the 

way to reach a decision is to examine their hands. He is 

about to do so when Magdalena is forced to flee by the ap

pearance of her brother. Angela also goes off, pretending 

to be angry at Melchor. 

Later, the Countess's lackey returns to tell Melchor 

that, although the Countess is peeved with him, she wants to 

see him tonighto He must go to a certain window at Dona 

Magdalena's house, and the Countess will speak to him from 

it. A flimsy excuse is offered for her being at Magdalena 's 

house, b ut Me l c hor is fooled by it, as by everything else. 

When Magdalena has returned home after thwarting Dona Angela, 

she tells Quinones all about what has happened to her. She 

is a clever girl, though, and must suspect that Quinones has 

double-crossed her, for the one thing she does not tell 

Quinones is that she plans to speak to Melchor from her 

wind0v1 this evening. When Melchor arrives, Magdalena first 

forces him to apologize for his failure to recognize the true 
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Countess. He asks to kiss her hand, and she lets him. They 

more or less agree to marry. Magdalena takes a new tack 

now. She tells him she really does have to leave for Naples, 

and she wants him to marry her friend, Dona Magdalena. He 

finally consents, but only to prove his love to the Countess. 

Immediately she bursts forth with jealous anger, calling him 

a traitor: " 6QuiJn mand~ jam~s de veras,/aunque se fuese a 

las Indias,/a su amante que a otra quiera?" (p. 1490) Don 

Melchor is confused beyond hope. Nevertheless, to be fooled 

by Magdalena's next ruse, that of pretending to call herself 

to the window to hear her lover abuse her, sinks Melchor into 

depths of ere ulity yet unplumbed. Speaking as herself, 

Magdalena plainly shows her love for him, if only he could 

understand. 

Quien habla mal en ausencia 
de mujeres principales, 
sin llegar a merecerlas, 

~ en fe de poco cortes, 
cual vos, bien ser~ que pierda 
como el crtdito conmigo, 
el amor de la Condesa. 
Sois muy limitado vos 
de entendimiento, yes fuerza 
que no alcancJis lo que valen 
los quilates de mis prendas. 
Mal juzgara de colores 
un ciego, ni de bellezas 
el montanJs ••• (p. 1490) 

Meanwhile, the men inside the house have heard the noise 

outside the window. They come out and catch Melchor beneath 
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Magdalena's window. He claims that he was talking to the 

Countess. This surprises everyone, for no one knew they had 

a Countess in their home. By this time Angela realizes she 

has been tricked, but she plays it to the hilt,coming out 

and insisting that she was the Countess and that Melchor has 

proposed to her. Poor Melchor is happy enough with this 

arrangement, but then Magdalena enters to finish the play. 

She has all the evidence, and Melchor must admit it: "Conoz-

cola, y con verglienza/en ella sello mis labios." Marriages 

are arranged all around. 

As we come to Marta la Piadosa, it will be well to com

ment first upon the poor judgement some critics have shown in 

assessing Marta's religiosity. She is most often compared 

to ~artuffe in Moliere's famous comedy, a fallacious compari

son indeed. Though she pretends to be the sort of person 

Tartuffe is, it makes all the difference in the world that 

she is aware that her behavior is only acting. On the other 

hand, Tartuffe has no deeper identity than the one he wears 

in facing Organ's family. Karl Vossler has explained the 

difference aptly: 

La hipocres!a de la santa taimada es pura ficci~n 
fant~stica, queen lugar de conseguir efectos 
malos, 'trueca la venganza enamor.' Equiv~canse, 
pues, los _ cr!ticos que relacionan la comedia de 
Marta la Piadosa con el Tartufo de Moli~re; entre 
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In her impersonation of a hypocrite, Marta discovers the 

rankest kind of hypocrisy, namely, the respect society 

pays the hypocrite. The worst hypocrites in Marta la Piadosa 

are those who are duped. 

At the beginning of the play we meet two sisters, Dona 

, 
Marta and Dona Lucia. Dona Marta is the older of the two. 

They are mourning the death of their brother, but they are 

also worried for the sake of the matador who killed their 

brother in a duel. Both are fascinated by the matador, one 

Don Felipe, and they fear their father will have him executed 

if he is caught. The two sisters are jealous of each other, 

each feeling threatened b y the knowledge that the other loves 

Don Felipe. Dona Marta is voicing her despair when Dona Lucia 

enters, mocking her sister's laments. Both girl s have strong 

personalities, but Luc!a, like their father, is not very 

intelligent, so that her sister Marta is able to use her and 

dominate the action. Luc!a accuses Marta of lamenting more 

for Felipe than for their brother. Marta throws the ac

cusation back in Luc!a•s face; and then she puts on an act 

that convinces her sister she has never loved Felipe and 

that Luc!a has her sympathy in trying to snare the matador. 

Under the pretext of insulting Luc!a in a haughty manner, 
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Marta fools her: 11 A lo menos fuera afrenta/que amara yo a 

quien de ti/es amado. 11 (II , p. 356) While they are trading 

insults, Luc!a's simplemindedness soon becomes evident. 

To draw out Luc!a•s love for Felipe, Marta employs a trick. 

Luc!a has said she hopes her brother's murderer will be pun

ished (this in an effort to fool Marta). Marta responds by 

expressing the hope (already there are hints of the piety Marta 

tends to use when feigning) that everyone will forgive and 

forget. Then she springs the trap on her dull-witted younger 

sister by telling her, 11 Pues si su muerte te da/gusto, has 

de saber que est~/Don Felipe, hermana, preso. 11 (p. 357) 

Luc!a loses her composure and immediately asks where he is 

being held. Marta says he is in Sevilla, and their father 

plans to have him executed~ Luc!a reacts like the little 

girl she is: she runs away sobbing, saying she intends to 

find out the truth from their father. Now Marta is certain 

she must keep an eye on her sister in working out her love 

affair with Felipe. She remarks, 11 iQuJ f~cil es de enganar/ 

cuando es boba una mujer ! 11 (p. 3 57) 

" The girls' father, Don Gomez, comes in reading a letter 

from an old friend, Capit~n Urbina. Urbina, who is a man of 

Don Gomez Is age, has made a considerable sum in the Indies a.nd 

wishes to marry Dona Marta. His offer for her is "cien mil 
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pe sos y m~ s • " ( p • 3 5 7 ) Both these old men are a Y.aricious 

and feebleminded, especially Marta's father. He decides 

he will arrange the marriage and not tell Marta about it 

until the last minute. Obviously, money is the prime con-

, 
sideration for Gqmez. One of his rationalizations is that 

this marriage will in some way make up for the loss of his 

son. When Marta inquires as to the letter's contents, he 

deliberately avoids mentioning the proposal, telling her a 

half-truth, that they have been invited to the "fiestas y 

toros" at Illescas the next day by this old friend newly 

returned from the Indies. He says the trip will be good to 

relieve their grief. Marta does not like the idea of 

going to Illescas; not because she suspects the marriage plot, 

but because she alone knows that this is where Felipe is hid

ing from ·her father. Luc!a enters to verify from her father 

what Marta has told her about Ielipe's being in prison in 

Sevilla. When she tells her father this news (he is just 

like Luc!a; Marta must have gotten her wits from their 

mother) he is overjoyed: II jValgame el cielo! Pues ;_,quitn/ 

desa nueva autor ha sido?" Then, without waiting, he answers 

his own question, and both he and Luc{a believe his answer, 

which neither had heard before: 11 ;_,Habr~ el alguacil venido?/ 

Nobles albricias le den./La requisitoria ha hecho/ la 
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diligencia debida/en Sevilla. Satisfecho/estoy II {p. 358) 

He changes the subject, telling Luc!a they will be going to 

Illescas tomorrow~ and leaves. 
, 

Lucia is quite confused , and 

Marta wastes no time in adding to this confusion. She tells 

Luc!a that their father knew of her affection for Felipe and 

did not want to hurt her by discussing it further. They are 

going to Illescas, says Marta, to please Luc!a and make her 

forget the impending execution. 
, 

She promises to help Lucia 

plead mercy for Felipe before their father when they get to 

Illescas. Luc!a falls for Marta's show of sympathy and stops 

suspecting her, the result Marta hoped to achieve. 

The scene changes and we are introduced to Don Felipe 

and his servant Pastran a . Pastrana is in the course of 

advising Felipe to flee much farther from the scene of the 

crime than Illescas, where he is certain to be caught. How

ever, Felipe says he simply cannot7 he is too much in love 

with Dona Marta. Throughout the action of the play, Felipe 

shows himself to be both courageous and quick-thinking. 

Although Dona Marta must dominate the action because of her 

position among the characters, Don Felipe shows himself to 

be a forceful man capable of responsible action. Felipe has 

discovered that the girls and their father will soon arrive 

in Illescas, but he is determined to stay and see the lady 
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of his heart. Felipe understands the relationship of jealousy 

between the two sisters: 

bien s~ 
que entrambas a dos me miran 
con cuidado, y que suspiran, , 
aunque a su hermano mate, ,. . . . 
por mi; y quisiera, por Dias, 
que algun galln conquistase 
a la una y me dejase 
con la mayor de las dos. {p. 361) 

Next, the family has arrived at Illescas, and Don Gomez 

is introducing his daughters to Capit~n Urbina and his nephew, 

the AlfJrez. This scene involves the usual irony of mis

understood words. Marfa has only vague suspicions. It 

scarcely dawns on her that her father could be planning to 

marry her to this old caduco. She does fear they are think

ing of marrying her to his nephew. When Gomez introduces 

Marta to Urbina, he is anxious to have the old man like her, 

so he tells his daughter, "Habla, hija, no suspendas/tu 

afici~n para despues." She misunderstands, but speaks to the 

old man very nicely, asking to kiss his hands, a conventional 

expression of obeisance. Urbina replies "Permitir/que vos 

me pid~is las manos/no es bien, si os he de servir." (p. 362) 

Marta notes the courtly tone of his words, but assumes he 

must be joking. Gomez explains to Urbina in an aside that 

Marta does not know about the marriage, but that she will do 
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what he tells her. The wedding is to take place the next 

evening. Urbina's nephew the AlfJrez, suspects that the two 

avaricious old men are plotting something of this sort. 

They all go off to the fiestas as guests of Urbina. 

We return to Pastrana and Felipe. They are talking 

outside the local plaza de toros when suddenly they hear 

shouts to the effect that the matador is in trouble. Felipe 

runs in to give assistance. To his great surprise, the man 

in danger is his old friend the AlfJrez. As they are 

talking afterwards, Felipe learns that his friend's uncle has 

returned from the Indies. Felipe inquires as to his health 

and the nephew's answer describes the old man perfectly. 

"La sangre del interJs/anima su cuerpo frfo." {p. 365) 

He also informs Felipe of his uncle's p~an to marry Dona 

Marta. About this time they spot the two old men and the 

girls; Felipe excuses himself, saying that he has killed 

their brother and must not be seen. In consultation with 

Pastrana, Felipe decides they will go to see the proposed 

marriage. Don Gomez has never seen Felipe, and consequently 

will not recognize him. 

The hour arrives for the ceremony, and there is a wonder

ful scene as the two old men vaguely sensing the grotesque

ness of their plan, try to break the news to Marta as 
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delicately as possible. Gomez tells his daughter he is going 

to marry her off, and commends 11 las prendas del senor 

Urbina ••• " to her. Marta decides the only prenda the old 

man has is his nephew, but she still wants Felipe. It may 

be that Marta really does understand what is being proposed 

to her; in any event, it only serves to rub salt into the 

wound when Urbina perceives she cannot even imagine the 

possibility of marrying him. Meanwhile, Urbina's nephew has 

fallen in love with Luc{a. Later this proves to be the means 

for keeping her from interfering between Felipe and Marta. 

Marta's answer to her father's hints is that "Aunque el 

senor AlfJrez es un hombre/de tantas partes, tal valor y 

fama ••• 11 Urbina interrupts her, asking what his nephew has 

to do with it since it is he who wishes to marry her. Her 

astonished reply destroys the old man: 11 iVos, mi sef1or! 11 

Like the onlookers, Marta's sensibilities are shocked by this 

proposal, but she thinks quickly of means to extricate her

self from the embarrassing situation. She knows how to wind 

these two old moneymongers around her finger. To herself 

she comments, 11 Cuando a Felipe adoro/de mi amor vencedor 

como del toro,/ien vez mi padre de su Abril, me ofrece/ 

este caduco Enero! 11 But for her ather's ears she makes her

self sound very pious, as she did earlier in fooling her 
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sister, and explains why she cannot marry Urbina. She has 

caught sight of Felipe, who is watching her from hiding, 

and this inspires her further. She says very meekly that she 

cannot follow her father ·' s wishes (which enrages him) because 

six years ago, to free herself from an unspeakable danger, 

she made a vow of perpetual virginity. This so confuses her 

father that he doesn't know what to do, other than suspend 

the ceremony and go to Madrid to consult some theologians 

as to the validity of his daughter's vow. 

The scene returns to Don Gomez's home in Madrid. 

Urbina has come to find out how things are going in the ef-

fort to persuade Marta to put aside her vow. He mentions 

to Gomez that he had the intention of marrying his nephew 

to Dona Lucfa. Gomez readily agrees to this proposal but 

tells him the situation with Marta seems hopeless. She 

has changed, become very saintly and pious. She refuses to 

marry or to enter a nunnery. She wishes to remain a doncella 

doing good works. Gomez fears he will be punished by hea-..e n 

should he now force her into marriage. In agreeing to the 

match between his younger daughter and the Alftrez, Don Gomez 

says something calculated to repel the audience and impress 

them with his bourgeois insensitivity: 
, 

11 
••• pues casandose 

Luc!a,/Dona Marta podr~ ser/que mude de parecer,/y en ella 
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la envidia har!a/lo que consejos no han hecho." (p. 371) 

As if a young lady like Marta could desire sex with Urbina. 

While they are conversing, the AlfJrez enters and greets 

them. He has just returned from a military expedition. 

He asks how Marta is, and is informed that there has bean 

no change. 

Dona Marta comes in with her companion, # Ines. They are 

back from some work of piety; but what Marta tells InJs in 

an aside is that she has managed to see Don Felipe and has 

calmed his fears, assuring him that she is only playing at 

being a saint in order to avoid marrying Urbina. They have 

formulated a plan so that he can come visit her in safety. 

When her father asks where she has been, Marta says she has 

been doing charity work at a hospital. Her father objects, 

but to every objection she rages piously. Her father apologizes 

and gives up. He points out that it would be better for her 

reputation if she got married. A single girl outside orders 

ought not be roaming the streets. She asks what will happen 

to her chastity vaw. When he suggests a dispensation, she 

explodes again. She is a dominant woman! "iDispensaciOn! 

No la nombres,/que si verdad he de hablarte,/de unos d!as 

a esta parte/me parecen mal los hombres./iJesJs, y quJ mala 

cos a!/ 6 Yo casada? Ni por pienso." (p. 377) She goes on to 
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say she wants to build a hospital for the poor with her da.vry 

and will brook no interference from her father. Her father 

tries to test her by seeing what her attitude will be to a 

younger man, the AlfJrez. She declares that she has been 

so engrossed in her holy work that she has not even noticed 

he was gone on a campaign. Gomez is defeated; he take, the 

Alf~rez to see his younger daughter. 

Pastrana makes his appearance. Marta tells him that 

she has never had so much freedom as she does now, playing 

the part of a hypocrite. Pastrana says he is going to 

pretend to be a Don Juan Hurtado from Sevilla. He will tell 

G~mez that Don Felipe has been captured there, and that all 

that is required to punish him for the murder is to sign a 

paper. Marta assures him that she can take care of her sister. 

By making Gomez think Felipe is out of the way, Felipe will 

be safe when he enters the house disguised. Luc!a hears the 

news about Felipe first and brings it to her father. He 

rejoices, but asks where she got the news (apparently we are 

to assume that both father and daughter are so feebleminded 

that they have forgotten Marta's earlier trick along these 

lines). When he learns that Marta was the source of the news, 

he questions it, wondering how she could know. Showing 

perfectly hypocritical thin skin, Marta reacts by leaping on 
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her father ' s question with both feet. She pretends that she 

believes he has called her a liar. Just now Pastr ana enters 

and vindicates her. From this and other excesses , a subtle 

audience will soon understand Tirso•s point; that Marta's 

reactions are not those of a saint but of a hypocrite. She 

plays the part of a pharisee because she knows that the hy

pocrites she is dealing with will only respect a pharisee. 

She must act as hypocrites expect saints to act, not as they 

~tin reality. Another example of Marta's living up to the 

r6le of the pious zealot occurs when Pastrana speaks of 

Felipe as being of 11 humilde linaje. 11 She goes on at great 

length, maintaining that nothing is wrong with humility. 

Her father orders her to cease preaching. The secular hy-

pocrite has been embarrassed by his pharisaical daughter. 

At this juncture Don Felipe appears, in the guise of a 

sick, palsied student named Berr!o begging charity. Marta 

takes special pity on him and asks her father whether she 

can take him into their house to cure him. Her father tells 

her to give him a little money and send him on his way. She 

strikes home delightfully by accusing him of being like the 

rich man in the Lazarus parable. She embraces Felipe, and 

they exchange tender words under their breath. Marta threatens 

to leave with the student and nurse him in a hospital if 
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she cannot do so at home. She points out that he can teach 

her Latin in exchange. Her father finally yields to Marta's 

pleadings. As always in the plays of Gabriel Tellez, the way 

to success is by prudence, telling people what they want to 

hear; for people are more likely to believe feigned motives 

and a fiction, than the truth which flies directly in the 

face of their assumptions. While Gomez is in another room, 

Marta and Felipe indulge in a passionate embrace, only to 

be surprised by his sudden return. Felipe thinks fast and 

pretends that he has fainted. Marta goes along with the game 

and acts as though she caught him. Gomez is completely 

fooled and helps her with the young man. 

Next,. Urbina· tells Marta he has been so impressed with 

her piety that he intends giving her eight thousand ducats 

for the construction of her hospital. He then announces his 

intent to marry his nephew to Luc!a. Marta's father dubs 

her "Marta la piadosa. 11 Everything is going well, but 

Lucfa must be dealt with soon. She has no desire to marry 

the AlfJrez. She has recognized Felipe but has held silent, 

hoping to steal him away from Marta. Marta is again called 

upon to extricate herself from a tight situation: her father, 

seeing Felipe getting ready to give her a 11 grammar lesson," 

asks to have her decline something in his presence. 
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Naturally., she has had no real grammar lessons and does not 

know the first thing about declensions. Felipe tells her 

to follow his lead and pretend. The phrase he gives her is 

"Quis putas? Quae putas? 11 Marta sees her opening and begins 

her act. Although it is Latin, she claims she is offended 

by the words: 11 Ay que me ha escandalizado!/iJesJs! No quiero 

aprender/Gram~tica., licenciado. 11 Felipe feigns incomprehen

sion and she adds 11 Quite., quite, que es lascivo/aquese arte, 

y no concierta/con la vida que yo vivo/ ••• 6En la boca he 

de tomar/tal cosa?" {p. 387) Felipe explains the meaning of 

the phrase to her, but she still will have none of it. Even 

to her father this seems a bit far-fetche9., but Urbina says 

"Es muy honesta; yen fin/el sonido la convida/a tenelle 

por rliin." {p. 387) No one thinks of the obvious., that a 

pure mind would not have noticed the connection with the 

Spanish word or would not have mentioned it! The old men go 

out. Felipe and Marta embrace again., but this time Dona 

Luc!a sees them. She is, of course, jealous. She decides 

to stop them by entering and telling Marta that their father 

wishes to see her. 

When Marta has gone, Luc!a confronts Felipe with her 

complaint. She threatens to reveal everything to her father 

and begins to scream. Felipe almost panics, but, regaining 
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his nerve, he calls her "bien mf.o!" She responds with dis

belief, yet with hoJ;E 11 6Yo tu bien? Qut linda cosa!/Ve a 

mi hermana, que piadosa/te ha convertido en Berr!o." Search

ing for something to calm her, Felipe manages to dupe Luc!a. 

He tells her she is the only reason he came to the house, but 

that since Marta recognized him, he had to pretend to love 

her to keep her from giving him away. Being unintelligent, 

she does not see that she is the one to whom this trick applies-

the opposite of what Felipe has told her. Felipe swears that 

she is his true love. She gives in, and they embrace. In 

the meantime Marta has returned and is watching them. She 

hears Felipe tell her sister, 11 Pues por una hipocritona,/ 

engana-bobos, 6quer!as/que me disfrazase yo?/Solo tu amor 

anim~,/mi bien, las industrias m!as. 11 {p. 390) Marta says 

to herself, "Celos, si en tales ensayos/sois nublados del 

amor,/6qu~ aguarda vuestro rigor?/Lloved fuego, arrojad 

rayos." Felipe explains to Luc!a the plot Pastrana is operat

ing to get her father to Sevilla (supposedly to witness 

Felipe's execution) in order that he may not thwart their 

marriage. All he fails to mention is that she is not the 

one he intends to marry. Luc!a leaves and Marta re-enters. 

She begins to give Felipe a vitriolic tongue-lashing. She 

does not allow him to explain and is about to reveal his 
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masquerade to Don Gomez. Neither sister is characterized by 

patience. He assures her he was only trying to calm down 

Luc!a. She answers , "Traidor, no pienses matar/dos p~jaros 

con un canto." (p. 391) She ends by swearing "Antes que de 

cqu{ me parta,/en venganza de los dos/te han de matar, ivive 

Dios ! 11 (Ibi d . ) 

The two old men and the nephew are standing outside. 

When they hear Marta curse "ivive Dios!" they are shocked 

and wonder what could have caused it. Felipe and Marta are 

forced back together by necessity, and they develop a spon

taneous act to explain everything. They pretend that it was 

Felipe who cursed in aggravation with his pious pupil. 

Marta tells him he must either leave or kiss the ground in 

front of her, "que aunque yo soy pecadora,/nadie ha de tener 

licencia/de jurar en mi presencia, /que es gran pecado. 11
' 

(p.392) Felipe complains that he did not lie in the oath. 

Marta strikes him, ostensibly for cursing, but really out of 

jealousy. When Felipe starts to leave , however, Marta begs 

her father to make him stay. She says she is worried about 

his palsy. He will only stay on the condition that she fall 

to her knees and kiss his hand. She does, and everyone admires 

her great humility. 

Pastrana has returned to speak to Don Gomez. Gomez and 

Urbina leave. The AlfJrez remains behind. He has recognized 
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Felipe. Felipe admits the ruse and apologizes for not let

ting him in on it earlier. He tells the Alf~rez he will 

serve as a go-between for him with Luc!a if, in return, the 

AlfJrez will lend his aid to Felipe's plot. They agree, and 

Felipe sets out to trick Luc!a. He tells Luc!a to pretend 

that she likes the AlfJrez in order to keep him off Felipe's 

back. She assents. Unlike most of Tirso's heroes, Felipe 

has little trouble controlling women. Meanwhile, Pastrana 

has been relating the new developments in Sevilla to Don 

Gomez: a death sentence has been handed down. He suggests 

that Gomez's vengeance will be more complete if he goes to 

watch the execution in Sevilla. Urbina offers to escort him 

as far as Illescas. Marta promises her father to keep the 

door and windows shut while he is gone. Next, Marta deceives 

Luc!a into believing that their father is being deluded so 

that Luc!a may marry Felipe. She also tricks her younger 

sister into continuing her feigned love for the Alf~rez: 

11 
••• pero pues se queda ac~/el AlfJrez, cuyo amor/es menester 

enganar,/conviene que ser su esposa/en lo pJblico finj~is ••• 11 

{p. 398) 

The scene changes, and we see Urbina telling Gomez to 

calm down as they arrive back in Madrid. G~mez has learned 

the whole story about how he has been duped, but he is too 
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late returning. In his excitement and anger he confronts the 

young people. The play of la piadosa is over, but no evil 

intent lies behind Marta's mask. 
, 

Don Felipe tells Gomez, 

11 
••• que si un hijo os matJ/aunque no es igual la paga,/ 

por hijo vuestro me ofrezco. 11 (p. 402) A man enters and 

informs Felipe his father has died, leaving him a good 

inheritance. This satisfies Don Gomez's greed, and with that 

out of the way, even Don Gomez enjoys the joke~ 
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IV. HAGIOGRAPHICAL DRAMA 

The next two plays to come under scrutiny have been 

termed, for lack of a better name, hagiographies. Neither 

Dona Beatriz de Silva nor La Ninfa del Cielo is, in the strict 

sense of the term, a saint's play. However, both do culmin

ate in the religious conversion of the heroine, making hagio

graphy a more appropriate name for them than anything else. 

In both plays Tirso tries to show us the evil results of 

loco amor, and how these evil results only find their cure in 

love for God and devotion to the Virgin. Dona Beatriz de 

Silva is a beautiful lady-in-waiting to Dona Isabel, Queen 

of Castilla. She makes a career of flirting with all the 

young courtiers. This causes her to be locked in a closet 

and nearly smothered by the Queen, who fears Beatriz has 

designs on the King. While in the closet, the Virgin appears 

to her. Beatriz repents of her courtly preoccupations and 

pledges herself to found a new order to defend Mary's Imma

culate Conception. The play is terrible structurally~ the 

subplot involving Beatriz' s brother is only tenuously con

nected to the whole. Beatriz's conversion experience is 

136 
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scarcely convincing. Everything about the play suggests that 

Tirso wrote it under the pressure of a deadline. Beatriz 

begins as the dominant woman, but Isabel gradually assumes 

that role from her. The playwright seems to have had no 

unified conception of what he was writing, or else changed 

it during composition. All the faults of Dona Beatriz de 

Silva form a compendium of Tirso's dramatic handicaps: the 

unfortunate things we have noticed in other plays all find 

their classic expression in this play. Also, with regard to 

the conversion experience, we can see some interesting com

parisons to its very excellent sister play, La Ninfa del 

Cielo. The heroine of the latter play, Ninfa, is the arche

type of all pastoral maidens who shun men • . However, she is 

seduced and abandoned by the Duke Carlos. This intensifies 

her grudge against men, and she forms a gang to kill all men. 

Carlos returns to her, her gang turns upon her, and while 

fleeing and lost on a dark, stormy night, Ninfa experiences 

a genuine conversion; one that is more satisfying than that 

undergone by Beatriz. What we shall be especially concerned 

to delve into is how the conversion experience effects the 

heroine ' s dominance of the action. 

In Dona Beatriz de Silva the action begins at a great 

festival held in Lisboa to commemorate the departure of two 
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infantas to foreign courts where they will be married. The 

infantas are Dona Leonor (in the royal line) and Dona Isabel, 

her cousin. Leonor is bound for Germany to marry the Emperor 

Frederick III and Isabel is going to Castilla to wed Juan II. 

Dona Beatriz de Silva is Isabel's lady-in-waiting who will 

be going with her to the Spanish court. Though the whole 

city is in the midst of a joyous celebration, various of the 

courtiers express regret that these three beauties will be 

leaving Portugal. One of these who is very depressed is 

Don Juan, Beatriz's brother, who has a special reason for 

feeling sad. He loves Leonor very much, and now she is leaving 

him foreverp to marry the emperor. He explains to a friend 

that he first began loving her in childhood, when he was a 

companion for Leonor and her brother, the present king of 

Portugal. As he and Leonor grew, they became more distant, 

he says, because she was royalty and was obliged to remain 

distant. In pining for her, he claims his own family back

ground is not unworthy of her. 11 En efecto, llego el fin/ 

de mi vida, ya se va/la infanta Dona Leonor/ a Alemania/ ••• / 

jHoy muero, hoy fenezco, Conde!" (II, p. 870) 

In the next scene we are introduced to Dona Beatriz. 

Somehow in the course of the play she loses something, but 

at this fitst entrance she is stunning--an enchanting, 
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flirtatious girl. As often must have been the case, the two 

gentlemen who enter escorting her are claiming the right to 

the place of honor at her side. They are her cousin Don 

Pedro Pereira ~ho despite their being kin aspires to her 

hand), who has been courting her for a year, and a newcomer, 

part of the Castilian delegation, Don Pedro Giron. Both 

gentlemen decide to refer the dispute to Beatriz. She loves 

attention, and so naturally she responds tactfully, "Fidalgos, 

siempre fue consejo sano/no juzgar entre amigos, quien no 

intenta/perder el uno, y mas en d!a que gano/tanta honra y 

con los dos voy tan contenta." (p. 872) She points out that 

she must be polite to Pedro Gir~n since he is a guest, while 

she must also be considerate to her cousin. They meet Don 

Juan, and Beatriz inquires into the cause of his melancholy. 

She says ·she thought he was going to Germany with Dona 

Leonor as her escort. Before leaving them he replies to her, 

"Todos son enganos;/m~s vale, hermana, que entre ausencias 

muera,/que no entre irremediables desenganos./ By this time 

we can already see the thematic connection Tirso tr i es to 

draw between this brother and sister, the two sides of his 

story; the connection is that both are in the grip of loco 

amor; though J~an is a loser in love and his sister ever a 

winner, the moral apparently being that all those who devote 

their lives to the game of love are deluded finaliy. 
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The time comes for the departure of the two infantas. 

Leonor turns to Juan and tells him she wants him to come to 

Germany in her service. Like every lover about to lose the 

one he loves, Don Juan grasps at this as at a straw. He 

sees hope again, where there is in reality none. The phrase 

he misinterprets is Leonor ' s remark that" .•• lo que la ninez 

imprime/nunca el tiempo lo ha borrado ••• " (p. 874) Also, 

he misunderstands when she says "Don Juan, siempre os tuve 

amor;/servidme en esta jornada." (Ibid) His friends warn 

Juanrot to allow his hopes to rise too high, but nothing can 

discourage him noN. 

The scene turns to King Juan II of Castilla as he is 

travelling with some nobles to Badajoz, where he is to meet 

his new bride • ., The other nobles complain about what a strong 

hold Don Alvaro de Luna has over the King. His advice alone 

has been sufficient to make the King consent to marry Isabel, 

who does not even stand in the royal line of Portugal. Don 

Alvaro joins the party, and under his influence the King 

forces the others to leave his presence. Pedro Giron also 

meets the King, and by mistake he gives Juan II a picture, 

not of Isabel, but of Beatriz. The King becomes enamored 

of Beatriz's picture , and this is the source of much trouble 

later; for when he realizes the mistake, Pedro Giron fears ' 

to disillusion the lovesick monarch. 
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Dona Isabel, Dona Beatriz, and the others make their 

appearance before King Juan. The King speak to Dona Beatriz, 

mistaking her for Isabel. He flatters her beauty, but then 

Beatriz explains his mistake to him. Pedro Gir~n confirms the 

error. The King is in hot water with Isabel at their first 

meeting. He apologizes. She accepts the apology with 

understanding. Juan turns to Pedro Gir~n and complains that 

he has unwittingly and hopelessly fallen in love with Beatriz: 

11 
••• que el alma, como es posada,/se da al primero que llega. 11 

(P. 882) Isabel remarks, 11 Basta; que he entrado en Qastilla/ 

por la puerta de los ce los. 11 (Ibid) 

The next scene finds Beatriz out walking and chatting 

with a lady of the Castilian court, Dona InJs. InJs 

observes that Beatriz has shown favor to so many gentlemen 

that she cannot help wondering if Beatriz is in love. Beatriz 

denies loving anyone and says she likes all equally. This 

whole conversation is not nearly so spontaneous as InJs would 

like ti to seem. She has something on her mind and uses 

this casual approach merely to catch Beatriz off guard. InJs 

reminds her of her special favors to Pereira, Don Diego 

Sarmiento, and others. Beatriz makes excuses, but InJs inter-

MN , 
rupts her and warns

1
flatly to leave Don Pedro Giron alone. 

Beatriz's response is significant in that it shows her moti

vation to flirt is pure pride. "Todo lo que es cosa ajena/ 
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engendra apetito en m!./En viendo en otra una gala,/luego 

por ella me muero/hasta estar de envidia mala;/ al que 

desdenaba, quiero/si otra dama le regala." (p. 884) In~s 

reminds her that all people experience these feelings, but 

that noble people suppress them. Beatriz promises InJs she 

will no longer flirt with Pedro Giron. In~s is forced to 

leave suddenly when they see Pedro Girbn coming toward them. 

However, since she does not trust Beatriz, InJs remains with

in listening distance. Pedro Giron begins bemoaning his bad 

fortune. He is far from wealthy, yet the King has chosen 

him to be the President of a tournament soon to be held. He 

asks a favor of Beatriz. When she denies him, he tells her, 

11 
••• pues sin favor me voy,/y en vos novedades veo,/fingirJ 

que enfermo estoy/ y quedar~se el torneo. 11 (Ibid) Beatriz 

does not wish the tournament to be spoiled so she gives 

him his favor, a toothpick. Dona In~s reflects on what me 

has just seen. She is rightly angry and jealous: " ••• a 

todo hombre de importancia/admite y hace favor;/no se llamar~ 

este amor,/mas llamar~se arrogancia. 11 (p. 885) Beatriz's 

pattern of behavior is identical to that which she adopts 

before the Queen when Isabel warns her to stay away from the 

King. She becomes interested in a man only after she sees 

him desired by other women. The King enters to make a request 
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of Dona InJs. She notices that he seems to be in a trance. 

He mumbles, "Yo os adoro, Silva bella;/f~cil en el alma 

entrastes;/ tras vos la puerta cerrastes ••• " {Ibid) He 

admits that he is in love with Beatriz and asks InJs, of all 

people , to deliver a letter from him to Beatriz. Since 

Beatriz has not kept faith with her, InJs is determined to 

use the note against her. 

Meanwhile, four different gallants are imploring the 

Queen's intercession on their behalf in the race to win 

Dona Beatriz's hand. Each has his special line of pleading 

and his S:EECial favors to witness his popularity with Beatriz. 

Isabel believes that Beatriz should decide on her own husband. 

She does not want fights to break out over a girl of her own 

blood; so she determines to confront Beatriz with the favors 

she has given these gentlemen and demand that she choose one 

to marry. 

Isabel sees the problem of choosing a husband for Beatriz 

as providing a good opportunity to test the King's affection 

for her. She goes to Juan and asks him which of the young 

gentlemen should receive Beatriz. The King apprehends Beatriz's 

suspicion: "No quiera amor que se haga tal empleo,/la Reina 

debe estar de m! celosa. 11 {p. 890) Apparently he does not 
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even believe in the actuality of the problem she poses him. 

Th is is another example of love's blindness: the King cannot 

believe that his ideal woman could be merely a vain coquette. 

The poor King puts on a bad act of indifference and asks the 

names of Beatriz's suitors. He makes objections to each in 

turn. By the time they reach the last man, Juan has used up 

all feasible objections, so he simply says the young man in 

question is too young. The Queen is pointing out the flimsy 

quality of his objections when he cuts her off. "No me 

,. I canse1.s, senora, que no gusto se case por agora." 

When alone, Isabel begins sobbing. Until now, Beatriz 

has had everything her own way. All that has happened in the 

main plot can be traced back to her and her flirting. When 

Isabel resolves to thwart the King's passion for Beatriz, she 

begins a -rise that eventually eclipses Beatriz in terms of 

forcefulness. She has mixed emotions of determination and 

despair: " ••• el ejemplo del Rey sirva de prueba/ a los 

celos que ya presumo,/pues si es llama el amor, ellos son 

humo./Los imposibles que hoy el Rey ha hallado/ al desposorio 

de esta mi enemiga,/sabr~ veneer mi velador cuidado,/por mas 

que ciego en SU pasion prosiga." (Ibid) Ints makes her 

entrance and is surprised to find the Queen crying. InJs 

gives her the King's note, in which he expresses the wish 
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that, although Beatriz may not be Queen of Castilla, she will 

consent to being the Queen of his will. Isabel decides Bea

triz must be forced to return to Portugal immediately. When 

informed of this decision, Beatriz inquires as to the reason. 

Isabel tries to soothe her by flattery: 

Liberal!sima eres, 
no sabes lo que es negar; 
si aprendieran de ti a dar, 
Beatriz, las dem~s mujeres 
nadie de ellas se quejara 

Tengo una prenda yo, 
que aunque velo por guardarla, 
andas muy cerca de hurtarla. (p. 891) 

Beatriz becomes "sassy" with the Queen, asking with a haughty 

show of innocence how she has compromised her honor. The 

Queen shows her the favors. Beatriz is startled, but she 

manages to maintain her eelf-righteous attitude, replying, 

"Juegos que son cortesanos/poco ofenden. 11 (p. 892) Isabel 

really gives her a scolding. She accuses Beatriz of not 

being satisfied with four men and shows her the King's note. 

Next, the Queen tears up the note, warning Beatriz, 

.•• a quien mi enojo ocasiona , 
como el papel, rasgare , 
el alma, y le comere 
el coraz~n. La corona , 
que yo poseo, querria 
ponerte el Rey, y no osara 
decirlo, como no hallara 

I' lugar en tu fantasia. 
Villana, itJ con el ReyJ _ 
jVive el cielo! (Ibid) 
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Beatriz answers that she is not to blame if the King loves 

her ; that, in fact, 11 tal altivez heredJ/y presuncion, 

que no sJ/si estimara ser su esposa. 11 (Ibid) Isabel completely 

loses patience with her cousin. She has InJs open a closet, 

and she stuffs Beatriz into it bodily. She intends Beatriz 

to either starve or smother. Beatriz is determined not to 

yield to another will: 

Si he de morir 
I • D. , aqui, no sepa, jml ios., 

ninguno que esta crueldad 
pudo en el pecho caber 
de tan severa mujer; 
queen esta conformidad 
yo prometo, aunque me muera, 
no dar voces. {p. 893) 

The action returns momentarily to Beatriz's brother, 

Don Juan. He has arrived in Rome with Leonor to witness her 

marriage and coronation. In plain langrage he reveals his 

love to her. She warns him to forget it, but he is not con-

vinced that she means what she says. Later, in the ceremonial 

procession Leonor slips; Juan helps her up, squeezes her hand, 

and starts to kiss it. She slaps him, and he is finally 

disillusioned. 

The final act begins with the appearance of the Virgin 

to Beatriz in the form of a little girl. The Virgin frees 

Beatriz from the closet, where she has been shut up for three 

days. Beatriz is grateful, but does not recognize the one 
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who has saved her. Mary makes her identity known; then Beatriz 

confesses her belief in Mary a nd in her Immaculate Conception. 

The Virgin asks Beatriz to leave off being Isabel's lady and 

become her lady. This constitutes the same sort of call for 

conversion as when Ninfa becomes La Ninfa del Cielo; but here 

the conversion seems unreal. Beatriz experiences no inner 

struggle. She just ceases to be Beatriz, the proud coquette. 

The Virgin points out to Beatriz that her ladies follow her 

own example of purity and do not waste their time with 

torpe amor as Beatriz has done. With no reflection, Beatriz 

simply promises to remain chaste. She is warned that she is 

in danger at Court. She is told of how her brother has 

changed his name to Fray, Amador and fled from the grip of 

love: II le desperto del vicio/la afrenta de un bofet~n. II 

(p. 898) The Virgin asks if Beatriz wishes to follow her 

brother. She says she will do whatever is required of her. 

The Virgin tells her, "En Toledo has de fundarme/una nueva 

religion/que el nombre y h~bito tenga/de mi Pura Concepci~n." 

(p. 898) Then the Virgin returns Beatriz to the closet, 

promising her she will soon be released. 

We return to the Queen, who is having to endure an inter

view with that eternal worm, Don Alvaro de Luna. Th e King 

has sent his favorite henchman to inquire into Beatriz's 
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suspicious three-day absence from Court. The King fears that 

Isabel has had her cousin put in prison. Alvaro tells her 

how the grandees are all jealous, each fearing that she has 

been hidden preliminary to marrying her to one of his rivals. 

The Queen is not fooled: she knows exactly why her husband 

is concerned over the missing lady-in-waiting. She tells 

Alvaro to mind his own business. Then Alvaro reveals that 

the King has commanded him to search Isabel's room. She 

threatens him with the scaffold, and tells him, "Ya, Con

destable, os he sufrido harto:/no me deis ocasion a que inter

prete/que, por ser su tercero, veis mi cuarto;/pues si sois 

causa vos de que se inquiete/el Rey, ya podr~ ser que haya 

castigo/contra quien gustos torpes le promete." (p. 899) 

He is frightened as only cowards are. The King enters, bring

ing Beatriz's four suitors with him. He is trying to act 

the part of the disinterested judge in order to force his 

wife to yield up Beatriz. He tells Isabel he suspects she 

has hidden her cousin, and asks that she be released to avoid 

any fights between her suitors. She replies: "Si es Dona 

Beatriz la autora,/y tantos de su aficion/pretendientes, 

nadie pida/donde esta, que es cosa cuerda/que para que no 

se pierda/este esa mujer perdida." (p. 900) She turns to 

the King and says, II que por saber donde est~/la de 
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reinos por escrito.n (p. 900) Then she admits she has (she 

thinks) killed Beatriz. 

Como Reina he sentenciado 
a perdimiento de vida 
a esa mujer atrevida 
que al Rey, mi senor, ha dado 
hechizos con su hermosura 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

~ Ha tres dias que encerrada, 
sin darle alivio al sustento, 
falta de vital aliento 
y viva en J1 sepultada; 
porque este incendio se apague 
que tanta gente ha perdido, 
darla la muerte he querido ••• (p. 900) 

This revelation causes the King to lose control of himself 

and ·show his own mad passion for Beatriz: "iOh b~rbara! 

1Vive el Cielo!/Si es muerta, que tu castigo,/siendo esta 

Corte testigo,/tiene de asombrar al suelo." (p. 900) Beatriz 

comes out of the closet very confused about what is happening. 

All are astonished to see her alive. She explains that she 

was aided by Heaven. She holds no grudge against Isabel: 

"A la Reina, mi senora,/soy de la vida deudora,/y cuanto 

valgo, castiga/justamente yes raz~n/escarmentar y temer,/ 

yen el dechado aprender/de su heroica discreci~n." (p. 901) 

No one seems to notice either the Queen's charge concerning 

her husband's love for Beatriz or the change in Beatriz her

self. The King announces that whoever shows himself most 

valorous in the forthcoming Granada campaign will get to 
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marry Beatriz. However, in an aside the King reaffirms his 

own love for her: "iAY Dona Beatriz hermosa,/sol eres , Icaro 

soy! 11 (p. 901) Isabel is still jealous, and with good 

reason, for the King's retreat here has been merely tactical. 

When they have left her , Dona Beatriz decides to leave the 

Court immediately for Toledo, where she is to found the new 

religious order. She flees in disguise. 

In the meant• · e Isabel is discussing with In~s what she 

can do to rid herself of this problem, which she knows is 

not solved. She is torn between jealousy and the desire to 

forgive Beatriz: 11 
••• mis celos averiguados/hacen mayor mi 

fatiga,/y el tenerlos no vengados/a nuevo pesar me obliga;/ 

por otra parte, a clemencia/me mueve, al ver que los cielos/ 

manif i e st s u inocencia." (p. 903) In~s suggests banning 

Beatriz from Castilla; Isabel agrees. The King also has been 

doing some thinking about the problem, and has decided the 

best thing to do is get Beatriz ma rried to someone. She 

will be safest in a monastery, he thinks, until her marriage 

can be arranged. He confronts Isabel, telling her frankly, 

"No creyera/que tan cruel en extremo,/senora, el Cielo os 

hiciera./Am~baos antes, ya os temo,/cuanto hermosa sois 

severa. 11 (p. 903) She replies, "Qui~roos mucho, estoy 

celosa. 11 (p. 903) Then he demands Beatriz~ so that she may 
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be placed in a monastery. When InJs comes back with the news 

that Beatriz has disappeared, both King and Queen each suspect 

that the other is responsible for her disappearance. Juan 

feels he has good reason to accuse Isabel, since she has 

already kidnapped Beatriz once. Isabel, on the other hand, 

knowing her own innocence, feels certain this is one of the 

King's plots, that he himself has hidden Beatriz. She is on 

the verge of tears when she accuses him, mentioning the note 

he had written Beatriz. 

h 
,. 

Disimulad; bien aceis, 
si bien mi pesar no ignora 
que escondida la tenJis. 
Deme nombre de cruel 
Vuestra Alteza, pues le cobra 
de esposa leal y fiel, 
y ponga luego por obra 
las promesas del papel 
Dela SU mano y SU silla, , 
queen mi se logra tan mal; 
finezas haga en servilla , 
que, yendome a Portugal, , 
podra reinar en Castilla. (p. 904) 

The King begs Isabel to release her, swearing never to look 

at her again. InJs comes in with a note from Beatriz just 

as the King and Queen are becoming reconciled. Beatriz ex-

plains in the note that she has learned her lesson about 

flippant courtly life, and that she is going to a convent 

in Toledo. She expresses her hope that the King and Queen 

will be happy together. The Queen is no longer jealous. 
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Everyone admires Beatriz's sudden piety. The King suggests 

that they follow her and act as her sponsors. 

On her way to Toledo Beatriz has a vision of St. Anthony 

of Padua and St. Francis. They proph~sy her career as found

er of a new order to protect the doctrine of the Immaculate 

Conception. The King, Queen and courtiers arrive. Everyone 

is very gracious. Pereira has what ought to be the last 

word: "Nadie a Beatriz me quitara/sin qui tar le yo la vida./ 

Mas con Dios no hay competencias;/solo es Beatriz de Dios 

digna." (p. 909) 

La Ninfa del Cielo is one of the very best plays that 

Tirso ever wrote. We have already mentioned it in comparison 

with Dona Beatriz de Silva and we will have cause to compare 

it with that play further, particularly in studying how the 

conversion experience affects the heroine's dominance of 

the action. Here let us confine ourselves to some very general 

remarks. The play combines several strands, the most notice

able of which are the pastoral and mystic ones. Even when 

Ninfa plays the part of la condesa bandolera, it can only be 

understood in the light of her having been presented to us 

as a proud, pastoral maiden. One convent ion that is very 

noticeable by its absence from this play (and from Dona Beatriz 

de Silva) is that of mistaken identity and disguises. This 
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is not a comedy of capa y espada. In fact, it is a tragedy. 

In the opinion of Vossler, 

Es un drama muy fant~stico, totalmente inveros!mil, 
pero muy profundo, considerado como psicolog!a 
m!stica e intuici6n poJtica ••• La gran importancia 
queen esta pieza tan ruidosa concede Tirso a la 
introspecci6n religiosa y ps!quica se desprende ya 
de la frecuencia de los mon6logos. Hay nueve 
mon6logo~ de los que siete corresponden a la hero!na, 
Ninfa. Anadiendo los di~logos que ella tiene que 
recitar, en parlamento con figuras simb6licas y 
sobrehumanas como la Suerte, el Angel, el Diablo, 
el Nino Jes~s, o con una gente cualquiera que la 
oye pasivamente, se acaba por descubrir una notable 
preponderancia de la acci6n ps!quica sobre el 
drama exterior por espectacular que Jste sea. 6 

One of the simplest explanations for Ninfa's conversion 

being more convincing than that undergone by Beatriz is that 

more attention is devoted to Ninfa's: we see her regeneration 

begin in the second act and happen gradually before our eyes. 

On the other hand, Beatriz simply changes, and that rather 

late. Both girls may have undergone genuine conversions; 

but to make any emotional experience appear real to the 

audience, a playwright has to devote considerably more space 

to portraying it than was done in Dona Beatriz de Silva. 

Perhaps Tirso was forced by limits of time and available space 

to employ this mere closet conversion of Beatriz. A more 

subtle and personal explanation for the failure could be 

that Tirso was at a loss to explain how one of his flirtatious, 

courtly ladies might undergo a conversion. 
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The opening scene of La Ninfa del Cielo introduces us 

to Carlos, Duke of Calabria, and his servant-companion, 

Roberto. They are lost. They have been out hunting, and in 

the course of chasing a falcon that failed to return, they 

have become separated from the rest of their party. They 

are hungry and need a place to sleep. They descry a farm

house and are starting toward it when they hear some workers 

returning from the countryside singing. They meet them. 

The laborers are scarcely ordinary: they are Ninfa's atten

dants who are preparing to welcome her. She also has been 

out hunting today. Carlos hails them, and they invite him 

to supper. Carlos asks who owns the farmhouse. They are 

very surprised that he does not know, and he has to explain 

that he is a stranger. They never do get around to answering 

his question, and Carlos finally interrupts them, saying, 

"Al fin, 2,Ninfa, la Condesa/de Valdeflor, vive aqu!?" {I, p. 930) 

This tends to support what we later come to suspect, that 

Carlos knows more than he lets on and that, indeed, he may 

have planned on meeting Ninfa. From the labradores we learn 

that Ninfa is the typical maiden of the pastoral convention 

who disdains all men. She is very romantic in her attitudes: 

she left the villa of Valdeflor by the sea to come to these 

more rustic surroundings. She does not like courtly life. 
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On hearing of her attitudes, Carlos echoes the eternal themes 

of mutability and carpe diem in a warning to such maidens: 

Mire que el tiempo es de pluma 
para esperanzas de plomo, 
y si le deja pasar, 
pensando verse empleada 
en un rey, vieja y burlada 
ser~ posible quedar 
sin dejarle a Valdeflor 
heredero, porque dura 
poco la humana hermosura. (p. 930) 

From their description, Ninfa appears forceful and masculine: 

she enjoys riding and hunting:" ••• como si un hombre fuera,/ 

hace dos mil maravillas/a caballo en las dos sillas II 

(p. 930) They tell Carlos that Ninfa will be glad to have 

him and Roberto as guests for the night. Ninfa enters on her 

horse, with a falcon on her hand. 

On seeing her, Carlos, who is no dupe, remarks that she 

is justly called 11 Ninfa. 11 He has fallen for her. Ninfa re

lates how her falcon chased and wounded a heron, but the heron 

finally escaped: 

.•• otra vez la garza sube 
con m~s furia que bajb, 
y junta al sol parecib 
J1 ~tomo y ella nube. 
Llegb el neblf a acometella, 
y pienso queen este estado 
le di6 en el Cielo sagrado 
el sol por alguna estrella, , . , ( que nunca mas parecio ••• p. 932) 

This prefigures Ninfa's fate in her affair with Carlos. 
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Carlos explains to her how he lost his falcon, and she offers 

him the use of hers as well as her hospitality. Carlos is 

not the only one whose head is being dizzied by love. Ninfa 

observes to herself 11 
( i Buen talle de hombre!) 11 and does her 

best to be provocative--which is considerable. 

Later, Carlos comes and happily tells Roberto that he 

has cause to believe Ninfa loves him. Roberto reveals that 

Ninfa had asked him whether Carlos was married, and tlat he 

had lied to her for his master's sake. Carlos says he is 

determined to seduce her. Ninfa has sent a girl to Carlos 

to tell him she wishes to see him alone. He is to wait for 

her door to open as a signal that she is ready to receive him. 

He has already decided to promise marriage in order to 

facilitate the seduction. Roberto expresses his doubt that 

Ninfa will allow herself to be duped, and Carlos's reply is 

reminiscent of Don Juan Tenorio: 11 2,QuJ mujer hay en la 

ocasibn tan fuerte/que salga vencedora y no vencida/de un 

hombre tan a solas persuadida?" (p. 936) The door opens; 

Carlos goes in. 

The action resumes after Carlos has tricked Ninfa into 

giving herself to _him. He rejoins Roberto and hurriedly 

rettes his next plans as though nothing had happened. He 

tells Roberto they will take a ship to Naples, and from there 
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they will return to Calabria. Roberto asks about Ninfa, and 

Carlos answers in a cavalier way, "No sJ, Roberto;/ya sigo 

nuevos cuidados. 11 (p. 937) Roberto next inquires if Ninfa's 

being a countess does not entitle to her to more consideration 

than Carlos is showing. In lines that must have drawn waves 

of approving laughter from the gentlemen in the audience, 

Carlos says, "Roberto: todas son unas/en llegando a ser 

gozadas. 11 (p. 938) Or again, when Roberto accuses him of 

insincerity in having said how much he loved Ninfa, Carlos 

excuses himself with this: "Ten por cierto/que antes de gozar, 

Roberto,/todos somos habladores. 11 (p. 938) To this point 

there is no difference between Carlos and Don Juan. Both 

are strong, confident burladores, and there is good evidence 

in support of the belief that Carlos is quite as experienced 

as Don Juan. Likewise, nothing she has done till now would 

lead us to call Ninfa a dominant woman. However, we would do 

well to concentrate on the description the labradores gave, 

and on her first appearance. She is every bit as monumental 

as she seems in the beginning. Her seduction is the compli

cating event of the play and is therefore extraordinary. 

Meanwhile Ninfa has awakened and discovered Carlos has 

deserted her. She immediately draws the proper conclusion: 

"Mi desdicha es cierta. 11 (p. 938) She asks her attendants if 
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they have seen Carlos. They have not; but seeing her weeping 

thus, they set out to follow the one who has caused her mis

fortune. She tells them that if Carlos resists they mus t 

kill him, for he has offended her honor. She is confused, 

torn between her love for him and the desire to be avenged. 

She changes her mind. 11 No le matJis ••• Pero muera .•• / 

No, esperad II {p. 939) She decides to ch ase him herself. 

Sh e and her servants meet a fisherman who, pointing to the 

vessel as it moves out of the harbor, tells them they are 

too late for vengeance. Ninfa silences the fisherman; she 

watches the ship as it diminishes on the horizon, wondering 

where Carlos is taking her soul and why he left. For a girl 

who has never before been the butt of such a cruel burla, 

this is too much to bear. She hopes there will be a ship.,vreck 

and that -only Carlos will die. She tries to cast herself 

into the sea. Her vassals hold her back, pleading with her. 

She makes her resolution: 

6Para q~ querJis Condesa 
y una senora afrentada 
con la culpa desta pena? 

# Pero yo me vengare 
deste agravio, desta ofensa, 
aborreciendo las vidas 
de los hombres de manera 
que hasta encontrar con mi ingrate 
he de matar cuantos vea; 
porque es bien que paguen todas 
lo que un hombre solo peca, 
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y saliendo a los caminos 
como v!bora sedienta 
de su sangre, me pregono 
por pJblica bandolera, 
y de no tener, al Cielo 
juro, con hombre clemencia 
hasta morir o vengarme. (p. 940) 
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The scene changes to the ducal palace at Calabria. The 

Duchess has noticed her husband's continual state of depres

sion. They chat; it is easy to tell they are no longer close. 

The Duchess recognizes Carlos's behavior as a sign that she 

has competition. She presses him a bit, and he leaves her, 

telling her she is tiring him. Although she feels her jealousy 

and suspicions have ample foundation, the Duchess decides .:it 

would be useless to try to keep a close guard on her husband: 

II haga su curso amor, que es apetito,/y aquello que le 

privan apetece,/que si estrecharle a celos solicito/es prision 

en que m~s se ensoberbece,/y anadir~ a un delito otro delito." 

(p. 941) While looking for Carlos, Roberto meets the Duchess 

by accident. She accuses him of being her husband's procurer. 

She reveals not only jealousy, but also a noble, forceful 

spirit. With irony she asks, " 6Ha venido fruta nueva/a la 

corte a que llevar/al Duque, queen el lugar/antes que nadie 

la prueba?'' (p. 942) Roberto is put on the defensive. 

Apparently, he and his master have employed the hunting trip 

scheme in their sexual adventures more than once, for the 
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Duchess warns him, 11 " se que os sirve la caza/de estra-

tagema y de traza/para lo que deseais,/y que sabJis, con 

achaque/de socorrer un nebl!, perderos los dos II (p. 942) 

She ends by threatening to have Roberto killed if he does not 

quit aiding in her husband's escapades. Roberto goes to 

Carlos and complains about how he is being caught in the 

middle between Carlos and the Duchess. To his surprise, 

Roberto discovers that the cause of Carlos's melancholy is 

Ninfa: "Ninfa me tiene sin m:f../ ... / Pienso que fueron 

sonadas/las glorias que gocJ entonces,/y envidio, Roberto, 

agora,/pues su ausencia me enamora. 11 (p. 944) Roberto asks 

how Carlos plans to get away from home to go see her, since 

the old trick of going hunting is no longer acceptable to 

the Duchess. Carlos decides to pretend he has received a 

letter from the King requesting his presence in Naples. Thus 

he will be able to search out Ninfa. Carlos is as forceful 

as Ninfa, but he is not shown in the same light. There is 

an aura of mystery about her that he lacks. 

The action returns to Ninfa. She ras fulfilled her vow 

and is engaged in punishing all men for the wrongs she suffer

ed at the hands of one. She expresses the fear that she may 

kill every man and yet never be avenged. Stained honor alone 

is an insufficient cause for what she has done. She still 
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feels strong love for Carlos, and she feels deeply hurt by 

his having left her. She has nursed her grudge. Five hundred 

men, commanded by two bandit chiefs, Alejandro and cJsar, 

serve her. Alejandro is in love with Ninfa and tries to 

flatter her. She coldly tells him he too will be killed 

should he lose respect for her, as his language indicates. 

He apologizes. The arrangement she has with her bandits is 

that they can -keep whatever they steal so long as they kill 

all the men they run across. She warns them not to offend 

any women. They hear a woman screaming for help. Ninfa 

commands them to go to her aid. Pompeyo is brought back by 

her men. He asks if she is Ninfa. He says he has heard of 

her fame. He admires her; and to prove himself worthy to 

become a member of her bandits, he has just hanged his wife, 

a faultless woman, from a nearby tree. This incident points 

out the completely illogical hold that love and jealousy 

have on Ninfa. It does not occur to her that Pompeyo has as 

much right to kill his wife as she does to kill innocent men. 

By this time we can tell that her grudge against Carlos has 

grown to the proportions of a psychopathic fixation. She 

orders her men to -hang Pompeyo "'Por traidor a una mujer. 111 

Alejandro and cJsar bring in the woman. Luckily, they were 

able to cut her down before she died. Ninfa refuses to change 
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Pompeyo's punishment, even though his wife is still alive. 

An important point is reached now. The woman pleads with 

Ninfa not to execute her husband: "Senora: aunque es mi 

enemigo/es mi marido en efeto ;/ i no le matE~is ! " {p. 948) 

This woman's plea has made Ninfa see something about herself. 

She realizes dimly that Carlos is the one person she cannot 

kill, for she loves him 11 2,Qu~ mujer/llegar pudo aborrecer/ 

cuando tuvo amor perfecto?/Mi ejemplo he mirado en ti;/ 

levanta, mujer, no muera,/y sera la vez primera/que hombre 

he perdonado cqu{ ••• 11 {p. 948) This begins Ninfa' s regenera

tion. She is able to sympathize with others' grievances, 

even if only with those grievances similar to her own. 

Next, Ninfa's bandits capture a mailcarrier and bring 

him to Ninfa so she can examine his mail pouch. Ninfa is 

curious to know what is being said and planned in regard to 

putting an end to her violence. She still has her fixation. 

They read her the opening remarks from two letters. The first 

letter begins "Dos meses ha ••• 11 She stops the reading, 

saying "No prosigas,/que en su afrenta se aconseja/hombre 

que dos meses deja/a su mujer. 11 {p. 949) The second letter 

is allowed to be read this far: "Dueno m!o: side amar/tu 

soberana hermosura,/el amor no me pagara/volvi~ndome loco II 

Ninfa interrupts: "Para;/que ese es ingrate y procura/ 
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enganar a esa mujer 11 (p. 950) Among other things they 

find a warrant for Ninfa's arrest and a promise of a great 

reward. She has them hang the mailbag around the neck of 

the correo and throw him into the sea. 

The next prisoners are two musicians. Ninfa commands 

them to sing for her. If the song is unworthy she says they 

will be killed. They request time to tune their instruments, 

but she refuses. She is too impatient to appreciate any of 

their efforts. The song they sing her reminds her of the way 

Carlos abandoned her. She explodes and has them thrown over 

the cliff for trying to kill her with their song. She is so 

upset that she orders her men to leave her alone for awhile. 

While she is meditating, Carlos and Roberto enter, swords 

drawn. They are being hotly pursued by Alejandro, Cesar and 

the others. Carlos and Roberto are about to make a last 

stand when Ninfa calls off her men. She and Carlos recognize 

each other instantly. She relates to him what she has done 

since he abandoned her. She admits having failed in her 

efforts to avenge herself. She demands that he pay with his 

life. Carlos, who knows how to manipulate Ninfa, tells her, 

"No prosigas,/que es tuya, Ninfa, y no es bien/que acabes 

tu vida misma./ A buscarte, cielo hermoso,/y a disculpar mi 

hufda/vengo: m~tame si quieres ••• " (p. 952) He reveals that 
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he is the Duke of Calabria and that he is married. He explains 

that he had to return because he was unable to forget her. 

Meanwhile Alejandro is growing jealous of Carlos. Ninfa 

demands that Carlos kill his wife. In a sense this justifies 

the killing of Ninfa by the Duchess. Carlos agrees to her 

demand wholeheartedly. He proposes marriage, and Ninfa 

accep Alejandro can stand no more. He aims his arque-

bus at Ninfa. It misfires. By asking Carlos to kill for 

her jealousy, Ninfa makes it just that another should attempt 

to kill her from the same motive. Horacio and Pompeyo run 

in with the news that a regiment of the King's troops have 

surprised Ninfa's band and are upon them. Ninfa flees with 

Carlos and Roberto. Since she has abandoned thEitl, the bandits 

turn on Ninfa: "iNinfa muera,/y el Rey de Napoles viva!" 

(p. 954) · 

Now Ninfa's purgation begins in earnest. She has been 

separated from Carlos in the darkness and is lost and miserable. 

While waiting for daybreak, when she will be able to find 

Carlos, she falls asleep and dreams. She believes it is dawn

ing and that she can hear people and music. She sees three 

ilincers dancing around a well. One by one the three fall 

into the well. Ninfa thinks it is a trick and goes over to 

examine the well. Death appears gazing up at her from the 
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bottom of the well. Death asks what she is doing looking 

into the well of Death. Suddenly Ninfa realizes that she is 

to meet her death in this wilderness. The weight of her sins 

falls hard upon her. She despairs of salvation and prepares 

to cast herself into the well. 

El Cielo me persigue, y no sin causa 
en ella L"esta selvay me he perdido. Grandes 

culpas 
comet! contra el Cielo, pues que tengo 
a cargo tantas vidas, tantos robos. 
Todo es sombras y miedos cuanto miro; , 
no me puedo salvar, ya esta cerrado 
de mi sentencia el 0ltimo proceso; 
amigos y enemigos me persiguen, 
Cielo y tierra: 6quJ harJ, que ya no puedo 
en cuanto mira el sol estar segura? (p. 955) 

As she goes to jump, an angel appears and restrains her. He 

tells her not to despair: "Deja el ser ninfa del mar/que 

has de ser ninfa del Cielo. 11 (p. 956) He asks her to follow 

him. She says she will. 

Next we find Ninfa alone, no longer despairing, and truly 

penitent. She wants to undergo purging for her sin. She 

has accepted salvation with full realization of the magnitude 

of her offenses and with knowledge of her unworthiness. At 

this poi~t she is still almost too ashamed to raise her eyes 

to Heaven. She wants to leave all the enganos of the world 

behind. She hears Carlos calling to her. Though she loves 

him, his voice brings to her memories of all she wishes to 
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leave behind. She answers, but he fails to hear: "Ya es 

tarde/Del mundo, Carlos, huyo; Dios te guarde." In the 

meantime, Carlos and Roberto have been wandering over the 

mountainside searching for Ninfa. Carlos is desperate; he 

fears she is dead. They come on Ninfa's bandit outfit and 

weapons hanging from the branches where she left them. This 

confirms Carlos's suspicion that some wild animal has 

attacked and devoured her. Carlos has changed significantly. 

No longer the trickster, he shows grief and love: 11 DJjame 

morir, Roberto;/sepulten mi cuerpo fr!o/las grutas deste 

desierto;/de Ninfa soy, no soy m!o,/sin ella mi fin es cierto." 

(p. 958) Carlos also has realized the fatal, perhaps saintly, 

quality about Ninfa:" ••• Ninfa no es mujer,/aunque naci6 

en Valdeflor,/para que pueda morir. 11 

Once more Ninfa is alone, engaged in a search for mystic 

union with God. She describes her soul as having been 

wounded by him, as be:bg full of fire. She is lost in what 

she herself refers to as "La noche oscura"--an obvious 

reminiscence of San Juan de la Cruz. (p. - 959) While wander-

ing she sees, far off, the cave of Anselmo, a famous and 

saintly hermit. She calls to him when she arrives at the mouth 

of the cave. When he comes out, she confesses herself a 

slave of the devil, the worst of sinners. She has come, she 
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tells him, to seek his spiritual guidance. She desires him 

to give her the worst penance ever endured by a woman. 

Anselmo commands her to rise. He expresses the wish that in 

forty years he had improved as much as she has in a day. 

Meanwhile Carlos and Roberto have crossed the river, still 

searching for Ninfa. Carlos thinks he glimpses her in the 

distance. He observes that this is the most murky, sad, 

strange night he has ever known. Roberto hears the sound 

of chains and thinks he can make out a phantom approaching 

unem. It is dragging a chain along the ground, has long 

hair, and is dressed in animal skins. Carlos recognizes 

Ninfa. She is carrying a skull in one hand and a rock in 

the other, with which she is striking her breast. Carlos 

calls to her. She warns him, "Note conozco;/hombre, no me 

sigas." (p. 963) 

When she is alone again, Ninfa requests more purgation. 

Anselmo has told her to cross the river and go to a certain 

cave where she can be purged in solitude. Noticing a boat 

and boatman on the river, she assumes it must have been sent 

by heaven to aid her crossing. Roberto and Carlos are try

ing to convince themselves that what they saw was an appari

tion when suddenly they hear Ninfa screaming that she is 
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drowning. They run to the rescue. The supposed boatman is 

the devil in disguise, who holds Ninfa underwater by her 

hair. She asks mercy, but the devil is determined that she 

shall not escape his service so easily. Ninfa's guardian 

angel appears and commands the devil to leave her alone. 

Then the angel departs with Ninfa. 

The action turns to the Duchess back in Calabria. A 

shepherd from Valdeflor comes to the Duchess with the com

plaint that one of her servants killed a gander from Ninfa's 

estate. She repays him and seeks information about Ninfa. 

He sums up the story very quickly, including the part about 

her husband's promise to kill the Duchess. The Duchess begins 

to weep: "Harne dado cornpasi~n esa rnujer." (p. 965) She 

impresses the shepherd into her service as a guide and goes 

off to find Carlos and Ninfa. In this interlude, Ninfa has 

been searching for Christ, the "Esposo arnado"--another 

echo of San Juan de la Cruz, but the tone of her search is 

more reminiscent of Luis de Le~n•s "En la Ascensi~n: 11 11 
••• 2,c~rno 

te vas y me dejas , / y de mis brazos te alejas?" (p. 966) She 

is gazing into a fountain. The face of Christ appears in 

the fountain and he tells her that soon she will see their 

wedding (her death). Hi~ image vanishes and is replaced 

by the image of Carlos. Carlos is standing on the heights 
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above the fountain. She flees. He calls to her to wait and 

threatens to leap from the rocks if she does not. Ninfa is 

confused about what to do, but what she tells him is certainly 

the climax of their relationship; and, however worn her ad

vice, it is wisely and eloquently spoken. 

Sigo, Carlos, la verdad 
del Cielo; el bien no me impidas. , . 
DeJame, que ya no soy, 
Carlos, la que conociste; 
ya soy una sombra triste, 
ya con otro dueno estoy. 
Dios ha tenido de m! 
l~stima, y me ha remediado, 
y matrimonio he tratado , 
con El, Carlos, vuelve en ti; 
que ya soy de Dios esposa, 
y tuya no puedo ser; 

# vuelvete con tu mujer, 
que es honesta y virtuosa 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Todas las cosas se acaban, 
Carlos, y la edad ligera 
lleva nuestra primavera 
a la muerte y nose alaban 
los homenajes apenas 
que pudieron resistir 
a los tiempos sin rendir 
a la tierra sus almenas. 
Carlos, tu vida gobLerna 
en lo mejor de tus arto~ 
pues ves tantos desengartos, 
que hay muerte y hay pena eterna. (p. 968) 

Carlos is filled with admiration for the change that has come 

over her and asks her to wait so he can kiss her feet. How-

ever, it is not to be. The Duchess has arrived in the area. 

Thinking she sees a wild animal, she shoots to amuse herself. 
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To her horror, Ninfa emerges, mortally wounded. Ninfa for

gives the Duchess and explains that it is just that she die 

violently since she has killed so many. Carlos enters and 

is astonished to see his wife. He - asks Ninfa who shot her. 

Ninfa explains what has happened before she dies. Christ 

appears and announces that the time has come for their 

wedding. He takes Ninfa with him. In a moment of reflection, 

Carlos turns to his wife Diana and says, 

Esto el Cieloha permitido, 
Diana, para bien nuestro. 

# Perdonad, que yo dare 
de mi vida tal ejemplo 
que admire ni penitencia. 
Llevemos el santo cuerpo 
para que at admiraci~n 
la santidad y el suceso. (p. 971) 

The Duchess says they will take Ninfa for their patrona. 

Thus ends the marvelous tragedy of La Ninfa del Cielo, which 

Tirso claimed he found in Ludovico Blosio, but which no one 

has found there since. 

No doubt it has been noticed that, by our definition of 

dramatic dominance, Ninfa compares poorly with some of the 

heroines of the light comedies. No one will dispute that she 

adds what can only be described as a celestial quality to 

Tirso's collection of great women. Most of Tirso's heroines 

may be called ordinary (this is the quality that makes them 
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appealing) in a way completely inapplicable to Ninfa. She 

is extraordinary, yet how can she be termed dominant when 

seen beside Dona Violante or Dona Juana? The problem can 

be traced to the nature of the hagiographical play and the 

ways it must differ from plays of the capa y espada variety. 

In the light comedies we are given a deceptive impression of 

the degree to which the heroine dominates the act~on by the 

inclusion of numerous enredos. These constitute inter

changeable set-pieces of controlled action. In La Ninfa del 

Cielo there are no enredos; consequently, there is less 

action to be controlled. The great obstacle that prevents 

us from seeing Ninfa as a dominant character is her conver

sion. We are not free to ignore it, because her conversion 

and regeneration are the heart of the play. Ninfa's most 

important relationship, that of her soul to God, goes beyond 

what our mundane definition of dominance was formulated to 

measure. Inescapably, conversion means ceasing to be one's 

own person. It also means ceasing to assert oneself over 

the persons of others. When we consider Ninfa's surrender 

to God and her yielding to Carlos earlier, we wonder if her 

violence between these two surrenders can redeem her as a 

dominant woman. Measuring by our own criterion, she cannot. 

Neither, for that matter, can Dona Beatriz. Both are 
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hagiographical heroines and submission is a sine qua non of 

saintliness. 

I believe there is a meaningful sense in which Ninfa 

can be said to overshadow not only Dona Beatriz, but all 

Tirso's women with the sole exception of Dona Mar!a de 

Molina, to be discussed next. Ninfa is the character who, 

throughout the play, captivates the audience and the other 

characters. She dominates the imaginations of the people 

who surround her to a far greater extent than any o f the 

other heroines. She is larger than life. The other women 

achieve their aims mainly because they work by stealth. 

Ninfa also is successful in achieving her aim, but the aim 

has changed. She brings about her wedding, but the groom 

is Christ. 

Now we may ask why Dona Beatriz fails to dominate our 

attention after her conversion in the manner Ninfa does. 

Eliminating the structural flaws that draw our attention 

away from Beatriz, it ought to be noticed that even in the 

beginning of the play Beatriz's dominance is passive. It is 

of the variety we have ascribed to Ninfa--an attitude of awe 

assumed toward her by the other characters. After the Queen 

takes command of the action by locking Beatriz in the closet, 

Beatriz loses even this passive dominance. The relationship 
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between the King and Queen becomes the central concern. Bea

triz is reduced to a tangible symbol of the jealousy separat

ing husband and wife. Nevertheless, as the play ends, Tirso 

insists on devoting his attention once more to Beatriz as 

the founder of a new religious order; thus he neglects the 

dramatic possibilities he has developed in Juan and Isabel 

and gains nothing in return. If Beatriz's conversion ex

perience had been treated more amply, Tirso probably would 

have avoided the awkward situation of seeing interest in his 

heroine flag in the last act. 
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V. HISTORICAL DRAMA 

Although some might dissent, it seems scarcely less 

than self-evident to me that Dona Marfa de Molina deserves 

first place among any grouping of Tirso's women. She is as 

determined asthe most stubborn women of the comedies. She 

has all of the energy and omnipresence of Dona Juana and Dona 

Violante. If she lacks the aura of strangeness that envelops 

Ninfa, she nevertheless possesses Ninfa's capacity to inspire 

awe and to dominate the thoughts of the other characters. 

She is Tirso's last word among female characters. She is 

the woman. She has power, but she also has something else: 

nobility. When placed in a difficult position by the death 

of her husband, even more than power it is the nobility of 

the end for which she strives (saving the throne for her 

husband's infant son) that endears her to us. 

La Prudencia en la Mujer is a historical drama based on 

the life of Dona Marfa de Molina, the widow of King Sancho 

el Bravo. Her struggle to safeguard the throne for her child, 

Fernando, is represented by Tirso in three separate blocks of 

action. These blocks show how Dona Maria met and thwarted 

174 
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the treasonable deeds of two infantes over a period of ten 

or twelve years. In meeting these threats she demonstrates 

no t only uncommon force but a gift then thought to be unusual 

in women, prudence. Unlike some of Tirso's heroines, Dona 

Mar!a•s actions are always measured. She shows exceptional 

delicacy in dealing with friends of the Crown, and exceptional 

mercy in dealing with the traitors. 

We are thrown into the middle of things as the action 

begins. There is an argument between three important men 

of the kingdom. All three wish to marry Dona Mar!a, the widow 

of the dead king. Likewise , all three assume that someone 

must marry her and take control of the kingdome, for a woman 

would be almost as inept a monarch as a child. The men argu-

ing are Don Enrique (brother of Alfonso and son of Fernando 

el Santo) , Don Juan (brother of Sancho and son of Alfonso), 

and Don Diego Lopez de Haro. Don Diego is no upstart (cousin 

to Sancho), but he is "gentry," and has neither the rank nor 

the blood of the infantes. It soon becomes apparent that the 

infantes have no concern for the Queen, but only for the crown 

that goes with her. Don Diego has a pure love and admiration 

, 
for Dona Maria, but the events of the play serve to purge 

him of a bad streak of impatience. 
,___ 

Each man enyiymerates the 

reasons why he should get Dona Mar!a. It is highly significant 
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that Don Juan should remark "De su fuego/soy mariposa." 

(III, p. 905) As later events prove, despite Don Juan's 

-
hunger for power, he is intensely attracted to Dona Mar!a. 

when in her presence, he feels her power over his soul. More 

than anything,he cannot endure her chastisement. When he 

is caught in his treason he prefers to die fighting rather 

than face her again. He is drawn to her almost against his 

own will. The desire to get back at this woman who rejects 

him intensifies his original ambitions. During the argu

ment both Don J uan and Don Enrique enjoy casting aspersions 

on Don Diego's country background. In turn, Diego hints 

that his own blood is more of the godos than that of his 

highly placed rivals; he suggests they may even have dealings 

with Jews. Of course this proves prophetic later when Don 

Juan treats with Ismael for the purpose of poisoning the young 

king. 

Suddenly the newly widowed Queen appears before the 

three grandees. She aims a sharp rebuke at them, reminding 

them that all Castilla and Le~n are in mourning, the Moors 

are invading from Granada, and here they are wasting time in 

unseemly dispute. 

. ,. . 
jSer mis esposos quereis, 

y como mujer ganada 
en buena guerra, al derecho 
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" me reducis de las armas! 
jCasarme intent~is por fuerza, 

y ilustrandoos sangre hidalga, 
la libertad de mi gusto 
hacJis pechera y villana! 
6Qu~ veis en m!, ricoshombres? 
6Que liviandad en m! mancha 
la conyugal continencia 
que ha inmortalizado a tantas? 
6Tan poco amor tuve al rey? , , 
6Vivi con el mal casada? 

6Quise bien a otro, doncella? 
6A quitn, viuda, di palabra? 
Ayer m~ri6 el rey mi esposo: ., 
aun no esta su sangre helada 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . , 
ya yo se que no el amor, 
sino la codicia avara 
del reino que pretendJis, , 
os da barbara esperanza 
de que he de ser vuestra esposa; 
que al ver la corona sacra 
sobre las sienes pueriles 
de un nino, a quien su rey llama 
Castilla, yen quien don Sancho 
su valor cifra y retrata; 
aunque yo su madre sea, 
me tendr~is por tan liviana, 
que al torpe amor reducida, 
en fe de una infame hazana, 
dalle la muerte consienta 
porque rein£s con su falta 

Intentad guerras civLles, 
sacad gentes en campana, 
vuestra deslealtad pregonen 
contra vuestro rey las cajas; 
que, aunque mujer, ya sabr~, 
en vez de las tocas largas 
y el negro monjil, vestirme , 
el arnes y la celada. 

# Infanta soy de Leon; 
salgan traidores a caza 
del hijo de una leona, 
que el reino ha puesto en su guarda; 
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ver~is si en vez de la aguja, 
sabr~ ejercitar la espada, 
y abatir lienzos de muros 
quien labra lienzos de Rolanda. (pp. 906-907) 

178 

This speech brings out her determination and her strength, 

but it also reveals a quality akin to omniscience. Our im-

. , 
pression that Dona Mar ia is possessed of omniscience grows 

as we progress. She has simply appeared, rebuked the men, 

shown their hidden motives for what they are, and challenged 

them to go through with their evil scheme. 

Now Fernando, the child-king, enters. His mothe~ com

pares him to a lamb among wolves. Don Juan attempts to answer 

the Queen. It is ironic that he calls her an imprudent woman 

and castigates her for marrying her cousin Don Sancho; Juan 

also is her cousin. Mar!a•s legal position as Queen is 

threatened because, as yet, no dispensation has arrived to 

allow her marriage to Sancho. Juan hints that he will impede 

her dispensation. Don Juan is attributing to Mar!a the moti

vation that would be his in the situation; therefore, he 

tries to appeal to greed and ambition. He thinks that mourn

ing her husband and protecting her child are not nearly so 

important to her as the desire to rule the kingdom. He ends 

by threatening Fernando. Dona Mar{a responds immediately, 

"Muera; que no sera el Abel primero/que al Cielo contra vos 
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venganza pida." (p.908) Then she adds that the Papal dispen-

sation has arrived, so that Juan will find no comfort there. 

He storms out, threatening treason. He wants to make her his 

wife, even if it must be by force. After making similar 

threats, Don Enrique leaves. Don Diego extends his offer of 

aid and also departs. 

Left alone, Dona Mar!a pleads for loyalty on behalf of 

her son. She hears cries of the revolt that Juan and Enrique 

have already begun in the streets and is forced to flee to 

Le~n with her young son. While in flight she meets, and 

petitions the aid of three members of the gentry who have 

been feuding among themselves , the brothers Caravajal (Don 

Juan Alonso and Don Pedro) and Don Juan Benavides. Benavides 

is quite taken with the young king Fernando 

jOh retrato del amor, 
nino rey, humilde alteza! 
Con tu ang~lica belleza 
se enternece mi rigor. 
No tuviera yo valor, 
si el socorro que me pides, 
a las perlas que despides 
negaran mis fieles labios. 
Por los tuyos, sus agravios 
olvidan los Benavides." (p. 914) 

He suggests to the Caravajales that they forget their private 

feud until the traitors have been thwarted. These gentry 

unite and march to dethrone the usurpers. 
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The s~ene changes to the palacio where the two infantes, 

in conversation, are trying to enjoy their new position. 

Don Juan is ill at ease. He confides to Enrique that he 

cannot consider himself King while Fernando lives and his 

mother desires to regain the throne for him. There is irony 

in Don Enrique's comment: "Reina pudiera vivir,/a no ser 

la Infanta loca ••• 11 (p. 915) When her prisoner, he will 

speak of her prudence. With no warning, the infantes hear 

voices outside calling for the true King: 11 jViva don Fernando 

el Cuarto,/rey leg!timo! 11 No doubt these are the same people 

who earlier supported the rebellion. The two infantes 

are confronted by Benavides and the Caravajales; they must 

undergo the humiliation of arrest and judgement at the hands 

of the Queen. While they are under confinement, they receive 

the news that they are awaited by priests in the chapel, pre

sumably to make their confessions before being executed. 

Enrique shows remarkable courage, but Don Juan, who is the 

main perpetrator of treason throughout the play, cries that 

the kings of Portugal and Arag~n will avenge them. Finally, 

a letter of pardon arrives. Again Dona Mar!a seems to know 

everything her enemies think. She appears in person and tells 

them that they wrong her gravely if they believe fear of their 

friends has brought the pardon. HErreason for forgiving them 
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and rewarding them with more estates sounds like an apologetic 

for God's allowing ,rain to fall on the unjust: "Para con

fusi~n mayor/vuestra, he querido premiaros;/porque si acaso 

a inquietaros/vuestra ambici~n os volviere,/cuanto agora m~s 

os diere/tendrt despuJs que quitaros." (p. 918) So ends the 

first plot against Dona Marfa de Molina. 

The main plot of the second act is Don Juan's scheme 

with Ismael to poison the king. As the act begins, he makes 

arrangements with the Jewish doctor, promising that if he 

should come to the throne, he will do all in his power to 

help the position of Ismael's religion. Don Juan is a 

traitor to Christianity as well as to the Crown. Ismael agrees 

to his part in the plan. When Juan leaves, Ismael tells the 

audience he will gain honor and advantage by killing the young 

King, for his religion has always esteemed one who kills a 

Christian. Nevertheless, he is afraid; but he points out to 

us, in a bit of superfluous anti-Semitic humor, that he would 

not be a Jew if he did not fear and tremble. He starts to 

enter Fernando's room, but is nearly frightened out of his 

wits on seeing a picture of the Queen over the door. The 

characters within the play, even more than we, feel the 

ceaseless vigilance of Dona Mar!a de Molina. Ismael begins 

making excuses to the picture, not foreseeing that he will 
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soon be forced to make the same excuses to the angry Queen 

herself. He tries to enter the room, only to have the picture 

fall in front of him as though it were guarding the young 

king. This is too much for Ismael. He turns to flee, but 

it is too late for escape: the Queen is facing him. He t r ies 

to slip by her, saying that he will return later. His nervous

ness betrays him, and she asks him what has caused his upset. 

Next she notices the bottle of poison and asks him what it 

contains. He panics, and in protesting he reveals his 

secret: "Quien dijere que es veneno,/y que al rey nuestro 

senor/no soy leal ••• " (p. 921) She cuts him off, asking 

if he has been accused of anything. He puts the blame on 

Don Juan, claiming that he was forced into the scheme by the 

infante. He assures the Queen that the vessel does not really 

contain poison. Rather, it is medicine for Fernando. No 

doubt Ismael would have been pardoned if he had made an honest 

confession. As a result of his deceit, Dona Mar!a forces 

him to drink the poison he has prepared for Fernando. Ismael's 

body is put into a closet. 

Later the Queen is joined by Don Enrique, Don Juan, 

Benavides, Don Pedro Caravajal, a mayordomo, and a merchant. 

We discover that the first campaign against the infantes has 

impoverished her. Don Enrique seems to have mended his ways, 
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so she entrusts him with the defense of the fron tier. During 

their conversation, Don J uan is wondering to himself if the 

Prince is dead yet. Next, Dona Mar{a commissions Benavides 

to sell two of her jewels and use the money to raise an army 

against the Aragonese, who have besieged Soria. After entrust

ing Don Pedro with a certain monastery, only Don Juan remains 

in her presence. The commissioning of Don Juan is difficult 

to interpret because we cannot be sure how much the Queen 

knows. She has heard Ismael's story, but she is not firmly 

convinced of its truth. All the cornrnissionings thus far have 

been tests. This one is the crucial one. Don Juan's com

mission is to deliver a warning from the Queen to the traitor 

who plotted her son's death with the doctor. She begins by 

saying she knows Juan would lay down his life for her son if 

he were threatened. He affirms that he would, but he is 

starting to suspect that things have not gone as planned. 

She requests him to write a letter for her. She addresses 

it "Infante." He objects that she must mean him. To this 

she says, giving Juan every opportunity to prove his guilt, 

11 2,No hay Infantes de Aragbn,/de Navarra y Portugal?" (p. 927) 

She adds ironically that the traitor is a friend of his, and 

that is why he was chosen to deliver the warning. She ends 

the letter sharply: "Vuestra ambicion se refrene;/que se 
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b ' 1 ' d' /1 bl . . ' / ' . aca ara a gun ia a no e paciencia mia; y os cortara mi 

aspereza/esperanzas y cabeza. 11 (p. 927) All is calculated 

to unnerve Don Juan. He asks to whom he should deliver the 

letter, and the Queen replies, llEl que est~ en ese aposento/ 

os dir~ para quiJn es.It (p. 927) Don Juan sees the dead Jew, 

and in despair he decides to drink the remainder of the 

poison. She stops him, and warns him to be careful whom he 

befriends in the future. "El papel que os escrib[, /es para 

daros noticia/de queen cualquier yerro o falta/ve mucho, 

por ser tan alta,/la vara de la justicia ••• " (p. 928) She 

ignores his guilt both to shame him and to confuse his 

ambition. But Juan is incorrigibl~ Not knowing that the Queen 

is listening behind a curtain, he gathers together a number 

of the grandees and invites them . for supper at his country 

home, where he promises to prove various damaging things against 

the Queen, including that she is having an affair with Don 

Juan Caravajal. After they have departed, Dona Marfa is 

informed that no food is left for the evening meal. She says 

that Don Juan will be entertaining her this evening (what 

delicious irony!). 

At the dinner, the grandees are discussing who should 

take the place of the Queen. One mentions Don Juan as the 

obvious man. To this he replies, "Yo soy muy poco ambicioso." 

Jp. 933) When the others take his modesty seriously and begin 
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considering Don Enrique, Juan becomes upset and says, ''Don 

Enrique ha pretendido/ser rey, y si en su poder/est~ el 

reino, ha de querer/lo que hasta aqu! no ha podido." (p , 933) 

They go on to consider Don Diego, not reflecting for a moment 

on the fact that Don Juan also had a part in the treasonable 

coup for which he has condemned Enrique. Dona Mar!a has had 

the house surrounded by troops, and now she enters and orders 

the arrest of the guilty parties. The second attempt to over

throw the Queen has failed; for the time being, things end 

happily. 

The third act begins after a period of years has elapsed. 

The Queen is taking leave of her son. He has just reached 

ruling age, so she plans to spend her next years in quiet 

retirement in the country. She is concerned for her son and 

advise~ h~m at great length. She warns him that 

lo que el reino abrasa, 
hijo, es la guerra interior; 
que no hay contrario mayor 
que el enemigo de casa. 

Nunca os dejJis gobernar 
de privados, de manera , 
que salg~is de vuestra esfera 
ni les llegutis tanto a dar 
que se arrojen de tal modo 
al cebo del interJs, 
que os fuercen, hijo, despuJs 
a que se lo quit~is todo. 
Con todos los grandes sed 
tan igual y generoso, 

que nadie quede quejoso 
de que a otro hac~is m~s merced .•• (pp. 935~936) 
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Notice that the Queen does not tell her son anything bad 

about the infantes, though she would have good reason. She 

only tells him to trust Benavides and the Caravajales and to · 

exercise his native prudence. As soon as the Queen is gone 

two courtiers who have been friends of Don Juan lead the young 

king to express his own displeasure with the upbringing he 

has had:" .•• no para rey me criaba,/sino para religioso. 11 

When Benavides tries to defend his mother, the young king 

is caught between the desire to hear good advice and the 

wish to "try his own wings. 11 He is not so much fooled by 

his evil advisers as he is fooled by himself: if his mother 

was virtuous, to prove himself capable of independent action 

he must at least entertain her opposite. It is rebellion, 

not the object of rebellion, that is important. He commands 

Benavides to return to Le~n for a rest. When Benavides leaves, 

there is no one to stand between Fernando and the flattery 

of his enemies. 

The action turns to the attempted bribe of Don Diego 

Lopez de Haro by emissaries from Don Enrique. Don Enrique 

has designs on the kingdom once more and would like to secure 

Don Diego's support. The emissaries play upon Don Diego's 

well-known love for the Queen and her comparative coldness 

toward him. It is suggested that if they put the Queen in 
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a difficult situation, she will marry Don Diego from despera

tion. The strategy is to separate her from her son's favor 

by telling Fernando that his mother misused the royal 

patrimony. The excuse given for deceiving the young king in 

this way is that Don Enrique fears Fernando will not show his 

mother's mercy if he learns that it is the infantes who are 

really responsible for impoverishing the royal treasury. 

Don Juan is also part of this scheme, but his motivation is 

more positive than Don Enrique's. He still wishes to hurt 

the woman who has rejected him. 

Next, Fernando encounters his uncle, Don Juan, while 

he is hunting in the hills near Toledo. No doubt this 

"chance meeting" had been planned by the infantes. Juan 

enters dressed as a peasant and extols the simple life. (It 

has been •people of the simple life that have always thwarted 

his ambition: Benavides, the Caravajales, etc.) He tells 

Fernando the same things about his mot~r and her financial 

dishonesty that Don Enrique's friends have presumably told 

him. Hearing the story from a new source strengthens its 

validity in Fernando's mind. Now Don Enrique appears to add 

another accusation, that Fernando's mother has been having 

fllicit relations with Don Juan Caravajal, and that she intends 

to usurp the kingdom from her son. Fernando's response is 
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one of shocked belief: "iJesJs!, no puedo creerlo;/pero 

pues lo afirman tantos,/que con lealtad acreditan/la verdad, 

, 
6de que me espanto?" {p. 942) Fernando ends the interview 

by restoring his uncle, appointing him mayordomo, and command-

ing him to check his mother's accounts: "si no igualan los 

gastos/a los recibos, prendelda. 11 (p. 942) Don Juan is happy 

with the result he has achieved, but he doesmt relish the 

job of attempting to arrest the Queen and her friends on his 

own. 

The scene changes to Becerril, where the Queen has gone 

to retire from court life. The townspeople are in the course 

of greeting her when Don Juan arrives with his henchmen. He 

orders the Caravajales to be taken prisoner by the King's 

command. They show very little patience with Don Juan, and 

only surrender their swords when told to do so by the Queen. 

When they have been led away, Don Juan tries to make another 

bid for the Queen. He hopes to split her from the Caravajales 

by convincing her that they spoke badly of her to the King. 

Don Juan still wants to marry her. 
. , 

He promises Dona Maria 

that if she will marry him, Enrique will lend aid and they 

will rid the kingdom of her inhuman son. Then Juan makes his 

big mistake: he gives the Queen a paper signed by himself, 

Don Enrique, and the others affirming their intentions. She 
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takes it and puts it up her sleeve, saying that she will 

keep it to show her son who his friends are. Realizing her 

mistake (for J uan could force her to return it), she draws 

another piece of paper from her sleeve and tears it up. 

She says she fears being implicated in the plot; by tearing 

it up, each piece of the paper will act as a mirror to reflect 

Don Juan's guilt. Meanwhile, the King is on his way to 

Becerril to confront his mother and find the truth for him-

self. Juan is disturbed over the Queen's refusal to scheme 

with him. When the King arrives, Don Juan reports to him. 

, 
Ya estan los hermanos presos 
que el reino os quieren quitar, 
y la reina, tem:e-r sa _ 
de veros contra ella airado, 
commigo se ha declarado~ 

/ y promete ser mi esposa, 
si en su favor contra vos 
estos reinos alboroto. (p. 948) 

Thmhe adds piously, "Vuestra corona me ofrece;/ mas yo no 

estimo ser rey/por medias tan desleales. 11 (p. 948) The Queen 

enters, and Don Juan sees that the game is over. She now , 

tells her son what became of so much of his patrimony and 

how the infantes' perpetual treason has disrupted the country. 

She hands him the slip of paper as evidence. Fernando is 

astonished, and Don Juan must admit his guilt. Don Diego 

returns with the Caravajales, whom he has freed. Benavides 
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also enters to defend the Queen. Fernando gives the punish

ment of the infantes into his mother's hands. She exiles 

them. As Fernando says of his mother, "con su vida ilustre 

ensena/que hay mujeres en Espana/con valor y con prudencia. 11 

{p. 951) 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

Although it may have gone overlooked, one of the most 

interesting comparisons in these plays concerns how much more 

action and plot complication are to be found in the light 

comedies (including the comedies of character) than in the 

hagiographical and historical works. Gone are all the enredos 

in the latter plays. This tends to make reading them, after 

reading a number of the capa y espada variety, a refreshing 

change. However , on the whole it is questionable whether 

they were as successful in holding audience interest as their 

less serious counterparts. Nothing can save Dona Beatriz 

de Silva from its chaotic construction. Elements of the 

fantastic and the compelling character of Ninfa make La Ninfa 

del Cielo an unforgettable play in spite of its simple plot. 

Previously we have tried to indicate how La Prudencia en la 

Mujer with its three separate blocks of action comprises a 

dramatic technique tota1y different from that used in the 

light comedies. T irso also employed the technique used in 

La Prudencia en la Mu jer in a very wooden, unsatisfactory way 

191 
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in dealing with sacred history (cf. La Mujer gue Manda en 

Casa); but the method seems well adapted to his aim in La 

Prudencia en la Mujer: characters appear from nowhere and 

without explanation. They speak their lines and leave. The 

impression is ore of starkness such as we associate with 

chronicle writing. The distinction is most apparent when we 

place this play alongside one with a tightly causal plot 

line like La Villana de Vallecas. The historical drama (and 

this handicap is accentuated with sacred history) allows the 

playwright little imaginative freedom. This explains why so 

much more seems to happen in the capa y espada plays. Des

pite the shackeling effect of the subject matter, it is sur

prising that Tirso was able to contain his effusive humor and 

imagination in the two serious masterpieces we have consider

ed, La Ninfa del Cielo and La Prudencia en la Mujer. Taking 

one play from each group (light and serious), I think La 

Villana de Vallecas and La Ninfa del Cielo are the best 

dramatically. This is true although I believe Dona Mar!a de 

Molina is Tirso's greatest character. 

As we began this study, we mentioned the possibility 

that Tirso's women are all variations on a single ideal woman. 

After having come this far, that proposition looks doubtful, 

even if it be confined to the light comedies. Within that 
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group of dominant women , Dona Violante and Dona Juana are 

very similar, but what shall we say about Sancha, or Mari

Hernandez, or Dona Jer~nima? Each of these has too many 

particularities about her to fit one mold. Even in the most 

general way, the women divide into two groups that correspond 

to the nature of the plays: serious and light. 
, 

Dona Maria 

de Molina is something of a secular saint. Any figure drawn 

larger than life has religious implications, and no one stands 

taller than the widowed Queen. 

Cer·tainly it ought not be reading too much into the man's 

personality to affirm that Tirso preferred the sort of 

spunky women who dominate his comedi s. This preference is 

tied in to one of the suggestions we made in connection with 

his inability to give Dona Beatriz de Silva a convincing con-

version experience. If one ideal woman, a Beatrice, does not 

seem to have been Tirso's inspiration, it is nevertheless 

true that the category of women we have termed "dominant 11 

was his favorite. 
, 

His great women, Ninfa and Dona Mar1.a) alro 

are dominant, but purged of the pettiness that makes many of 

his heroines loveable as ordinary people are loveable. Ninfa 

and Dona Mar!a are admirable: they inspire us with awe. Strong 

women fascinated Tirso and this fascination was given outlet 

in the shaping of such r6les in his plays. 
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There is one element in Tirso's work that captivates my 

attention even more than the dominant women. What I refer to 

is Tirso's characteristic# method for resolving dramatic 

tensions: his maxim is that straightforward honesty profits 

one nothing. People are much more willing to believe a 

plausible fiction. Nowhere is this emphasized more brilliant

ly than in the c a se of Don Pedro de Mendoza in La Villana 

de Vallecas. 

This method of dissolving the dramatic tensions by one 

or more of the characters fooling the rest into believing 

that no tensions exist might be thought to have cynical im

plications for the world in which we live. However, there 

are other ways to look at the matter. First we must recall 

that love is a game to Tirso, and as Don Pedro reminds us 

at the end of the aforementioned play: "No agravian/burlas 

de amor, cuando tienen/tan buen fin." It is likely that 

Tirso's preference for avoiding direct conflicts between 

characters did have its roots in the man's psychology--witness 

the way Dona Mar{a deals with Don Juan, especially when she 

dictates the letter of warning in the second act. This is 

psychologically identical in motivation to the parallelism 

in the comedies. 

Pfandl has said some very uncomplimentary things about 

Tirso's ladies that are related to our own assessment of them 
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by being so antagonistic: 

No solo debio L_'TirsQ/ conocer muy bien el eterno 
femenino, sino que lo desprecio de veras; de 
otra manera no lo hubiese representado bajo tan 
desdenosa luz, con pocas excepciones •••• La 
mujer hace aqu{ lo queen la comedia suele ser 
exclusivo del hombre: rinde franco homenaje al 
amor libre; busca y procura la consumacion del 
matrimonio antes de concertarlo; la constancia y 
la fidelidad no son consideraradas como virtud, 
sino como prejuicio. 7 

195 

Some comments here are simply untrue, as the one about the 

women showing lack of fidelity and constancy. They remain 

faithful to the men they love even after they have been 

wronged by them. Sometimes they do consummate the marriage 

before celebrating it, but invariably the gentleman has 

promised to marry them. Pfandl accuses them of being open 

in love in the way only men are supposed to be. Here I 

must again cast my vote with Tirso--his women are mindful 

of decorum in public. · Tirso goes beyond the conventional 

by showing us that his women think and act as real women do. 

The fact that they must seem shy does not hinder them, and 

never has hindered most real women, from actively chasing the 

man they desire. It is scarcely credible that these ladies 

could be accused of being lascivious. Their only crime 

is that they are not prudes, like Dona Angela in La Celosa 

des{ Misma. Likewise, I fail to understand how Pfandl could 

have received the impression that Tirso looked down upon the 

women he created. 
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Looked at from one angle, the hesitancy to conflict with 

others is called prudence. Prudence, the virtue of Tirso's 

greatest woman, also seems to me the key to all the plays we 

have studied. Admittedly some show less than others, but 

all Tirso's dominant women achieve their goals through 

prudence. Prudence, not inconstancy, is the best name for 

the intriguing element that permeates the plays. 

The sort of generalizations we have made in order to 

round out this study can only serve to clarify the main 

ideas implicit in all that has gone before. To attain a 

sympathetic understanding of Tirso's dominant women and of 

his dramatic workmanship, there is no substitute for reading 

the plays themselves. We can abstract and compare the con

ventions, the skeletons on which his plays are constructed; 

but Tirso's art is practical and must be experienced to be 

valued at its true worth. Tirso, like all playwrights of 

his time, sacrificed consistency to effect. Much can be done 

in drama that is not strictly consistent because dramatists 

have discovered through experiment what is and is not noticed 

by an audience. Whenever we find what appears to be a flaw 

in one of these plays, we must make an effort at imagining 

whether the "flaw" would pass us unnoticed in a live production. 

Also, it might be well to remind ourselves, after having 
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struggled through plots as thick as forests where all the 

trees look alike, that every age has its conventions. Popular 

art is quite as conventional today as it was when Tirso 

wrote; if our own conventions fail to leap out at us as his 

do, that is because they are ours. His world is not our 

world. Often I fear that people who would prefer the most 

second-rate motion picture to a Golden Age comedia would not 

be voicing an opinion on the relative merits of the works 

(though they might think they were) but of the respective 

worlds. All this is not intended as an apology for Tirso 

but as an aid for those who would like to enjoy his plays 

in the way they were intended to be enjoyed. 
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1Am~rico Castro (ed.), Tirso de Molina: El vergonzoso 
en palacio y El burlador de Sevilla. (Madrid, 1932) , _p. xvi. 
Chandler, R. E., and Schwartz, K., A New History of Spanish 
Literature. Baton. Rouge, 1961. del R10, Angel. Historia 
de la literatura espanola. (ed. rev.) New York, 1~63. 
Romera-Navarro, M., Historia de la literatura espanola. (2a 
ed.) Boston, 1949. Gonz~lez Palencia, Ang~ and Hurtado, 
Juan., Historia de la li teratura espanola. (5a _ ed.) Madrid, 
1943.. Valbuena Prat, Angel,. Historia de la literatura 
espanola. (2a ed.) Barcelona, 1946. 

2serfs, Romero, Manual de Bibliograf!a de la Literatura 
Espanola. Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse University, 1948. 
Simbn Diaz, Jos~~ Bibliograf!a de la Literatura Hispanica. 
Madrid, 1950. PMLA, "MLA International Bibliography: Spanish." 
Annually in May number. Studies in Philosophy, "Recent 
Literature of the Renaissance: Spanish and Portuguese." 
Annually since 1939, in April number. 

3Tirso de Molina, Obras Dramaticas Completas, ed. Blanca 
de los R1os (Madrid, 1946) , vol. 2, p. 53ff. Hereafter all 
quotes from the plays will be from this text, and will be 
indicated in parentheses. 

- -
4Munoz Pena, Pedro, El Teatro del Maestro Tirso de 

Molina. Valladolid, 1889~ p. 226. 

5vossler, Karl, Lecciones Sobre Tirso de Molina. Madrid: 
Taurus Ediciones, 1965, p. 120. 

6 . 6 Ibid., p. 7. 

7Pfandl, Ludwig, Historia de la literatura nacional -- , 
espanola en la edad de oro. Trad. del aleman por el Dr . Jorge 
Rubie Balaguer. Barcelona, 1933, pp. 457-458. 
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